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PREFACE 
The work described in this report was performed by the Pro jec t  
Engineering Division of the Je t  Propulsion Laboratory.  




The objective of this r e sea rch  was the development of an analytical 
technique ,to evaluate the probability that par t ic les  would relocate f rom 
nonsterile to s ter i le  a r e a s  on a spacecraft .  
is important for all multiple missions with separate  microbiological burden 
allocations fo r  various major  spacecraf t  systems,  and cr i t ical  for life 
detection experiments that r i sk  contamination from nonsterile components. 
This recontamination process  
The approach has  been to study the effects of typical miss ion  environ- 
ments  on the redistribution of particles on spacecraf t  surfaces  both 
analytically and experimentally. 
components, which have been reflected in the effort: 
( 2 )  dynamic release mechanisms, and ( 3 )  particle transport .  
par t ic le  adhesion has been principally a particle re lease experimental  
program, together with analytical work and attempts to correlate  other data 
found in the l i t e ra ture  and elsewhere.  Under dynamic release mechanisms, 
meteoroid impact and pyrotechnic firing have been modeled. 
t ranspor t  activity was an analytical effort which included the development of 
computer codes for  spacecraf t  geometry and orientation, forces  acting on 
released particles, and t ra jectory . 
This study consisted of three logical 
(1) particle adhesion, 
The effort in 
The par t ic le  
An analysis of the particle adhesion experimental  data w a s  consistent 
with a dominant contribution by Van der Waals (molecular)  forces  in vacuum. 
These forces have the same l inear  dependence on particle s ize  a s  the major  
adhesive force in air with a relative humidity in excess  of 6570 (capillary 
o r  water surface tension force).  Surprisingly, our numerical  resu l t s  for  
vacuum adhesion a r e  commensurate with published data for experiments 
conducted in a i r .  
Meteoroid impact has  been modeled by the elast ic  response of a large 
The analytical solution plate to a Gaussian spatial distribution of pressure .  
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f o r  the Green ' s  function is known. 
target  physical pa rame te r s  and the time dependence and magnitude of the 
p re s su re  function w a s  developed by an adaptation of an existing analysis.  
Predictions of particulate re lease due to meteoroid impact were calculated 
and compared with the resul ts  of experimental simulations. 
The relationship between meteoroid and 
The particle t ranspor t  analysis was to solve the equation of motion of 
the released particle in the vicinity of the spacecraft .  
forces,  the electrostat ic  force on the particle due to the electr ic  field of the 
spacecraf t  is most  difficult to predict. 
equilibrium potential of particulates in interplanetary space and an  approxi- 
mate  e lectr ic  field were obtained. 
Of the important 
Results for the charging ra te  and 
Finally a l l  of these components were assembled into a n  operational, 
integrated computer code. Fo r  a demonstration calculation with this com- 
puter code, a geometrical  model of a dual purpose spacecraft  and the 
spaceflight phase between Ear th  orbit  and Mars  encounter were chosen. 
resul ts  indicate that particulate recontamination is a likely process  for  
this mission model. 
and particulates which relocate on the relatively contaminated regions of the 
spacecraf t  were also obtained. 
The 
Other predictions, such as the distribution of escapes 
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ABSTRACT 
A computer simulation program to model the redistribution of 
particulate contaminants on a spacecraft af ter  launch has been developed. 
The component models for particulate adhesion, meteoroid impact, and 
electrostatic fo rces  a r e  described and intermediate resul ts  a r e  presented. 
The resul ts  of a sample calculation have shown that the recontamination 
process  is important. 
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I. INTRODUG TION 
Planetary quarantine is a n  international cooperative program concerned 
with the prevention of the contamination of another planet by t e r r e s t r i a l  organ- 
isms. 
positive resu l t s  f r o m  its own life detection instruments and, if the t e r r e s t r i a l  
mic robes  grew and spread on the planet, would confuse all subsequent studies 
(Ref. 1). 
Such a contamination by an automated spacecraf t  could yield f a l se  
In  the implementation of a planetary quarantine program for  a par t ic-  
u la r  spaceflight mission, a distinction is made  between spacecraf t  which a r e  
intended to  probe o r  to land on another planet and those which a r e  designed 
to  flyby o r  orbit  outside its atmosphere (Ref. 2) .  
miss ion  to another planet, the allowed (and actual) microbial  contamination 
of the non-incursive spacecraf t  components would be significantly l a rge r  than 
that  of the others.  The recontamination process  is the redistribution of pa r -  
1 t iculates,  presumably associated with microbes,  f rom a region on a space-  
c ra f t  with a relatively la rge  burden to  a region that has  been decontaminated. 
The objective of the study discussed in  this paper is the development of the 
techniques to evaluate the probability of this process .  
Thus for a multiple purpose 
The approach has  been to study the effects of typical mission environ- 
men t s  on the redistribution of particles on spacecraf t  surfaces ,  both analyt- 
ically and experimentally, This study consis ts  of th ree  logical components, 
which have been reflected in the effort: 1) particle adhesion, 2)  dynamic 
r e l ease  mechanisms,  and 3)  particle transport .  The effort in particle 
adhesion has  been principally a particle re lease  experiment, together with 
analytical work and at tempts  to correlate  other data found in the l i t e ra ture  
and elsewhere,  Under dynamic release mechanisms,  meteoroid impact and 
pyrotechnic fir ing have been modeled. 
analytical effort  which included the development of codes for spacecraf t  
geometry and orientation, f o r c e s  acting on released par t ic les ,  and t ra jec-  
t o ry  analysis.  
The particle t ranspor t  activity was an 
'This study does not t r ea t  directly the t ransfer  of viable microbes because 
the relationship i s  unknown and because of the lethality of natural  space 
environments for microbes.  
JPL Technical Memorandum 33 -737 1 
Finally, all  of these components w e r e  assembled into an operational, 
F o r  a demonstration calculation with this com- integrated computer code. 
puter code, a geometr ical  model was based on a hypothetical spacecraft  and 
the spaceflight phase between Ear th  orbit  and Mars  encounter was chosen. 
JPL Technical Memorandum 3 3 - 7 3 7  
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11. MODELS 
A. PARTICLE ADHESION 
The four types of adhesion forces  which may play an  important role  in  
particulate adhesion to a sur face  a r e :  Van der  Waals, contact potential, 
Coulomb, and capillary.  
tional to  the particle dimension, depends cri t ically on surface roughness, 
and is fair ly  unaffected by ma te r i a l  conditions. Although the other forces  
may  be much la rger  under cer ta in  circumstances,  the molecular  force  is the 
ma jo r  source of adhesion f o r  iner t  contaminants seeded in air onto a surface 
and then evacuated. 
of d i ss imi la r  ma te r i a l s  cause a n  electrostatic binding proportional to the 
particle dimension to the two-thirds power. Coulomb fo rces  a r i s e  f rom 
actual charges  on the particles due to external ambient e lectr ic  fields. Since 
these fo rces  are inversely proportional t o  the particle dimension, they a r e  
quite important for small particles.  
in both contact potential and Coulomb forces  will neutralize in the presence 
of ambient water.  
d r y  nitrogen) onto a surface which is then evacuated, the Paschen  limit 
places a n  upper limit on the residual charge, 
of corona breakdown, where the field in the small gap  between par t ic les  and 
the surface causes  the air to  ionize, is passed. Finally, the capillary o r  
water  surface tension force,  which is a l so  proportional to particle size, is 
potentially largest ,  At 
ambient air pressures ,  the capillary force exhibits a definite hys te res i s  
effect with respect  to relative humidity. 
his tory as well as  the relative humidity at a given t ime. 
The Van der Waals o r  molecular force  is propor- 
Contact potential differences due to  the surface effects 
The electr ic  charges  involved, however, 
More importantly, f o r  par t ic les  seeded in air (o r  even in  
During evacuation, a region 
It is, however, negligible in a reasonable  vacuum. 
That is, the fo rce  depends on the 
Some conclusions relevant to the recontamination t a sk  m a y  b e  drawn 
The Van d e r  W a a l s  force,  proportional to 
During 
f r o m  the preceding discussion. 
particle s ize ,  is the bes t  model for the vacuum problem in space.  
the ascent ,  the adhesion force changes in a ve ry  complicated fashion, but it 
approaches the Van d e r  Waals as a lower limit. 
adhesion experiment in vacuum should reliably m e a s u r e  the Van d e r  W a a l s  
force.  
ambient p re s  sur  e s only with caution. 
Conversely, a particle 
One m a y  compare vacuum resul ts  with r e su l t s  obtained under 
JPL Technical Memorandum 3 3 - 7 3 7  
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Previous models used in this study have related the applied fo rce  (given 
by the product of the applied acceleration and the particle mass) to the 
removal  fraction. 
sponding t o  a fixed removal fraction was defined. In Ref. 3, the charac te r -  
ist ic acceleration a 
In each case  a charac te r i s t ic  acceleration o r  fo rce  c o r r e -  
for  a removal  fraction of 0.63 was given as: 
0 
2 x 1(1-~(0.4 t 0.006 RH) 
2 r d  pG 
a =  
0 
2 -3  
where  a is i n  units of kilo-gee (kG), p is the particle density (g pm ), d 
is  the particle diameter  (pm) ,  G is the acceleration due to gravity 
(980 c m  s-~), and R H  i s  the relative humidity (percent) during release.  
The numerical  constants in Eq. 1 were  determined empirically f r o m  data 
in the l i terature.  
0 
Subsequently, an  experimental  program was conducted to  obtain data on 
particulate adhesion under vacuum conditions. 
(F igs .  1 - 5 )  were  obtained by an  impulse method for  g lass  beads on s ta inless  
steel .  The detai ls  of the apparatus and the test procedures have been previ- 
ously reported (Ref s .  3 and 4). It should be noted that in these t e s t s  the 
g lass  beads were  seeded.in a i r ,  and then the removal occurred in vacuum. 
T h e  data to be  modeled 
As discussed above, for  this experiment and for  the recontamination 
analysis ,  one expects a charac te r i s t ic  force ,  Fo, corresponding to  a removal  
f ract ion of 0.5 given by: 
F = kd 
0 
o r  the character is t ic  acceleration a given by: 
0 
6k a = -  
rrd2 p 0 
( 3 )  
'One gee equals 9.8 rn/s2, the accelerat ion due to  gravity at the sur face  of 
the earth, 
JPL Technical Memorandum 3 3 - 7 3 7  4 
where d is the diameter  and p is the density of the particle. 
Eqs.  1 and 3 a r e  of the same form for  ze ro  relative humidity, 
The next component of the model m u s t  re la te  the applied force  or  acce l -  
Note that 
eration and the charac te r i s t ic  force  or accelerat ion to predict  the removal  
fraction. 
collection of identical particles because of the variation in microscopic su r  - 
face  conditions, a probabilistic model is indicated. In the present model, the 
constant k of Eq. 2 is assumed to be log-normally distributed with a mean 
value of log k equal to m and a standard deviation CJ 
fraction for  a specific d is given by the probability that the applied force  F" 
exceeds the character is t ic  force F 
Since a distribution of adhesion forces  is expected even for  a 
Then the removal  r' 
This probability may be written: 
0. 
where 
and a':' is the applied acceleration. 
By inverting Eq. 4 for a given data point and a n  assumed value of u, r' 
one can calculate an  estimate for  m. Such a collection of es t imates  for m 
may be averaged to provide a best-estimate m for the selected ur .  There 
is a l so  a standard deviation of this collection, r which should be mini-  
mized. The program f o r  search over u treating the data, and minimizing 
u 
obtained for  u 
consistent with MKS met r i c  units, e .  g . ,  
-1 m e t e r  , 
0 
m' 
r '  
has  been incorporated into a computer code. The bes t  f i t  to the data was 
These values a r e  
m 
= 0.4, mo = -0.882, and um = 0.52. r 
k" and lomo have units of newton 
Up to  this point the theoretical  development is due t o  B. Nelson (Ref. 5). 
and m = m for  Nelson, however, u ses  Eq. 4 with um substituted f o r  u r 0 
the mos t  probable removal fraction. 
the use of u and m for the mos t  probable calculation. Fur ther ,  the 
The c o r r e c t  procedure appears  to be  
r 0 
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meaning of IT 
there  is the m = m - m substituted into Eq. 4 and with m = m 
usual  6870 probability that a t e s t  r e su l t  will fall between the two answers .  
one is concerned only with a n  upper limit on the removal  fraction, there  is 
a n  847'0 (50 t 34) probability that the prediction with m = mo - cr will not m 
b e  exceeded. These comments may  b e  extended in the usual way. 
is such that if one calculates the removal  f ract ion with m 
o + crm, o m  
If 
The resu l t s  of this  analysis  a r e  shown in  F igs ,  1-5. Each  figure c o r -  
responds to a particular s ize  of g lass  bead. The data and the predictions of 
Eq. 4 a r e  given a s  removal fractions in percent vs.  surface accelerat ion in 
kG, The most  probable and the I'conservative" (m = m - cr ) predictions 
a r e  shown and, in the case  of 110-pm beads, the %on-conservative" 
(m = m t cr ) prediction is a l so  given. 
0 m 
o m  
It is interesting to compare our new resu l t s  for  the adhesion force  with 
the previous model and with resu l t s  published in the l i terature .  The present  
prediction of the mean adhesion force (N) is given by Eq. 2 with the diameter  
d expressed in m e t e r s  and a value of k = 0.13 N/m.  C o r n  (Ref. 6) used the 
s a m e  formula and obtained the following values (converted to MKS units): 
0.17 N / m  for  the adhesion of Pyrex  par t ic les  t o  optical glass ,  0.12 N / m  for 
the adhesion of quartz particles to optical g lass ,  and 0.075 N / m  for  the 
adhesion of quartz particles to Pyrex  glass .  Since these data were  obtained 
in air a t  95% relative humidity, the agreement  with the present r e su l t s  m u s t  
b e  considered somewhat fortuitous. 
A comparison with the character is t ic  acceleration of the previous 
model, Eq. 1, requi res  some algebra,  One may  express  the prediction of 
that  model in t e r m s  of the fo rce  required to  cause a 63% removal  in  air 
(RH = 070): 
F(0.63) = 0.13d ( 6 )  
where F is  expressed in newtons and the particle diameter  d is expressed 
in m e t e r s ,  
this  removal fraction (compare to 0.13). 
coincidental. 
air with a relative humidity of 50 - 60%. 
The prediction of the present  model  has  a coefficient of 0.18 for 
This fair agreement  may  a l so  be  
The previous model was based on data for  many ma te r i a l s  in 
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-737 
F r o m  a comparison of the data in the l i t e ra ture  and a consideration of 
the Van de r  Waals and capillary adhesion forces  only, one may predict the 
trend of total adhesion between ambient p re s su re  with 10070 relative humidity 
and vacuum. 
dec reases  in a l inear fashion (Ref. 6). As long as water i s  present,  the Van 
de r  Waals force is reduced to a negligible factor by the molecular interaction 
with the interface water (Ref. 7) .  For  sma l l  relative humidity (<500/0), there  
is a minimum adhesion. Finally, as the t e s t  system is evacuated, the capil-  
l a ry  force becomes negligible and the Van de r  Waals force  attains i ts  maxi-  
mum value. On the bas i s  of the data, the adhesion fo rce  in vacuum is com- 
mensurate  with that in air a t  100% relative humidity and certainly exceeds 
values for  low (but non-zero) relative humidity. 
As  the relative humihity i s  decreased,  the capillary force  
This particle adhesion model has been developed into a computer code 
called RELEAS. 
recontamination code appears  in Appendix C . 
accepts surface response data in  punched ca rd  form is a l so  available. 
A vers ion modified for  i ts  integration into the complete 
An independent vers ion which 
B. METEOROID IMPACTED SURFACE RESPONSE 
The meteoroid impact model i s  intended to provide surface response 
charac te r i s t ics  a s  a function of meteoroid and surface physical parameters .  
The connection between the meteoroid impact parameters  and plate 
response is  the loading function. 
p re s su re  P, in general  a function of time t ,  and r ,  position on the surface 
relative to the center of impact, for  a given meteoroid event. 
ity, the positional dependence has  been assumed to be  Gaussian and 
fa c t o r able : 
The loading function model predicts a 
F o r  simplic- 
2 2  
f(t) 
-r / s  P(r, t) = P o e  (7 )  
This choice was motivated by the existence of a closed-form solution 
for  the velocity response of a thin plate subjected to a loading of this form 
with the impulse t ime function (Ref. 4). This response function is related 
to the response due to a general  loading t ime his tory f ( t )  by convolution 
integrals.  
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-737 7 
In the preliminary considerations, it was found that for reasonable 
fo rms  of the t ime dependence f(t), only a charac te r i s t ic  t ime T of the 
impact was important for  the peak acceleration, our p r imary  interest .  
detailed behavior of f ( t )  certainly determines the detailed t ime his tory of 
the surface acceleration. 
0 
The 
The function f ( t )  has  been chosen: 
f ( t )  = (I t +J2 
This fo rm has been derived along the l ines of a n  analysis  due to Ludloff 
(Ref. 8). 
ma te r i a l  in the c ra t e r  region. 
c r a t e r  radius; the c ra t e r  is assumed to be  hemispherical .  
for  the c ra te r  radius R in  t e r m s  of the ta rge t  mater ia l  strength S, the pro- 
jecti le diameter d, density pp and velocity v 
This t reatment  takes into account thk t ranspor t  of molten ta rge t  




This formula ag rees  reasonably well with the data in  the l i t e ra ture .  
In this analysis,  the t ime history of Eq. 8 is valid only for the boundary 
of the c ra te r  being formed, 
calculating the post-impact elastic wave far f rom the c r a t e r ,  
of the equation of motion leads to Eq. 8. The charac te r i s t ic  t ime T may be  
immediately identified as: 
This res t r ic t ion  appears  to pose no problem in 
The solution 
0 
One may also identify P 
density and al l  other symbols have been previously defined. 
2s. In the formula for  To, p T  is the ta rge t  0 
Ludloff, in 
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keeping with his t reatment  of the molten ta rge t  mater ia l ,  takes  as the target  
ma te r i a l  strength S: 
In  this formula hF is the latent heat of fusion. 
S = 8.7 X 10 N / m  . 
F o r  aluminum, for example, 
8 2 
Finally, we have chosen for  the parameter s in the loading function 
(Eq. 7), a value of ( 1 / 3 ) R ,  where R is the c ra t e r  radius  given in Eq. 9. At 
this point the loading function is completely expressed in t e r m s  of known 
parameters  of a meteoroid impact. 
A s  stated previously, c lass ical  plate theory provides the velocity 
response WDOT of a thin plate to  an  impulsive loading with a Gaussian shape 
factor ,  
and surface accelerat ion w by a convolution with f( t ) :  
A computer code writ ten by J. Yang yielded the surface velocity W 
1 
t 
w ( r , t )  = dT WDOT(r,T) f ( t  - T )  
r t  
dT WDOT(r,T) i(t - T )  I w ( r , t )  = 
J o  
In  the process  of inserting f ( t )  into this thin-plate code THINPL and 
testing it, a close inspection of the code was made to find a way of shorten- 
ing it. 
and f ( t ) ,  we have succeeded in predicting the t ime t for  a given la te ra l  d i s -  
tance r at which peak acceleration occurs. Since the calculation of the s u r -  
face velocity and acceleration for  a given position requi res  two integrations 
for each value of t ime, a grea t  savings is real ized by limiting the values of 
t ime to near  the t ime of peak acceleration. 
gration can be optimized for these values. 
yields peak accelerat ion and the simultaneous velocity as a function of posi- 
tion by a limited search  over t. 
By an analysis of the convolution integral  and the shapes of WDOT 
In addition, the convolution inte- 
As a resul t ,  the present code 
An entire curve of peak acceleration ve r sus  
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position is  computed in about the t ime the previous code required f o r  the 
time history of the accelerat ion at one position. 
The analysis of the impact of a small meteoroid and/or  the analysis  for  
positions close to, but not in, the impact area entails  a consideration of the 
semi-infinite half-space problem. This analysis,  which t r e a t s  the plate as 
though it were infinitely thick, has  been published in the l i te ra ture  (Ref. 9). 
The computer code based on this  analysis  yields peak accelerat ions inversely 
proportional t o  the position r beyond the impact locus. 
lem is limited to finite plate thicknesses,  the absolute values of the peak 
accelerations predicted a r e  suspect. 
Because our prob- 
In  the past  we have taken the transit ion between the "thick" and "thin" 
regions to be the value of r equal to  th ree  plate thicknesses  and have matched 
the peak acceleration at that point. In fact ,  however, this  t ransi t ion region 
beyond which shear waves dominate the compressional waves depends on the 
other plate properties and the impacting projectile properties.  Fortunately, 
the prediction of the c lass ica l  thin-plate program levels off and then actually 
dec reases  with decreasing values of r.  One may in te rpre t  this  odd behavior 
of the peak acceleration as  due to  destruct ive interference between the v a r -  
ious contributions to it f rom the different parts of the finite region of d i s -  
turbance, 
off of its prediction identifies the transit ion region uniquely. 
Since the thin-plate analysis  t r e a t s  shear  waves only, the leveling 
The meteoroid impact program developed fo r  this task,  YANGl/ 
THINPL, uses  this identification by searching for  the maximum peak acce l -  
erat ion predicted by the classical  thin-plate program fo r  decreasing values 
of r. F o r  a l l  smaller  values of r than the specified value found, the peak 
acceleration is taken as inversely proportional to  r .  The infinitely thick- 
plate analysis code, a cumbersome long-running code, is not used at all for 
n v n r I 7 7 , - . + ; n *  yzvuubcLvIA ."..- L u l l ~ .  F o r  ve ry  large values of r, the prediction of the program 
drops off finally below a cut-off in acceleration, and calculations cease.  
addition to the vers ion of the meteoroid impact code YANGl/THINPL used in 
the complete recontamination computer program (Appendix C) ,  a n  independent 
vers ion  which produces the surface response summary  in printed, plotted, 
and punched ca rd  f o r m  is available. This f o r m  of YANGl/THINPL may  be  
used in conjunction with the independent particle adhesion code RELEAS to 
provide predictions of particle removal due to meteoroid impact.  
In 
Such 
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predictions, shown in Figs .  6-9, compare favorably with the experimental  
resu l t s  of a group at Langley R e s e a r c h c e n t e r  (LRC) (Refs. 10 and 11). A 
m o r e  complete discussion is available in Ref. 3 .  
C. ELECTROSTATICS 
The particle t ranspor t  analysis addresses  the problem of following the 
motion of the released particles.  
e t e r s ,  the initial conditions, and the forces acting on the particle, the analy- 
sis is to  solve the equation of motion. Of the important forces ,  the elec- 
t ros ta t ic  force on the particle due to the electr ic  field of the spacecraft  is 
m o s t  difficult to predict. 
e lectrostat ic  a r ea .  
so  that the particle charge a s  a function of t ime is known and to analyze the 
potential solution for  the spacecraft-solar plasma sys tem (Ref. 12) to develop 
a n  approximate electr ic  field. 
Formally stated, given the particle param-  
A major  effort within this  t a sk  has  been in the 
The bas ic  approach has  been to analyze particle charging 
The particle-charging model deals with spherical  particles for  simplic - 
ity and consists of t h ree  special  cases:  illuminated particle, shaded (by the 
spacecraft)  particle in the wake, and shaded particle outside the wake. The 
wake region of the spacecraf t  is a complicated analysis that is discussed 
under the electr ic  field heading. 
potential-dependent cur ren ts  flowing into it, one may  express  the charging 
r a t e  in a n  implicit form,  
Given the geometry of the particle and the 
F o r  the illuminated particle, the charging rate d+/d t  is given by: 
'+ = 2 * 9  lo .rrd A t (1 - a ) A e  t A,,] aF R2 -9 [ P  
where  
2 = n v /4 for ( + I < < M v o / 2 e  
*P P O  
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Av = photoelectron flux, dependent on + 
Q = secondary emission yield, dependent on + 
In this  equation, the proton f l u x  A depends on the number density n (m-3) 
and the directed velocity v (ms ), and the electron flux A depends on the 
number density ne(m-3), the mean  the rma l  speed 
tu re  kTe(eV). The photoelectron flux is calculated f r o m  photoelectric yield 
data (Ref, 13) for  the so la r  spectrum, ma te r i a l  of the particle,  and surface 
potent ia l+(V).  With A Ae, and Av in  units of m s , the particle 
diameter  d in m and the heliocentric distance R in AU, one obtains d+/dt  
in  Vs . 
-1 P P 
0 e 




A model for  the secondary emission coefficient has  been devised based 
on a n  empirical  formula for  the secondary yiel'd of a given material as func- 
tion of the pr imary  electron energy ( see  Ref. 14). 
formally integrated with a n  assumed Maxwellian solar  -wind electron energy 
distribution with a specified temperature .  
ra t io  of the secondary electron flux to  the pr imary  ('incident solar  wind) 
e lectron flux. 
f rom Ref, 14. 
of the form: 
This  yield function was 
The result ing coefficient is the 
Pa rame te r  values for the empir ical  formula were  a l s o  taken 
The dependence of the coefficient on the particle potential is 
CY = (A - Be+)/(kTe - e+) for  + < 0 (15) 
F o r  the shaded particle,  the photoelectron flux A is zero.  The electron 
flux A and the secondary emission yield a r e  essentially unchanged. The 
crux of the problem is the proton flux A 
expected to depend only on the thermal  motion of the protons, since the re  is 
no l ine of sight i n  the shade. 
V 
e 
The proton accret ion may be 
P' 
It follows then that for  this case: 
~ X P  (-e+/kTp) f o r  + L 0 
- -  
A = - X  nPVP I 
P 4 
[1 - 2e+/kTpI1I2 fo r  + < 0 
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where  
This equation, a n  analog to the electron flux equation, is only approximate,  
The quality of the approximation depends largely on the value taken f o r  n 
P’ 
a n  effective proton number density in the shade. 
is the proton mean thermal  speed and kT 
P P 
is  the proton temperature .  
The effective proton density in the shade depends on the complete 
P 
solution to  the potential problem of the spacecraf t  itself. 
r e l a t e s  the potential everywhere t o  the charge distribution everywhere. 
boundary condition ( sur face  potential of the spacecraft) ,  the potential, and 
the charge distribution f o r m  a self-consistent set. 
c a l  spacecraft ,  a conical wake region is assumed where = 0. The base 
of this cone contains the center of the sphere and is a c ross -sec t ion  of the 
sphere.  The half- 
angle of the cone is given by (Ref. 15): 
Poisson’s  equation 
The 
F o r  a n  equivalent spheri-  
P 
The altitude of the cone l ies  in the anti-Sun direction. 
Outside this cone n is taken to be n the undisturbed proton number density. 
P P’ 
The particulate charging ra te  for the three conditions (sunlight, shade, 
and wake) is calculated in  a computer code PARPOT (Appendix C),  as well 
as the necessary  t e r m s  like the photoelectric cu r ren t  and the secondary 
emission coefficient. An independent version of this code, which provides 
values for  these quantities, and a l so  the equilibrium potential of a particle 
in the sun  is available. Sample results a r e  shown in F igs .  10 and 1 1 .  
The analysis of the spacecraft  electric field o r  potential problem 
requi res  many of the same  considerations as the particle charging model. 
However, the spacecraf t  surface potential is mere ly  a boundary condition 
r a the r  than the answer.  Fortunately the spacecraf t /plasma system equili- 
b r a t e s  rapidly ( t ime proportional to  the inverse of a s i ze  dimension) so  that 
a time-independent equilibrium analysis is adequate. 
potential distribution of a n  object in a plasma, the plasma sheath problem, 
is known mathematically as a Poisson-Boltzmann or ,  in  the case  of a non- 
interacting plasma, a Poisson-Vlasov system. 
The problem of the 
The three-dimensional potential solution for a n  object moving relative 
t o  a plasma is  ve ry  difficult even in the simplest  geometry,  a uniform 
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conducting sphere,  This situation, which has  been solved implicitly by  
others,  requires that the directed relative velocit ies (as opposed to the 
thermal ,  random velocities) of all components of the plasma be equal. 
These conditions a r e  satisfied when all of the directed relative velocity i s  
due to  the object 's  motion. In  the case  of interplanetary spaceflight i n  the 
solar  -wind plasma, however, the proton component has  a directed velocity 
which dominates its thermal  velocity, while the electron component by com- 
parison is  essentially a t  r e s t .  Finally, the photoelectric effect produces yet 
another plasma component exactly at rest with respec t  to  the spacecraft .  
Thus the potential problem is a much m o r e  difficult one than a m e r e  compli-  
cated geometry to  be approximated by known solutions for  simple geometries.  
The general  approach taken was to  art if icially sector  the region of 
space about the spacecraf t  into the near  -field, wake, and far -field sub- 
regions (Fig. 12). 
mated by  a one-dimensional solution for a plate of ma te r i a l  nea res t  the given 
position, The near  -field boundary was taken as  the character is t ic  e-folding 
distance (effective Debye length) f o r  that mater ia l .  The e lec t r ic  field model  
in the wake regions was adapted f rom an analysis by Allpert  e t  al. (Ref. 16). 
The wake boundary was taken to be  a cone with a half-angle given by Eq. 17 
( s e e  previous discussion on particle charging) and a base  radius  (XYWAKE) 
calculated on the bas i s  of a c i rc le  with a n  a r e a  equivalent to  the spacecraf t  
shade projection, The far-field e lectr ic  field model  was a n  equivalent sphere  
with a uniform potential equal to the area-averaged value PHIAVE and with a n  
effective e-folding parameter  equal to a n  ar ea-averaged value ALAMAV. 
The electr ic  field in the near-field c a s e  was approxi- 
The solution to  the one-dimensional Poisson-Vlasov problem of a plate 
exposed t o  solar  illumination, electrons,  and protons has  been found in the 
l i t e ra ture  (Refs. 17 and 18). In this  solution, the positional dependence of 
the e!eetrie p ~ t z i i t i ~ l  iii equilibrium was expressed iniplicitiy ia terms of the 
surface potential and the plasma parameters .  An approximate explicit fo rm 
for  the potential based on this work has  been developed which provides a n  
approximate formula f o r  the electr ic  field as well  (Ref. 19): 
x [ (J-m + c 1 p 2  - czx] 
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for  the region 
where c and c a r e  known constants, which a r e  calculated. 1 2 
In order  to obtain numerical  values for the electr ic  field, the plasma 
parameters  and the equilibrium surface potential a r e  required.  The perti-  
nent parameters  of the solar-wind plasma a r e  available (Ref. 20). F o r  the 
photo-electron plasma, the typical experimental values obtained for  u l t ra -  
clean surfaces  a r e  expected to differ drastically f rom values corresponding 
to real is t ic  spacecraft  surfaces.  However, a detailed experiment for rea l -  
is t ic  surfaces  of several  spacecraft  mater ia ls  has been reported (Ref. 13). 
Finally, the equilibrium surface potential for these mater ia l s  has  been deter  - 
mined with the use  of the parameters  above and the requirement  that the net 
cu r ren t  becomes zero  at equilibrium, 
given in Table 1. 
b 
The values of these parameters  a r e  
Following the authors of Refs. 17 and 18, two c la s ses  of solutions to 
the problem were  found and noted a s  monotonic and non-monotonic. The 
quantity of interest  in the electr ic  field in  the vicinity of the plate is, how- 
ever ,  virtually the same for the two solutions, 
and s i l ica  a r e  shown in F ig .  13. 
is a falloff of the field with distance a t  a far fas te r  r a t e  than the field for the 
case  with no photo-electric effect. 
a decreasing exponential, with a n  e-folding distance equal to the Debye length, 
F o r  the solar-wind plasma parameters,  the Debye length is about 12 m. 
contrast ,  the e-folding distance, as determined by a n  exponential f i t  to the 
r e su l t s  given in Fig. 13, is about 0.8 m for  aluminum and 2 m for si l ica in  
our analysis. Thus, the effect of the photoelectrons is to dramatically 
reduce the effective range of the electric field and to render  the effective 
range of the e lec t r ic  field material-dependent. 
Some resu l t s  fo r  aluminum 
The most striking feature  of these resu l t s  
The la t te r  problem has  a n  exact solution, 
In 
The one-dimensional problem in  the shade was modeled by a surface 
potential equal to  minus three  t imes  the electron temperature  (in eV) with a n  
exponential spatial  dependence. 
e lectrons was employed. 
The Debye length in the absence of photo- 
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The electr ic  field f o r  the wake is approximate and basically depends on 
a potential model of the form: 
4 = 0, J0(2.4&) exp (-2.4 !$)I l a  
- 
where ( r , z )  i s  the position in cylindrical coordinates, a is the cone radius  
a t  height z ,  6 ,  is the shaded surface equilibrium potential, and Jo is the 
zeroth order Besse l  function. 
satisfy the boundary conditions of a conical geometry. 
Correct ions were  made to approximately 
The electr ic  field in the far-field region i s  based on the usual potential 
solution f o r  a uniform sphere in  a plasma (at r e s t )  with a known Debye length: 
f- 1 
In the present  application, the surface potential is identified a s  
0 
PHIAVE, the sphere 's  radius a is identified a s  XYWAKE, the Debye length 
A is identified a s  ALAMAV, and r i s  the spherical  coordinate distance.  The 
electr ic  field may  be obtained by a fo rma l  differentiation of Eq. 21. 
- 
The calculations of the various surface parameters  and averaged 
quantities occur in  the computer code ESURF (Appendix C).  
tion of the appropriate model f o r  a given spatial  position and the electr ic  
field evaluation a r e  accomplished in  EFIELD (Appendix C). 
The determina-  
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Comparison of particle adhesion data with predictions of 
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ILI. COMPUTER SIMULATION PHILOSOPHY 
A .  BLOCK DIAGRAM OVERVIEW 
The integration of the specific models for  the spacecraf t  surface- impact  
response f rom micrometeoroids ,  the particle re lease  prediction, and the 
pyrotechnic device firing is displayed conceptually in F ig .  14. These major 
computer -coding subgroups indicate the general  relationship among the con- 
stituent modeling efforts. 
The Meteoroid Model block represents  the establishment of a ten by 
kilo- 
4 4 
t h ree  matrix containing t en  m a s s  groupings which span lom6 to 
g r a m s  and three velocity groupings of 1.6 x 10 , 2.4 x lo4 and 3.2 x 10 
These parameter  ranges will l a te r  be seen to encompass meteoroids of r e a l -  
is t ic  concern as discussed in Ref. 21 .  The output ma t r ix  contains the come- 
t a r y  meteoroid total miss ion  fluence for  each mass-velocity (M-V) matrix 
location and the cometary meteoroid M-V group f l u x .  
m / s .  
Once the flux and fluence calculations have been made, the data for each 
At this point, M-V group a r e  t r ans fe r r ed  to the Surface Impact Model code, 
the effect of a single meteoroid impact upon a thin plate of specified thickness 
is determined with the output formulated into th ree  a r r a y s  of data, c o r r e -  
sponding to each M-V sample. 
t ion of the surface and the velocity of the surface at the t ime when peak acce l -  
erat ion occurs ,  each as  a function of the range f rom the impact ( third a r r a y ) .  
These data a r r a y s  contain the peak acce le ra -  
The simulation has  chosen sample meteoroids  that span the range of 
physical in te res t  in the case  of particulate redistribution, Other meteoroid 
models could also be introduced that yield output i n  a suitable form: accel-  
erat ion and velocity of the surface vs .  range f rom impact and a representa-  
tive fluence evaluation. This is essentially what the PYRO EVENT Model 
grouping produces for  the relevant pyrotechnic devices of known response 
and location (Appendix B). 
The next group of computer coding represents  the prediction of particle 
(on the impacted surface) re lease  probabilities that  depend upon the surface 
environments described above. 
the particulate diameter  (10 s i ze  groups) and the range from impact. 
propert ies  of symmetry and reciprocity allowed all impact ranges to be 
tes ted at any one position. 
The internal probabilities a r e  functions of 
The 
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The number of trial ejecta h is tor ies  required fo r  full  simulation has  
F o r  each of the thir ty  been increasing during each s tep in the discussion. 
M-V groups, ten ejecta s izes  were  analyzed along with, typically, six.to nine 
ejecta velocities ( see  Appendix C).  
h i s tor ies  necessary  to fully cover the var iable  ranges developed to this  point 
in the program flow. 
This totals approximately to  2500 trial 
The next consideration concerns the location of impact on the geomet- 
r ical ly  specified spacecraft .  Reference 21, upon which the cometary me te -  
oroid information has  been based, descr ibes  a n  isotropic directional d i s t r i -  
bution; thus, all portions of the exposed spacecraf t  a r e  assumed equally 
likely to have micrometeoroid impact. 
fo re ,  begins with a Monte Carlo selection of the surface position, limited 
to the unsterile surfaces  (Fig. 15), to be considered as the initial t ra jec-  
to ry  location. 
an  unbiased se t  of random impact points. 
that  a large number of selections mus t  be made  to obtain statist ically r e p r e -  
sentative data. F o r  this  reason,  Monte Carlo was applied only to this one 
parameter ,  the position. An analytically determinis t ic  approach using the 
d iscre te  group distributions generated above for  all other relevant param-  
e t e r  s was applied for  s ta t is t ical  and economic optimization. 
The par t ic le  t ranspor t  code, there - 
The Monte Carlo method has  the advantage of producing 
A disadvantage of Monte Carlo is 
The program is a r ranged  such that the descending o rde r  of selection 
within the coding follows: 
ejecta s i z e ;  and velocity groups, respectively,  The a r rangement  allows the 
testing of all ejecta s ize  and velocity groups (60-80 total) at every position 
for  each M-V se t  (2500 t imes  number of positions). 
M-V groups; number of positions to be considered; 
The final computer code group keeps account of s ta t is t ical  informa- 
tion a s  the model courses  its way through the execution. 
kinematical grain t ra jectory,  positional t rack  is kept on the ejected par t ic le  
to monitor for  spacecraf t  recontact and recontact location. The categories 
of interest  a r e  whether the ejecta  recontacts a nonsterile surface,  a s te r i le  
surface,  or escapes.  
During each 
B. REQUIRED INPUT DATA 
The spacecraf t  being modeled is required to  be  of the bas ic  configura- 
tion displayed ea r l i e r  in  Fig.  1 2 .  The truncated cone dimensions a r e  
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a rb i t r a ry ,  i n  that the inclination angles and base dimensions a r e  adjusted 
to  descr ibe a specific mission. Figure 15 identifies the spacecraft  model  
components. The spacecraf t  surface must be specified for  density, thick- 
ness ,  particulate load, and physical dimensions. Solar generated p lasma 
pa rame te r s ,  solar  energy spectrum, mater ia l  photo-electron yield, physi- 
cal  constants, mission-dependent information. etc. I need characterization. 
Appendix A lists each specific data entry requirement  within the coding for  
e l  em ent DA TAIN. 
C.  OUTPUT DATA FORMULATION 
Upon completion of the mission d a t a  entry and the compilation of a n  
executable element (Appendices A and D, respectively),  the execution com- 
mences.  The following extended list, Table 2a-i, represents  samples of a 
typical computer run printout. Initially, the mis sion-dependent internally- 
calculated constants a r e  listed as in Table 2a; the tangents of the cone section 
defining angles a r e  l isted; the a r e a s  of the var ious sections (i. e . ,  A S P  is the 
so la r  panel area, etc. ); the Z axis cone truncation intercepts  a r e  l isted,  with 
Z1  defining the dark  side Debye length; the radius  and depth of the plasma 
wake (XYWAKE, ZWAKE, respectively); the Z axis coordinates of the cone 
ver t ic ies  (AL); the electr ical  character is t ics  of the spacecraft ,  where 
ALAMB is sunlit side Debye length for aluminum and sil ica,  E F E L  is the 
sunlit s ide electr ic  field magnitude, EFED is the shaded side electr ic  field 
magnitude, PHIEL and PHIED a r e  the illuminated and shaded surface poten- 
tials for aluminum and sil ica,  DEB is  the shaded side Debye length, ALAMAV 
and PHIAVE a r e  a r e a  averaged Debye length and surface potential (for far- 
field considerations), respectively; and finally, the AMAT a r r a y  descr ibes  
the spacecraf t  ma te r i a l  beginning with the element A top plate and ending 
with the element B bottom plate (see Appendix A). 
L 
The next page in the printout shows the  data c a r d  image for  the c a s e  to  
be studied (Table 2b). 
mass-veloci ty  group c a s e  study and the image for  a pyrotechnic event s imu- 
lation (see Appendix E). 
local izers  limit the random pyrotechnic position selection to a particular 
section of the space vehicle ( s e e  Appendix B). 
We have listed the image for a typical meteoroid 
The two parameters  designated as pyrotechnic 
The next page (Table 2c) lists 
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the group identifiers, meteoroid mass, meteoroid velocity, and M-V group 
flux and fluence values. Immediately thereaf ter ,  the table of range, peak 
acceleration vs. range, and velocity vs .  range for  the impacted surface is 
printed. (Table 2c data correspond to points A and B on Fig.  14.) In the 
pyrotechnic event phase, the corresponding page output is shown in  Table 2d. 
This likewise corresponds to point B on Fig.  14. 
Prel iminary summar ie s  in the fo rm of "Box Scores"  a r e  then output 
Tables 2e during execution for each position selected (pa r t  D on Fig.  14). 
and 2f depict this information for  one position of a meteoroid M-V group and 
a pyrotechnic event, respectively. 
e jecta  location ( Z  axis origin is one Debye length in the anti-Sun direction). 
The Box Score indicates the number of ejected gra ins  that recontacted a safe 
a r e a ,  recontacted a "s te r i le  specified" zone, passed near  but mi s sed  the 
spacecraft ,  and escaped at this position. 
m / s  is also indicated. 
The position coordinates a r e  for  the initial 
The average velocity of escape in 
Table 2g shows the a l te red  fo rm of the output when a recontamination 
event occurs ( p a r t  C on Fig.  14). This output indicates the ejecta s i ze  and 
velocity, as well as severa l  constants relating to the particular cha rac t e r -  
i s t ics  of this grain,  followed by a step-by-step account of the t ra jectory f r o m  
meteoroid impact t r iggered grain ejection to  the s t e r i l e  zone recontact. This 
accounting includes the integrated path length, the positional coordinates, the 
particle charge, the visually helpful shade-solar panel-sector indicies, the 
e lec t r ic  field vector,  and the incremental  time-of -flight f rom previous posi- 
tion. Upon recontamination, a recap  is printed with a Box Score list for  this 
position. 
group, another Box Score is printed, as shown in  Table 2h, that ref lects  the 
total  mission resul ts  due to this particular meteoroid group. 
When all of the positions have been tested for one meteoroid M-V 
The  general software is configured to study many M-V groups in  
sequence, after which the grand ensemble values for  all the groups studied 
a r e  l is ted.  Table 2 i  concludes the printout showing the total miss ion  fluence 
due to  these M-V groups, the grand ensemble, the standard deviation for  the 
recontamination prediction, an  angular distribution listing for  the gra ins  that 
escape, and a probability value (assuming Poisson  s ta t i s t ics )  for  the event 
that one or m o r e  grains  recontaminate the s te r i le  zone. 
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I METEOROID MODEL I 
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TABLE 2a. Initial constants for hypothetical mission (sample computer printout) 
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TABLE 2c. Meteoroid model identifiers and surface response model data 
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TABLE 2d. Typical pyrotechnic device response data (sample computer printout) 
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3 2  
ORIGINAI, PAGE IS 
OF POOR QLJALI'IYj 
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TABLE 2e. Typical meteoroid M-V case  positional box sco re  
(sample computer printout) 
TABLE 2f. Typical pyrotechnic device event positional box score  
(sample computer printout) 
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TABLE 2g. Typical recontamination event summary and trajectory 
(sample computer printout) 
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TABLE 2g. Typical recontamination event summary  and t ra jec tory  
(sample computer printout) (contd) 
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TABLE 2h. Box score example for all positions of the test  meteoroid M-V group 
(sample computer printout) 
TABLE 2i. Typical final box score and angular escape distribution 
(sample computer printout includes 4 M-V groups) 
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IV, MODEL EXECUTION 
A. DISCUSSION O F  THE INHERENT ASSUMPTIONS 
The total  integration of the diverse internal modeling efforts naturally 
W e  shall  separate  these categori-  r equ i r e s  basic and limiting assumptions. 
cally into those the model unalterably depends upon and those the u s e r  may  
a rb i t r a r i l y  define to correspond to a specific mission. 
1. Fixed Character is t ics  
The deterministic meteoroid environment applied to the simulation 
follows precisely the analytical expressions for  the fluence reported in 
Ref. 21, a standard and reasonable description. The model  used covers  the 
interplanetary region of f rom 1 to 30 A. U. for cometary meteoroids.  
distribution on the fluence was divided into 10 discrete  m a s s  groups for this 
simulation so that a deterministic evaluation would cover the ent i re  range of 
possibil i t ies in 10 passes .  This approach avoids the l a rge r  number of trial 
meteoroid impacts, necessary for statist ical  confidence, required during a 
Monte Carlo sequence on this distributed variable.  
range is fixed to cover 10 kilograms because the fluence for 
l a rge r  meteoroids  fell  to below the 1% likelihood range and the smaller 
meteoroids  would not disturb the surface enough to eject  any dust grains  into 
a trajectory.  
The 
1 
The meteoroid mass 
-6  - 1  3 to 10 
The next assumption in this  category concerns the spacecraft  configu- 
ration. 
panels and a separate  element. 
As seen ear l ie r ,  the spacecraft consis ts  of a n  element with four 
The Z axis is fixed along the Sun vector 
(for maximum photoelectric solar cell  usage)  allowing computational ease  in 
defining shaded a r e a s  on the spacecraft. 
thin-plane sections. 
shaded cone surface and bottom plate of the separate  element B (Fig. 15). 
This m a y  be changed in CHKHIT (Appendix C). Any grain, ejected f rom a 
nonsterile surface, contacting o r  penetrating these surfaces,  is labeled as 
a recontaminating contact. 
positions, can be modified i n  RNDPOS (Appendix C) .  
The solar panels a r e  infinitely 
The region of the spacecraf t  considered "s ter i le"  is the 
The nonsterile a r eas ,  i. e. potential g ra in  ejection 
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The interconnecting super s t ruc ture  of the multiple element body has  
been ignored, for  lack of a simplified characterization. 
The spacecraf t  surface has  a residue of particulate contamination that 
is te rmed individually in space as ejecta.  
the physical dimensions of the dust grains  that a r e  typically dislodged are 
distributed predominantly between 10  and 100 p, a fixed s ize  range. 
Studies (Ref. 3 )  have shown that 
Whenever possible within the coding, proposed trial t ra jec tor ies  would 
first be tested to see if  the magnitude of the ejection velocity was  grea te r  
than five t imes the escape velocity established by the radiation p res su re  
force in the direction of the Sun (t Z axis).  
velocity t o  escape were  labeled as such and their  t ra jectory calculation was 
by pas  sed. 
Those ejecta having sufficient 
The grains  were  considered to be launched along the surface normal  
vector.  In the case  of the solar  panels, an additional 10% of the velocity 
magnitude was  randomly added to either the x o r  y velocity component as 
compensation for the fact  that the panels a r e ,  in reality, not flat, but s t ruc-  
tured to allow rea l  grain r e l eases  along other than normal  angles. 
The last fixed character is t ic  of this  model  requiring elucidation is the 
particular method applied for  calculating the e lec t r ic  field. 
on this  general style of space vehicle consis ts  of predominantly aluminum 
(Al)  and silica (SiOz). 
was consequently presumed Al; the solar  panel illuminated portion was  con- 
s idered  SiOz, with A1 used for the dark  side, and S i0  
insulating paint coated on the element B exposed surface.  
the cross-sect ional  view of the spacecraf t  with the assumed component 
ma te r i a l s  designated. Other a r rangements  a r e  possible, but the present  
model  can only employ A1 and S O z .  
Surface ma te r i a l  
The thermal  blanket covering the element A section 
used to simulate the 
Figure 12 shows 
2 
The e lec t r ic  field in the region of space near  any particular surface 
was  obtained f rom the flat-plate solution (Ref. 19)  previously discussed with 
the appropriate shaded o r  illuminated Debye length and surface value f r o m  
the description above. Figure 12 shows, by a r rows ,  the general  nature of 
the electric field near  the surfaces  and i n  the far field. 
exist: 
solar  panel, the algebraic sum of the surface potential of the illuminated and 
Three  exceptions 
(1)  for  positions near  (compared to the appropriate Debye length) the 
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dark  s ides  is formed and then the field is calculated analogously; ( 2 )  for 
positions i n  the wake of the spacecraf t  the field is approximated following 
the analysis  by Al '  p e r t  et al. 
as an equivalent sphere.  
(Ref. 17); and (3)  the far-field case  is  t reated 
The discontinuous boundaries unavoidably present  in  this  hybrid 
approximation in a s t r ic t  mathematical  sense a r e  unacceptable. 
lem compr ises  the ma jo r  limitation on the overal l  validity for  the field value. 
Essentially, we consider the grain to be influenced by the charac te r i s t ics  of 
the nea res t  spacecraft  surface component. 
upon scrutiny of the in i t ia l  t r ia l  particle t ra jec tor ies  in  which the iner t ia l  
charac te r i s t ics  m o r e  heavily dominated the movement f r o m  step to step, 
whereas  the radiation p res su re  and electrostatic force effects were  manifest  
over s eve ra l  intervals of the trajectory.  
This prob- 
This assumption proved usable 
2. Mission Peculiar Specifications 
k 
The specific geometric dimensions utilized follow the configuration of 
the multi-element spacecraft  and are detailed in Appendix A within the sym- 
bolic computer code element named DATAIN. This  element fo rms  the u s e r  
entry point wherein the actual mater ia l  and physical pa rame te r s  needed by the 
ent i re  model  are defined. The ma jo r  limitation considered for the surface 
impact submodel i s  that  all the impacted sur faces  were  t reated a s  1/8-inch 
aluminum plate material. 
plates of different ma te r i a l s  (for instance, the thermal  blankets o r  the solar 
panel s i l i ca)  via DATAIN, although the choice of the aluminum yielded con- 
servative ejection environments (i. e. , m o r e  surface activity). 
The option exists to specify thicker or thinner 
The ejecta  were  considered a s  silica dust grains  with a n  original s u r -  
5 2  face load a r e a l  o r  density for grains larger  o r  equal to 5 p  of 5.4 x 10 /m 
(Ref. 22). 
an inverse dependence on the square of the particulate size. 
is set by a DEFINE procedure in RELEAS (Appendix C). Any other decreasing 
function m a y  be substituted, and the normalization is  automatic. 
The integral  distribution of a rea l  density has  been assumed to have 
This  dependence 
B. OUTPUT DATA PRESENTATION 
As the simulation progressed,  evaluations were  made, a t  each meteor -  
oid mass and velocity group level, of the number of impinging meteoroids  
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(denoted a s  F(I, J)  f o r  the (I, J)th m a s s ,  velocity group), the number of safe 
hits (S(1, J ) )  per  impacting meteoroid,  the number of recontamination contacts 
(R, (I, J ) )  per meteoroid, the number of ejected g r a i n s  that escaped (E(& J))  
per  meteoroid. 
to the meteoroid group indices (I, J) a r e  shown in Table 3. 






(mass (velo city 
distribution) distribution) 
where S(1, J) i s  the number of dust g ra ins  safely recontacting the spacecraft  
per  meteoroid of type IJ a s  accumulated during simulation. 
Recontamination hits = 2 2 F(I, J) X R(I, J) 
I=l J=1 
where R(I, J) is the number of dust grains  that recontaminate the spacecraf t  
per meteoroid of type IJ. 
where E(I, J) is  the number of dust  g ra ins  that escape the spacecraf t  vicinity 
per  meteoroid of type IJ. 
i s  given by: 
The overal l  average velocity of the escaping grains  
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2 5 A(I, J) X F(1, J) X E(1, J) 
(26) 
1=1 J = l  Overall  average velocity = 2 2 F(1, J) x E(I, J) 
1=1 J=l 
where A(I, J) is the IJ group average escape velocity magnitude. 
We note that mass-group 10 meteoroids had a fluence of l e s s  than 0.01 
events per mission, and hence, were  considered insignificant. 
The summary of the hypothetical full simulation resu l t s  is shown in 
This  table has  been separated by velocity groups; each group is Table 4. 
followed by a mission subtotal. 
dictions is r e f e r r e d  to by ensemble grand total  on this  chart .  
The complete enumeration of the model  p r e -  
I 
~ A l e s s  conservative interpretation m a y  be extracted f rom this  data by 
assuming only a single nominal velocity for the meteoroid impacts, for  
instance, velocity group 1 with the range 1.2 - 2.0 X 1 0  
interpolating (multiply by 3 to simulate the number of total  trials) the resul ts .  
-4 
m/s ,  and l inearly 
I 
~ 
t Also considered here  was a pyrotechnic event simulation ( see  Appendix B). 
Comparison of these three approaches appears in  Table 5. 
The data f rom Table 4 have been graphically plotted in  a perspective 
3-dimensional manner  a s  seen  i n  Figs.  16-20. The mos t  immediately 
noticeable character is t ic  i s  the strong inherent velocity dependence. 
plots all have l inear Z-axes and the peak value indicated. 
hump at the low end of the fluence surface ex is t s  because the first mass 
range increment i s  l a rge r  than the remaining intervals  ( s ee  Table 3 ) .  
apparent that  the small meteoroids  (1 0-1 
this  distribution. 
were  recaptured safely by the nonsterile portion of the spacecraft .  It i s  
interesting to note that the three surfaces for  safe hits, recontaminating 
hits, and escapes,  respectively, contain peaks within their  range of validity. 
This means  the competing aspects  throughout the complete simulation appar - 




-3 X 10-1 
The next figure represents  the distribution of grains  that 
kg) heavily dominate 
the assumptions.  
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The recontamination data a r e  shown in  Fig. 18. The nature of the 
double hump is elusive at present.  
could be considered a s  "hot spots. 
impact position considered 100 choices for  each mass-velocity group. 
bulk of the recontaminating events were  from either the top of the solar  
panels or the element A t he rma l  blanket mater ia l .  
would most  likely yield lower predictions for  the recontamination, should the 
element  A surface be assigned a m o r e  accurate  thickness and other mechani- 
c a l  property values. ) Perhaps  the solar  panel and element A surfaces  have 
different "pass bands' '  f o r  the recontamination events. The surface posi-  
tions allowed for meteoroid impact were  on the illuminated region of e l e -  
ment  A, both s ides  of the solar  panels, and the illuminated cone of element B. 
Several  surfaces were  positively charged, requiring the ejecta  to initially 
have a positive charge. 
about -60 eV in electr ic  potential. 
ment  B by the solar  radiation pressure ,  there  were  perhaps a few ideal pos-  
sible t ra jector ies  allowing each of these a r e a s  to bring the positive ejecta  
close enough to element B to be attracted.  
The spacecraft  may  have a r e a s  t h a t  
The random selection of the metebroid 
The 
(This is an a r e a  that 
The s te r i le  zone is always shaded and therefore  has  
When the ejecta  were  forced toward e le -  
Figure 20, for the average escape velocity, indicates that meteoroids  
-8 of up to  3 X 1 0  kg and for all velocity ranges cause gra ins  to escape with 
about the same average velocity, and not until the large meteoroids  impact 
(groups 8 and 9)  does the typical value of about 0. 2 m / s  drastically change. 
The relative importance of these escape velocities was  studied by weighting 
the average velocity of any particular M-V group by the number of grains  
escaping, and then normalizing by the total  number of escapes.  That is 
(27) 
A(I, J) * F(I, J) bk E(& J) 
F(1, J) 'k E(I, J) 
Weighted velocity magnitude (I, J )  = 9 3  
1=1 J=l  
Figure 21 indicates this functional surface with the high mass-velocity 
groups dominating the spectrum of escaping grains  velocities. 
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During the execution, as mentioned in Section 111. C, the par t ic les  
escaping were  classified and summed into 18 angular bins corresponding to 
0-180 degrees  in 10-degree increments.  
of the resul tant  angular distributioh obtained during the simulation. 
spikes in the Sun direction may be explained by the predominant number of 
grains  that exceeded the initial escape velocity c r i t e r i a  from: 
plate and upper solar  panels, 2 )  the illuminated portion of element B, 
and 3 )  the element A cone surface.  
outward f rom the Sun by the solar  radiation pressure .  
fur ther  confidence to the overal l  model and indicates that the electr ic  field 
approximation was realist ically bounded by the momentum propert ies  (the 
spikes 1, 2, and 3 on Fig. 2 2 )  and the s o l a r  radiation p res su re  force (area 4 
on Fig. 22). 
F igure  22 contains the polar plot 
The 
1 )  the top 
The bulk of the grains  were  forced 
This  polar plot lends 
C. OPERATIONAL ECONOMICS 
1 This  model was executed on a UNIVAC 1108 computer system in a 
sequence of runs.  The compiled processor  occupies approximately 16K of 
co re  and the Monte Carlo/  deterministic s t ruc ture  is inherently CPU bound. 
Each of the M-V groups and 4 pyrotechnic f i r ings were  evaluated 
totaling 18. 5 hours  of CPU time. 
amounted to approximately $4. 7K for a grand total of 2. 5 x 10 
(some runs  were  made during Prime Time at increased expense). 
gives a rough factor of about 2$/history. 
The present  computer rates at JPL 
5 h is tor ies  
This  
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Table 3. Discrete  mass and velocity group 
index-magnitude correspondence 
M a s s  Velocity 
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3 x 1 0 - 9  - 3 X ~ O - ~  
3 x 1 0 - 8  - 3 X ~ O - ~  






1 1.2 - 2 . 0  x 1 0  
2 2.0  - 2 . 8  X 10 
3 2 .8  - 3.6 x 10 
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9, ' 
16. Mission micrometeoroid fluence distribution 
meteoroid mass and velocity groups (after NASA 
1 9 )  
Fig .  
over 
Ref. 
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9,- 1 
-.Fig. 17. Mission safe-hit distribution over meteoroid m a s s  and 
velocity groups 
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MAJOR PEAK AT (3,3) 
OF 10.27 GRAIN HITS 
t 
Fig. 18. Mission gra in  recontamination distribution over meteoroid 
mass and velocity groups 
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Fig. 19. Mission gra in  escape distribution over meteoroid mass 
and velocity groups 
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PEAK AT (9,3) 
OF 4.94 rn/s / 
Fig. 20. Mission average escape velocity distribution over meteoroid 
mass and velocity groups 
Fig. 2 1. 
meteoroid mass and velocity groups 
Weighted average escape velocity distribution over 
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5 2  
SUN 
t 
Fig ,  22, Escaped gra in  
angular distribution 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
The ma jo r  objective of this  research  was to study the effects of typical 
mission environments on the distribution of par t ic les  on spacecraf t  surfaces.  
Specifically, the var ious migration mechanisms that resu l t  in  particulate 
redistribution were  investigated and quantified. The ultimate goal was to 
develop a methodology and quantitative analytical tool for the evaluation of 
the recontamination hazard f o r  various planetary missions and mission 
strategies.  
The resu l t s  obtained for a simulated hypothetical mission of 300 days 
a r e  given in  Table 5. 
assumptions, a total of 28, 279 meteoroids impacted the c raf t  causing 148, 026 
grains  to be ejected ( l e s s  than 1% of the total load) with 126, 778 escaping, 
21, 215 recontacting the spacecraft  on safe a reas ,  and 33 recontaminating 
element B s te r i le  zone. 
escapes,  849 safe hits, and 1 recontaminating grain,  Assuming a Poisson 
distribution for the statist ics,  we see that the expected number of particulate 
recontamination events i s  33 with a standard deviation u(33)  = SQRT(33) = 5.7 
and that the probability of one o r  m o r e  recontaminating events occurr ing is 
These indicate that within the l imits  of the stated 
The pyrotechnic events added another 35, 000 
P rob  (recont. ) = 1. - exp(-33) = . 9999 . . . (28) 
The numbers  predicted scale directly with mission elapsed t ime and par t icu-  
late a r e a l  density. 
The general  s t ructure  of the computer software ( see  Appendix C) 
allows the ready application (with few modifications) to studies of varying 
natures.  Fo r  instance, the s ter i le  zone m a y  be redefined easily to be the 
cylindrical a r e a  of space observed by the Canopus sensor  in  the near  field 
to count the predicted number and velocities of the grains  t ravers ing  i t s  
view; particular meteoroid c l a s ses  may be studied; various impact locations 
may  be designated; spacecraf t  geometries that may be interpreted a s  degen- 
e ra t e  cones a r e  applicable; the ejected par t ic les  captured by planetary bodies 
during flyby may be studied; etc. 
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A P P E N D I X  A 
INPUT E L E M E N T  DATAIN DESCRIPTION 
JPL Technical Memorandum 33- 737 
~~ ~ 
Each particular spaceflight m i s s i o n  simulation requi res  specific 
parameter  definition in order  to identify material constituents, interplane - 
t a ry  setting, etc. The following computer listing, Table A-1, shows the 
symbolic code used for  the hypothetical mission discussed ear l ie r .  
The common block section provides the interconnection m a p  which 
t r ans fe r s  data throughout the general  computer program. 
have been arranged into groups corresponding to their  general  use.  
first grouping is for  the meteoroid impact model  and grain re lease  routines. 
The variable ACCMIN is the threshold level for surface acceleration below 
which dust grains  a r e  not released. 
density of the ejected particle for aluminum, graphite, and silica. AKM and 
SIG a r e  pa rame te r s  that were  obtained from a best  f i t  of the particle adhesion 
model  to an experiment (Eq. 4). 
meteoroid velocity group magnitudes. 
H is the presupposed thickness of the target surface. 
that  designates the ma te r i a l  assumed for  the ejected dust gra in .  
loading function (detailed analysis appears in Ref .  3 ) .  Finally, RHO speci-  
f ies  the target  density (aluminum). 
The pa rame te r s  
The 
Array ADRHO contains the material 
APVEL is the a r r a y  that holds the three  
E is Young's modulus for aluminum. 
MAT is the variable 
P O  is the 1 
The next grouping concerns the parameters  necessary for e lec t r ic  field 
and potential determination, 
(e i ther  aluminum (Al)  o r  silica (Si02)) for the spacecraft  sections as  indi- 
cated. 
f rom an empir ica l  equation for the secondary-emission coefficient of the 
form: 
The AMAT a r r a y  determines the m a t e r i a l  
The a r r a y s  A and B contain mater ia l  dependent coefficients obtained 
where I = 1, 2, 3 for  aluminum, carbon, and sil ica respectively, kTe is the 
Boltzmann constant t imes  electron temperature and e+o i s  the cu r ren t  poten- 
tial (both in eV). (Note: Actually A and B also depend weakly on kTe, so 
values a r e  valid only f o r  kTe near 20eV. ) Array  E L  is the Hollerith dic- 
t ionary re ference  fo r  the AMAT array.  The other e lectr ical  pa rame te r s  
a r e  self -explanatory. 
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The next grouping covers  the basic spacecraft  parameter  identification 
scheme. The origin is one Debye length f rom the bottom plate of the model. 
The parameters  SP1 -SP4 and SPOl -SP03  a r e  m e a s u r e s  of distances in' the X 
axis direction, whereas  Dl-D4 indicate the Z axis dimensions of the cone 
alt i tudes and inter -element spacing. 
a r r a y s  that contain solar spectrum energies  and yield values as noted. 
Following the geometric inputs a r e  
Finally, the miscellaneous var iables  appear and a r e  most ly  self-  
K1 must  be fixed at 10. explanatory. 
being default values because they a r e  read  in again via input case  card.  
SRMIN and SRMAX specify the heliocentric l imits  for  the mission, whereupon 
the fluence evaluations a r e  computed using the geometric mean of these end 
point s . 
The en t r ies  for N1 and N2 end up 






























TABLE A-1. ELEMENT DATAIN SYMBOLIC LISTING 
BLOCK DATA a I N F U T  OAT1 FOR THE SUBROUTINESe 
CCMMON B L O K d l  CONNECTS D A T A I h r  M A I N  b N D  RELEAS. 
COMMON / B L O K C l /  AKH r ORHO r K 1  r 'RBVEL ( 3 5 r 1 0 )  r CSf 10  ) r S  I G r  D D I A t  10 
I r ANP AR T r ANN0 RM rPR B O  11 ( 1C 1 














BLOKCS CONNECTS D A T A I N r  MAIN9 QELEAS AND YANGl  
/BLCKCS/ KO*PKASSrPRHCrRS(?S ltFVAFI3SlrFPKACC(35)rRHO 
OLOKO5 CONNECTS DATAZNr M A I N  AN0 YANG1. 
/BLOKC6/  E r H  *NU * P D r I C Y T  P 
/ B  LO K C 9 / C I  M r F AT H HX r 5 fi r VE LM A C 
/ B L O K 1 7 /  P V E L r A C C Y I k  
SLSK18  I N  DATAIN r E F I E L D r E S U 9 F r M A ~ h l r ~ N C P ~ r S C P L O T r  SHADE. AND CONTAM 
/BLOK ? E /  SP I r SP 2 9SP 3 r  SP 4 
/ 9 L O K 1 9 /  S P C l r S P C 2 r S F C 3  
/ B L @ K ? S / A L A M B ( Z I  r ANPHtT ( 2 l r A K F H O T t Z  ) r E F E L 1 2 ) r E F E D ( 2 ) r D E @ r  
BLOKOB CONNECTS CONTAU* CATAIR'* U A I N  AND PARPOT. 
BLOK17 CONNECTS 3ATAIN.  P A I N  AND YANG1. 
B L C K l 3  CONNEC'S CATAINI  EFXELOI ESURFrFlAZN* RNDPOS AND SCPLOT. 
B t C K t O  CCNNETTS E C I E L 3 r  ESUR' K A I N  AN3 DATAIN.  
1 A H A T I  91 * E L  ( 1 )  r D H I E L  ( 2 )  tPHXEC( 28 t 4LANAVr  P H I A V E  
CGUYCN B L 3 X 2 E  CCNNECTS Z A T A J h r  Y k Y h  PNE F A R P C T  
CORMON / B L O Y t 6 /  HATrAV'  
C?"COt; SLCKZC CCNNECTS D I T A I t .  AN? PARFCT. 
COYYON /BLOKZ8/  
CO' lR3A BLOdZ? CCNNEC'f O ~ T A I Y r E F ~ E L 3 r € S U R F I U A ~ U  ANC PARPOT. 
A (31 r B ( 3 )  r ? l A T F C S (  3 )  t5 3L:PCt l 3 5 r 2 ) r Y  X E L D I l S r  3 ) r Y  I E L  
1 C P t  16 r 2 1 
C3YKCF! /ELOHZ9/ AKTEr  AKTPr ANE 
COUU CN / B L  CK 30 /A3R HO ( 3 I t D 1  r D  ?r  C3 r C 4  t N 1 r  NZ r 5 RHAX r S  RMIh'  
COMMON mrxx  C O N N E C T S  .I)ATAIV AND MAIN. 
I r E P S I L N r E L E C T  rAPVEL ( 3 )  r T H I S Z  r KPLOT 
I N P U T  DATA F3R YETEOROIO IHPPCT AN3 G . ? A I N  RELEASE RCUTXNES. 
DATA ACCYTNIC 2 3 1 /  a MINZMU!4 ACCELTRATICN OF INTEREST. 
DATA A D R H O / t 7 r O e * 2 2 5 C . r 2 9 C O I /  * a ALUM.* GRAPHITE ARD S I L I C A .  
C A T A  A K M / - . ~ B Z /  S I G / . Q O O /  a STATISTTCAL W A N T  ITIES NEEDED FOR RELEAS. 
CATA APVEL/ l .  € E 4 9  2 . S E I *  3. ?F 9 /  a P E T E C R O X C  VCL~CITY VALUES. 
DATA E / 6 0 9 3 7 E 1 0 /  J YOUN(;*S HO3ULUS . 
Y a T  -- NUYeEQ D E F I N I N G  Y A T E R i A L  3F PAR'TCLE. 1 = ALUYINUUr  CATA H / 3 - 1 7 5 € - 3 /  5 TARGET THICKNESS (METERS. 1 
2 GRAPHITE*  Z S I L I C A  
D A T A  V A T / W  a CHOSEN FOR STLICA, 
D A T A  F;U/.ZS/ a POIZSCN*S F A T Z O .  
DATA P O / l e l P E 3 /  a LOADING FUNCTION t N/M*H. 1 
3ATA RH(r/2.683€3/ a TARCET DENSiTY.  tALUMIh 'UUe)  
GfNEGAL I N P U T  CATA FCF THE ELECTRIC FIELD ANC SURFACE POTENTIAL  
AN3 P A R T I C L E  P O T E N T I A L  Q 3 U T I N € S .  
AHAT S P E C Z F I E S  THE MATERXAL 3F THE SPACECRAFT SECTIONS- 
DATA A U A T / * A L * r  * A L * r ' S ~ C t * r ' A L * r * A L * r ' A L ' r * S I O 2 * * * ~ ~ @ 2 * r  ' S 1 0 2 * /  
DATA A / T e E l * ?  0 7 6 ~  10.17 / 3 UEAK 3EPENDENCE ON AKTE. 
CATA €1 -4309 .1?2r .383/ 3 UEAK CEPENDENCE ON AKTE. 
EATA E L / ' A L * r * < T 0 2 * /  a FOR ALU3IF;UH AND SXL ICA.  
DATA AKTP/lC).T/ ROLTfRAN CI)NSTANl T I Y E S  THERMAL PROTON TEMP. 
DATA ANE/S.E6/ a PRCTON NUNllEP G E N S I T Y .  
DATA AKPH@T/3. r t  ./ S P H C T O E L E C T ~ N  TEKP ( E V )  
0 4 T A  ANPHCT/l .ESrl .EB/ S PH'JTON NUM2ER DENZXTI.  (MKS) 
ANPHOTIANC ,GI.  AKTE/AKPHOT .GT. 1 .E  HUST OBTATN 
D A T A  AKTE/:I!./ a BCLTZEAN C C N S T A N T  TIMES THERMAL ELECTRON TEMP. 
D A T A  AvP/S . ~ C E E /  a THE PROT IN DTRECTEC V E L C C X T Y .  
SP A CE C RA FT D Ifl E N 5 I O N  S 
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c z  
C 
C A  
c x  
c 1  
1 
/-AMAT(2) 
S P ACE - C  R AFT 
SI35 VIEW 
U OD E L  
( X  r Y  C Y L I N D R I C A L  SY P Y E T R  Y 1 
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Y I T H :  
2 1  =DEB YE f C AL CULATED 
z 2 = Z I + D 1  Y I T H I N )  
Z 3 = Z 2 + D 2  
2 4 = 2 3 + 9 3  
Z T = Z 4 + C 4  
C l - 4  
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C T H E  ARRAY SOLSPC CONTAINS VALUES OF ENERGY I N  ELECTRON VOLTS CTRANS- 
C LAT'iD FROW UAVELENGTH OF THE SOLAR SPECTRUM) AND THE SOLAR 
C IRRADIANCE A S  AN I N T E G R I L  FR CH UAVELENETH=C.C C R  E = I N F I N I T Y .  
C 
C THE ARRAY HATPCS POINTS TO T ~ E  FIRST NON-ZERO YIELD F O R  EACH H A T *  
DATA UATPOS / l r  3 r  6 / 
D A T A  (SOLSPCfXrl). I = l r  621 / 
1 .EDlZS* 0612QC* 001550r 0020679 .0248@* o03100* 
2 oC3543t *09133* oOSS60r eC62COr eC6526r 006889r 007294r 
3 -07750r 008267. 0088S7r 00'3538r olfl333r o11273r .12400* 
f 0263839 -26957. 027556. -28182. 0 2 8 3 3 7 9  .29524* .30244* 
4 .1377er -155tOs -17714~  .zc667. .24eccr .:E~Ix. .2583?r  
6 . 31CGOr  -31795~ -326?2r e53514s . 3 9 4 4 4 r  .Z5429r .36471. 
8 0476929 04?6OOv -516679 -539131 .5E364r .5!?048r .6200Cv 
7 03757Sr rS8750. 040@0C*  0 9 1 S 3 3 ~  o42759r o94286r 045926. 
9 -65263r -68889s .72941* .77!i001 . 3 2 t 6 ? r  o88571r 095385  1 
S 1.033339 1.12727* 1.24flC3r lo30526r  1.37778r 1 .45882~  
1 1 . 5 5 0 C C 1  1.653339 lo6756€*  1.69863~ 1.72222. le746489 
2 1.77143r 1.79710* 1.82353. 1.85075r 1 .87879~  1.90769r 
3 1 .9375C~ 1.96825r 2 o O C O C C t  2rG3279r 20G4959* 2oC6667r 
4 2 . C S 4 f l 3 *  2010170* 2.119669 2o13793r 2.156529 2*17544* 
CA:A rSctsPc(Iri)r 1=63r I I E )  
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TABLE A-1. ELEMENT DATAIN SYMBOLIC LISTING 
C ?HE ARRAY Y I E L D P  CONTAINS: F IRSTI  SEVERAL VALUES OF ENEQGIES 
C (ELECTRON-VOLTS) D I V I D I N G  THE Y I E L D  tELECTRONS/PHOTON) D A T B  I N T O  
C RANGES* AND SECOND THE AVERAGE ENERSY VALUE FOR EACH RANGE. 
C 
DATA Y I E L D P  / 4.01 4.25r 9.751 5.51 6 - 5 1  1 - 5 1  8.51 9 r 5 r  
2 1C.5. 11.5* 1 2 - 5 1  1 3 . 5 1  14.51 f E . 5 1  22-5, 2 7 - 5 1  5 . 1 2 ~  4 . 5 ~  
3 5.r 6.1 7.r 8.r 9.1 Ill.* 11.1 12.q 13.9 14.e 15.9 19.1 
5 2s.. n. / 
C 
C MXSC. I N P U T  FOR THE K A I N  D R I V E R .  
C 
DATA ANPART/S*QE05/ a CONTAM AREAL CENSITY.GT.5 H I C R O N S t M * * - 2 1  
OATA ZLECT/ l . 6E-19 /  a ELECTRONIC CHARGE ( H K S - )  
DATA E P S I t N / B o e S E - 1 2 1  a FREE SPACE PERHITTXVXTY 
CATA KPLOT/O/  3 0-NO PLOT* 1-PLOT THE SPACECRAFT. 
DhTA K l / l O /  7 NUMBER OF EJECTA DXAnEfER B I N S .  
QATA N 1 / 2 / N 2 / 9 /  a OUTER AND INNER LOOP I N O I C i E S  RESP. 
D A T A  FATHMX/ZC./  a T W E N T Y  PETERS FCR WANT CF A VALUE. 
D A T A  PRHO/SOO. /  a METEOROID DENSITY. ( M K S I  
DATA T H I S S / 3 0 0  ./ a MISSION DURATION - DAYS. DATA SRMAX/ l  .S/SRMIN/l./ a I -EL IOCENTRIC RADIX L I M X T  SI 
E NO 
6 2  
~ 
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APPENDIX B 
PYROTECHNIC EVENT MODEL 
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The pyrotechnic model used f o r  the simulation is comprised simply of 
two par t s :  a plausible value f o r  the surface acceleration related to  the particular 
pyrotechnic device of interest  (that decreases  exponentially with range - see  
example in Table 2), and a means of localizing the pyrotechnic device on the 
geometric model. The choice of the sur face  acceleration, of course,  depends on 
the pyrotechnic device and will not be discussed fur ther .  
ing the device is accomplished by using the standard random position selec-  
tion subroutines (RNDPOS) modified as  follows. In Fig. 15,  the names of the 
a r e a s  of the model that a r e  considered contaminated are: ATP, the area of 
the element A top plate; ATS, the a r e a  of the element A cone surface; ASP, 
the so la r  panel a r e a  (both top and bottom); and AII, the nonsterile cone s u r -  
face area of element B. 
by the total ATP t ATS t ASP t AII) to geometric a r e a s  on the spacecraft .  
The input of two limiting scalar  quantities (e. g. ,  the pyrotechnic data ca rd  
on Table 2 )  establishes the definition of a specific subarea of spacecraf t  for 
the pyrotechnic event g r a i n  ejection study. 
The means of localiz- 
A l inear mapping re la tes  sca la r  values (normalized 
64 JPL Technical Memorandum 33-  737 
APPENDIX C 
MODEL SYMBOLIC LISTINGS 
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The FORTRAN symbolic codes describing the main dr iver  and the 
subroutines a r e  now listed. 
shown in Table C -1. 
The br ief  general  nature  of each element is 
Table C-1. Brief functional description of the dr iver  programs 
























Functional De scription 
Cone region surface recontact determination. 
Par t ic le  t ransport  control coding (no printout). 
Same as CONTAM with the t ra jectory,  etc. printed. 
Electr ic  field of the model  spacecraft .  
Spacecraft surface potential calculation. 
Driver used when surface effect and meteoroid model  
data input on cards .  
Driver that contains the meteoroid model / impact  model. 
Potential of the ejected particle.  
Pyro  event dr iver .  
Random number generator.  
Par t ic le  re lease  effect model. 
Random ejection location code. 
Plot profile of spacecraft .  
Determine whether ejecta a r e  shaded. 
Determine if a solar panel was  hit. 
Thin -plate meteoroid impact model. 
Incremental  particle t ra jec tory  code. 
X - Y  Symmetry maintenance code. 
Calculate initial normal  vector for ejecta launch. 
Driver fo r  thin-plate impact code. 
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T H D  ROUTINE CHECKS WHETPEP f R E V I W S L Y  FREE F A R T I C L E  f P O S K C 1  COMES 
I V  C3NTACCfYEYPOS) U I T H  THE CONICAL SPACECRAFT AREA’S. THE SC MO3EL 
CATA REQUIREG APE ACCESSED V I A  CCWHCN ELOCK AND ARE: CEFINED AS 
A SEPERATE SUBROUTIUE HCNITCFS THE S O L I R  PANEL ZONE ANC I S  CALLED 
Y H f N  THE P A W I C L E  r\??ROACYES T Y E I P  PROXIMITY.  
DEFXNIT IONS:  
( 2 )  I S  IS THE XNDEX C E N C T I N E  CFACECfiAFT SECTOR OF IKTEREST, 
ENCCUNTERED. 
f 1) XYZf 1) I’ THE NEWtPeESENTI  P O S I T I O N  3F THE PARTICLE.  
( 3 )  I H 1  I S  THE SAFE SURFACE Y I T  INDEX. (OUTPUT) 
( A )  r - n T D  NOT CONTACT ZAFE SURFACE 
f 91 1 - 2 1 D  CONTACT SAFE SURFACE 
f A 1  I) - D I D  NOT CONTACT STERTLE SURFACE 
(B) 1 - D I D  CONTACT S T E R I L E  SURFACE. 
f 9 )  I H 2  XS T H E  XNCEX CEh’OTlNG 














BLOKO2 CONNECTS C H K H f T r  MAIN. RNCPOS AND SHADE. 
)6LOKCZ/ A L f 9 )  
BLOK09 I N  C W H I T r C O N T A M r  H A I N t S H A D E r S P H I T  rTRAJEC AND TRANSL. 
/BLCKCS/ NEUPOS(3)  
BLOK13 CONNECTf CHKHXTr C3NTAur H A I R  AND S P H I T .  
/ B L O K 1 3 /  SHZT f 2 )  
/ B L G K l S /  ISECTl!  
/EL 0 K ZC / T AN 1 H 1 r  T ANT H 2 r T ANT H ? r T ANT H 9  
9 L O K 2 1  IN CHKHXTr CONTS ?!I E F I E L O  * M A I N *  R N D P ~ r S H A I ) E r S P H I T r S C P L  
/ B L O K Z l /  Z l r Z Z w 2 3 r Z 4 r 2 5  
3 L O K l S  I N  C H K H X T t C O N T A ~ r E F I E L D * M A I ~ r  RNOPOSISHADEIVNORHL. 
BLOK20 I N  C H K H I T r  E F I E L D t  MAIN9 RN’3POSr SHADE AND VNORMLo 
EQUIVALENCE I X Y  2 f 1) rNEUPOSf 1) 1 r f I S E C T  R r  IS) r ( I H I T  f 1 I H 1  ) r  f I H I T ( 2 ) r  
I ? H z ?  
DIMENSION X Y Z f 3 1  
GO ~ o ( i c o ~ ~ c r ~ 3 0 ~ 1 ~  :s 
T F f X Y Z ( S ) . G T o t 5 )  GO TO 159 a IN SECTOR 1 
ZSC= S B R T f X Y Z ( l ) * X Y Z ( l I ~ X Y Z t i ~ * X Y Z f 2 I I * T A N T H 3  
T H l = l  
I H  2=O 
T H l = U  
1w2=c 
RETURN S Y O  H I T S  REGISTERE3.  
I F t X Y Z ( 3 )  .GT.23) GO TO 1 5 0  2 I N  SECTOR 2 
ZS C= S Q R T f  X Y  Z (1 ) * X Y t  f 1) + X Y Z  f 2 1 XY 2 ( 2 )  ) * T  ANTH2 
I F (  ZSC .LT .XYZ(3)  1 GO TO 1 5 C  
G3 TO 125 
I F f X Y Z t 3 )  . L T r Z I I  GO TO 150 a IN SECTOR 3 
ZS C= SPRTf  X Y Z  f 13 X Y Z f  1) +XYZ ( 2 )  X Y Z  (21 1 * T  A N T I 4 1  
I F (  ZSC .GT .XYZf J )  I GO TO IS@ 
I H  lX! 
T H 2 = 2  
I F (  ZSCoLToXYZ 1 3 )  1 GO TO 1 5 0  
RETURN a HIT SAFE SURFACE. 
Q E  TURN 
END 
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-737 
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.***. .**** e.. 
THIS S U E R O U T I N E  COORCINbTES 1HE T R A J C C T O R Y  ANALYSIS FOR THE EJECTEO 
GRAIN U N T I L  THE GRAIN ACHIEVES ONE OF THE COLLOYXNS CONDITIONS_: 
1-THE G R A I N  RECONTACTS AN PCCEPTAJLE PORTT3N OF THE SPACECRAFT 
LiHEREUPON THE VARXASLE i l -1711)  I S  SET T O  1 - SAFE H I T .  
2 - T H E  GPAIH TRAJECTCRY SURFASSES THE PRESCRIBED MAXIMUM PATHLENGTH 
OF PATHXX ( 2 0  UETERSJ - ESCAPED. 
3-THE NU!IaE9 OF TRAJECTORY INCREMENTS EXCEEDS 500 STEPS - ESCAPE. 
+THE G?AIN HAS RECONTACTEI AN AREA Of T H E  SPACECRAFl  CORSIDEREO 
STEPILE  YHEREUPON I H I T ( 2 )  TS SET T O  1 - RECONTAM HIT I  
CUR :NE THE EXECUTION THE P A R T I C L E  I s  KINEMATICALLY PROJfC’ IED FROH 
AN I N I T I A L  P C S I T I O N  THRU INC?Ef lENTE3 PCSITLONS USING THE P A R T I C L E  
C h A R G E r  T H E  ELECTRIC AND I N E F T I A L  FORCCS EXPERIENCED BY THE 
PARTICLE AT THE I N I T I A L  LOCATION OF EACH INCQEMENT. THE WEN POSI -  
T I O N  IS SYHU€TRICALLY K A I N T A I N E C  I N  THE F I R 5 7  OCTANT AND MONITORED 
F 3 R  THE H I T  CONDZTTONS NENTXONEC. 
THE PAiIAWETERS APE 
PCSOLC[ZI - P c s I T x c r J  V E C T O E  i r N r i x b L  CONDTTIONS I .  I N P U T  
VELOLOI 3 )  - V c L O C I T Y  VECTO? ( T N X T I A L  CONDITfOl l lS) .  TWPUT 
G Y A Z  - T H E  P A P T I C L F  (EJECTED MASS1 I N P U T  
V V A G  - THE VELOCTTY HAGNITUDE I N P U T  
Ic,C - CEFINES THE SECTOR OF CONCERN. I N P U T  
TP - DEFINES CON!lITION UHEPE: TNTERNAL/OUT 
I = PCR’ICLE UNDER A S O L I R  PANEL- 
0 = P A R T I C L E  NOT UNDER A SOLAR PANEL- 
I C H  - DEFINES CCNDITXON UHERE: I N T E R N A L I O U T  
1 3 P A R T I C L E  SHADED F R O M  SUY(OUTST0E W A K E )  
C PCRTICLE NOT SHADED FROW SUN. 
-1 z ‘PARTTCLE SHADED FROH SUN ( I N S I D E  WAKE) ...* ** * * *+  *.*e 
REAL NEUPOS*YEWVEL 
CZMENSICN P C S C L D ( 3 ) r  P O S N E U t 3 ) r  V E L C L C f 3 )  r V E L N E Y ( 3 1  
CO‘lMON RLOKCIO CONNECTS CONTAHr H A I N r  PAQPOTI S P H I T  AND TRAJEC- 
C C M H G N  / B t O H  CY / CO E FPP r CONST L TCHC v P P l O  
COMUON BLCKOB CONNECT5 C3NTAMr D A T A I N *  M A I N  AND PARPOT. 
CCMHON / B L O H C S /  DIMoFATHP!Xe?f i rVELHAC 
COHMON 3LCKC9 I N  CHKH1TrCONTIUrHAINrSHAC)E r S P H I T  rTRAJEC AND TRANSLO 
CSWPfCN /BLOKC9/  N E U P C S  (3) 
C O M M O N  BLOKlC  CbNNE:TS C S ~ T A H r U A I N ~ i ? H I ? r T R A J E C  AND TRANSL. 
CDYMCN / B L O Y I Z /  NEUVEL f 3 )  I DELTA7 
COV‘lOX 3LCY1: I N  CONTAHrEFIELDr  MAIN*  R N 3 P 3 S r S P H I T r T R A J E C r V N O R n L I  
Z G U M C E  / B L @ K I I /  PCSVEC(31  
COMMON BLCiKli l  C T N N E C T S  CSNTAMr HATN AN3 TQAJEC. 
C C V Y O F :  / 2 L O K 1 7 /  CCASC r V C L V E C ( Z 1  r l L C S T  
C J W V O N  R L O U l ?  CqNNZCTS C H K H I T e  CONTAPr M A I N  AND SPWIT. 
:Cwvt?K / B L G K l ? /  IHTTfZ) 
C C V Y O N  7 L C r L 4  C O ’ I N E c T 5  COKTAHr E F I E L C t  H A I N r  SHADE AN0 TRAJEC. 
CCPPCti / P L O K 1 4 /  I F A t . E L  * I S H A C E  
C S Y M O N  “ L O K I C  1’4 C l i K H I T r  CONTA Mr E F I E L D r  M A  INvRtJ3POS ~SHADEIVNORHLI 
ZCuUGN / Z L C K l Y /  I S E C T P  
COPM3N 3 L S K l B  I N  D A T A P ( ~ i : F I [ : , D r E S ~ R ~ r ? ( ~ : ~ r R N ~ P O S r S C P L O T ~ S H A D E ~  ND CONTAl 
CCKKCN / E L C K l E /  S F 1  r z P Z * S P ? r  SF 4 
t 2 U M S N  ELCK 21 I N  CHYPIT * CONT4 Pr E F I E L ~  Y A X N I  RNDPOS*SHADE r S P H I T *  SCPL 
LCMMCN / E L C K 7 1 /  Z T r Z Z r Z 3 r Z 4 r i S  
CCIYHON B L O Y Z Y  C O N N E C T 5  C O W T A M *  E F T E L D .  V A I N  AND TRAJEC. 
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COYMCN / e L C K 2 5 /  E V C C f 3 )  
CCVH3N BLOK31  C3YNECTS CONT4Yr E'TELI) AND MAIN. 
C C Y R C K  / B L C K 3 1 /  NRHTSS 
E3UIVALENCE (?SECT '?*  ISE 1 ( I PANEL r I P  1 ( I L O S T r  I L  J 
fGUIVALENCE 
EJUIVALENCE ( V E i V E C ( l ) * V E L O L C ( l )  1 r ( P O ~ V E C ( l l r P O S O L D ( 1 )  1 
EOUIVALENCE (VELRAG*VEAG) * (CHATS*  GHAS 1 e ( I S H A C E r I S H I  
K C O U N T Z C  
FATHLG z f o  2 I S I T T A L Z Z E  CONTAP PATP LENGTH ACCUMULATOR. 
rL=3 B T N I T I A L I I E  I L O S T  7EOTSTE? 'OR NEU TRIAL .  
T b I T ( l I = c  
T H I T ( Z ) = C  
hRU I S  S =r 
ZzPGSOLDI  ? . I  
C H G OL D =  P RTCHG 
C S  T G  ( Z O C  r 22C r 2 2 0 r l C  1 r I S T  
I F I V E L D L D t 3 l * G f . O o )  SO TO 1 9 3 9  
G O  T C  22t 
[NEUPOS (1 1 *PnSNEW I : ) )  r ( N T l r ' V E L t l  ).VELNEY fX 1)  
CELTAT=C. 
a PARTICLE LOST 
GO TO 1 3 9 9  
C3NTINUE 
I F ( Z - C T . Z i + Z E I  G O  T O  2 5 C  3 1 DEBYE LENGTH ABOVE 
C A L L  TRAJEC a I N C Q E H T k T  P A R T I C L E  POSITION, 
:SHCLD=ISHADE 
I P  01 s = I P  
T c C O L c = I S E  
K 3 L 3 = Y  C 0 UN T 
FTHOLDZPATHLG 
C4L; SH4DE a S E E  IF P 4 R T I C l E  IS SHADED AT THE NEY POSITION.  
? V P = C .  
SUO L O C I  K K Z l r 3  
SUM=sUM+( FOSOLDt KK ) -FOSNEU f K K )  ) *  *?  
KCOUNT =KCOUN'+l. a IKCPEHENT S T E P  COUNTER. 
I F I K C O U N T . E B . S C C )  GC T C  1 9 9 5  
03 230 J z l r t  a 9 E : E R P I N T  IC C03R3TNATES NEED TRANSL- 
I r f P C S ! i F U (  J )  .LT . t .CF  SL! TC 2 1 5  
G 3  13  136 
C 3 N T  IF! JC 
P A T H L S = P A T Y G + S ~ R T ( = U M )  S THE ACCUWLAT-'C PATH LENGTH- 
TF(PAT~~LGoGE.PATHHX)  GO T O  1393 
C ALL TRPNS L 2 TFANSLATE P A R T I C L C  6ACK T O  F I R f T  X Y  QLADRANT, 
T F f  Z5.E .E!Jo4) GC f C  l O O C  
T F I  I.P.EO.loANO.ISE.,f . Z . 4 N D . ' O S N E W f 3 )  .GT.'3) G O  T O  2 r l  
SU3ROUTINE C H K H T T  3 C ' E ' Y I E E S  WHf'HE? THE NEY POSTTION HAS CONTACTED 
A SPACECRAFT CONE S E C T I O Y .  
C&LL C i i K H I 7  
UHEK THE F A R T I C L E  TQAVEPSCS THE fONC REEION A T  THE T I P  LOCATION 
( Z S r S P Q )  - THE =ALSE VALUE f'i A ?EC5NTAH H I T  IS REVERSED TO A SAFE 
I-11 0 
I F I ' X S E  . N E . ~ . C Q . I S E O L C . N E O ~ ~ O F ~ I ~ I ? ~ ~ ) ~ N ~ ~ X  I E O  TO 242 
I i ( I T (  1 1 = 1  
I PIT ( 2 )  =a 
03 T O  2 C C l  
THE P A R T I C L E  I S  I N  THE REGION O F  A S O L A R  PANEL AND 1 5  MONITORED BY 
SUBROUTlNE S P H I T  FOR SURFACE CONTACT - S A F E  N I T  I F  OCCURS. 
CALL CPHIT  
JPL Technical Memorandum 33- 737 6 9  
C I;HEF; THE F A R T I C L f  LEAVES THE TOF OF THE SOLAR PANEL AND BECAUSE OF 
C T H E  CHARGE- ILECTRIC F T E L 3  C O N S I T I O N  IS SUCH THAT THE PARTICLE I S ,  
C SbCKEO E A C K  TH90UGH THE F A N E L  ANC MCVINC DOUNUARD A SAFE H I T  IS 
C RE GZiTE QE2- 
C 
I F KCOUNT E 0.1 AND112 -E3 1 A I D .  I P O L 9  EQ. 1. AND. # f NEWPOSI 3). LTe 
1Z4. ANC ,VELVEC 1 .GT . r o c  1 ,OR, (NEW PCS ( 3 )  . 6 T  -24 .AND. 
ZVELVECI 3 I o L T o C . O ) )  1 IHITI1) =1 
24; X F ( I H I T I 1 )  . E B . t . A N D . ~ h I T 1 2 1 . E Q o C )  G C  TO l O O D  6' T O  NEXT I T E R A T I O N .  
C G Y  13 S T A T I S T I C S  E V A L U A f I O N  
C 
c INCRfF'Eh? THE VELOCITY AND P C S I T I 3 N  VECTOR COMPONENTS. 
C 
cc T O  2CCI a STATISTICAL EVALUATICN 
:r:r ~ T J Y T I K U E  
i r i r  P O ~ ~ L D I L J ) = O ~ S Y E Y ( L J )  
133? :L=L s T H E  E J E C T A  W A ;  LC;T ON T n I 5  'RIAL, 
1 C l C  3- l C l L  L J = 1 * 3  
VELPJLC ( L J  1 =YEWVEL ( L  J1 
G C  T O  5 
i C h C  M0F:TE C A D L C  P A S 5  C O W P L E T E C .  
2 3 2 1  R Z T V R N  
E N S  a CcriTaN 
70  JPL Technical Memorandum 33- 737 




























































CZ 'dTMZ IS THE VERSICV 3 F  C @ N T A Y  THAT P R I N T 5  T Y E  TRAJECTORY ZNFOR- 
P A T  Io t :  FRCY T H E  I t u I T T A L  G R A T h  REMCVAL F R C M  T P E  RANCOMLY SELECTED 
Ah0 T H E  ELCCTPTC F I E L P  U ? I ? T E K  oh; E P C H  L I h C  TELEOLCEICALLY CORRESPCNC 
7 3  THE P A q T I C L i ;  EXPE?TfNCE A ?  THE P C 5 I T I O N  COORDINaTES PRINTED. 
T b C  PATH LENCTH 15 ACCUPULA?ED FOF ECCLPE C R I T E R I A  E V A L U A T I O N  hND 
T H E  T I M :  CF F L I G H T  TYCQZ!lENT F ? C Y  T d E  PREVIOUS P O S I T I O N  I S  XNDICATED. 
T r I S  V I L ~ E  AFPPECIAPLY C H A N C E T  WHEN THE GRAIN T R A V E R S s  A SHADE/SUN 
a C U Y C Q Y *  AN T' lJICAT?CN '2F T H c  ' H R E E ' O L C  BALANCING UECHANISH INHERANT 
b T T H i I . '  T H E  SUC,r(GUT:NE T4AJFC C A L L E C  HEREIN. THE V I P T A L L Y  INFORM- 
A T I V E  CCLUYV SH-P-5: REPRTTEN'; T H f  S H A D E *  P+NEL AND SECTOR 
IN,?:CIC' Y IELSZNG Q U l C K  IDCNTTFXCATION OF THE F A R T I C L E  ENVIRONnENTs  
WiJCEL ,UPFACE -CCATI 'UN T 3  THE 7ECONTAMINATION CONTACT. THE CHARGE 
1b. I '  5L3RCUTTNE COORDINPTES THE TRAJECTORY AHALYSIS FOR THE EJECTED 
G 2 A 3  U N T I L  T H E  GRATV ACHIEVES ONE CF THE COLLOYING CONDITIONS: 
1 - T H E  (;CAIN RZCON'AETS AN 4CCEPTAaLE PORTION OF THE SPACECRAFT 
UHCPEUFOI.: THE VAFXAeLE I k I T f 1 )  I S  SFT T O  1 - SAFE HIT .  
2 -THE G F A I ) ? '  TRAJECTORY SURFASCEC THC PRESCRIBED U A X I W U  PATHLENGTH 
OF PATHYX ( Z G  METERS) - ESCAPtC. 
3-7HL ?rUMaER 3F 'SAJCCTORY INC?EHEKTS EXCEECS SUO STEPS - ESCAPE. 
4-THE G-A?!: HAS RECONTACT€) AN AREA 3F THE SPACECRAFT CONSTOERED 
C T E C Z L E  hHCQEUPCP! I H I T ( Z I  TS S E T  1 3  1 - RECONTAM H I T .  
:L'? ;h'C THE EYF,CUTXOK THE P A R T I C L E  IS K I N E M A T I C A L L Y  PROJECTED FROH 
A'J 3 l I T  IAL POSZTTON THQU TNCi  € ! l E N T i D  f ' 3 i X T I O N S  U S I N G  THE P A R T I C L E  
ZbARCEr THE f L E C T R I C  ANC I N E f i T I A L  FOKCES EXFERXCNCED BY THE 
P P 9 T I C L f  L T  THE I N I T X A L  L O C A T I O %  OF EACH INCREMENT. THE NEW POSI- 
T I O N  I S  SYHPETFICALLY M I I N T A I N f C  I N  THE F I R S T  OCTANT AND MONITORED 
F 3 R  THE H I T  COYDIT IONS 3ENTTSNCD. 
THE I N P U T  PARAYETERS A?E: 
p c S z L D ( 3 )  - ?OC,ITZPH VECTCF I X N I T S l L  CONDTTICNS 10 I N P U T  
V E L C L ~ (  3 I - V 7 L e ) C I T Y  VECTO? ( I N I T I A L  CONDITIONS ) -  I N P U T  
CPAS - THE PLPTICLT:  (EJECTCC MASS) I N P U T  
V V  A G  - THE VCLCZIITY El'AGNITUDE I N P U T  
15 '  - CEFZNC5 THE Z E C T 3 P  CF CONCERN. TNP UT 
:P - 3€F:NE5 CC.;3IfION i iHERC: TNTE RNALIO UT 
1 I P L R T I C L E  UNDER A S O L l R  PANEL.. 
0 = PARTTCLE NOT UNDER A SOLAR PANEL. 
1 : P A R T I C L E  SHADED FROM SUNIOUTSIDE UAKE) 
I C _  H - CEFIYE'  t C N f I T X 3 f <  U H E E t :  I N T E R N A L I C U T  
C PPRTXCLE NOT SHADED FROM SUN. 
-i = PARTTCLE SHA2ED FROM SUN ( I N S I D E  YAKE) 
* *  * * *  * * e *  * e * *  
9EAL 
Z;I!!ENC,I3N P C C C ' L D f ? l *  P C S P ! f U ( 3 1 *  VELCLDt! )  V E L N E U ( 5 )  
;E UP0 s * Y E  wv EL 
:CUUOP.I x : x n u  ~ ~ V N E C T :  C O V T A Y ,  CAIN* P A ? P O T ~  SPHIT AND TRAJEC. 
;PMCN / F L c K r r ( /  C C E F ' F ~ C C W S T  L *  F Q T C H C ~ F F T C  
C?M!iON RLOKC2 CCINNEC'S C O Y T A Y r  DATA:N* M A I N  AND PARPOT. 
C3VKON 
C3VMON 9LQKC3 IN C H Y H I T I C O N T ~ ! ~ ~  MAIMISUAOEISPHIT r T R A J E C  AN0 TSANSL. 
/GLOKT 6 /  DIM r F  A T  H Y X  r S  I; r V C  LHA C 
COL'?ICN / 3 L O K 2 9 /  NEUOCC ( 3 1  
COMMON 3LOK1C C9NNEC'S C3NTAHtMAIN*SPHTT rTRAJEC AND TRANSL. 
CI)P!MCN / C L O K I C /  N E U V E L ( 3 l r  DELTAT 
CStltICN / B L O K I l /  P O S V F C ( 3 1  
COtfMON E L C K l l  ZN C O V T A Y  r E F I E L D r  MAIN* QNDPOSISPHIT ~ T R A J E C I V N O R M L ~  
JPL  Technical Memorandum 33-737 71  
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SUBROUTINE CONTMZ 
IF(KCCUNT.E0o5GCl GO T C  199s 
3!? 230 J = l r l  a C E T E R M I N E  I F  CC323INATEC NEED TRANSL. 
f ? C  I F ( P O 5 h E U ~ J l . L T ~ C . C l  GC TO 2 3 5  
G? T O  2 3 6  
?35 CALL TRANCL S TRANSLATE PARTXCLE EACK T O  F I R S T  X Y  QLADRANT. 
235 U 9  ET Ef 0 r 1 5 C 3  J 4 9L DIPT HO LO *P 05 VEC r CH3 OLD r ISH 0101 I POLO, XSEOLO r EVECI 
l C E L T A T  






















T F t I S E . E 9 . 9 )  G O  T O  1000 
XF(IP.EO.1 . A ~ C . f S ~ o L E . 2 o A N C . F C S ~ E U ~ ~ ) o ~ T o ~ 3  B G C  T O  241 
S L B R C U T I N E  C H K H I T  D E T E R H I N E S  WHf T H E E  T P E  NEW P O S I T I O N  H A S  CONTACTED 
A SPACECRAFT CONE SECTION. 
C A L L  ctiv.nrT 
T H E  F A R T I C L €  I f  IN THE R E G I O h  OF A Z C L A R  PANEL AND I S  HONITORED 8 Y  
~ ~ Y ~ ~ U T I N E  FO? SUQFACF C ~ M A C T  - S A F E  HIT IF OCCURS. 
C A L L  S P H I T  
WHZY Ti(E P A 7 T I C L E  LCAVES THE 'CP OF THE S O L A R  PANEL AND SECAUSE OF 
T C E  CEAQCE-ELECTRZC F I E L D  C C h D I T I C N S  I S  SUCH THAT THE P A R T I C L E  IS 
5 U X C C .  S A C K  TH2CUGH 'HE PANEL AN3 UCVING DCUNUARO A SAFE HIT IS 
R E O X C T E P E C  0 
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TlrSROUTINE E F I E L C  a J . f! AP ENF OLT 2 9 J PL *i C / 7 1 7 4  
E F I E L D  
CALCULATES T H E  VECTOR ELE?TQiC" IEL3  AT A P i X I T T O N  NEAR THE S/C 
U S I N G  THE SU'IFACE CCNCITICNS ES'ABLICHEC 3Y :SURF. I N  GENERALv 
THE P C f I T I O N  I S  TESTED F O Q  C Z I N G  NiAR A SURFACE I N  U H I C H  CASE THE 
USUAL FLAT PLATE SCLUTICN :S EHPLCYEI! W I T H  h K  APFROPRXATE CEBYE 
LENGTH ANC SURFACE VALUE PER LENGTH AND SURFACE VALUE PER ESURF. 
EXCEPTIOYS E X X T :  ( 1 1  FO2 PCSITXONS N E A R  (CDMPARED 7 3  APPROPqIATE 
CEBYE LENCTHJ THE SOLAR F A K E L t  THE ALGEBRAIC SUM OF THE SLRFACE 
P 3 T E N T I 4 L  CF THE ILLUMXNATEO ANQ DARK S i D E S  IS FORMED AND THEN 
TPE FILLY" Z S  CALCULATE(: ANALCGOUSLY. ( 2 )  FOi7 P C S I T I C N S  I h  THE 
WAKE OF TI(: SPACECOAFT THE: NEAR C I S i  ANI) FAR CASE A2E aPP2OXIUATED 
FCLLCUXNC A?( Ah'ALYSZ?: BY AL 'FERTr  ET AL.9 SPACE SC?ERCE R E V I E Y S r  
THE FAR F I E L D  CASE 1: C I L C U L I T E D  BY AN EOUIVALENT SPhERE CF AREA- 
AVE9AGE3 POTENTIAL  AND THE DEBYE LENGTH 5ELCU THE SPACECRAFT OR 
Ah' AVERAGEC F F F E C T I V E  OESYE *LENGTH ICEE ESUSF 1 ASOVE OR ALONGSIDE 
THESE FACTCPC CEPEXD ON THE SUN/SHACC INCEX t I S H A 2 E )  ALSO. TWO 
VOL.  2 11363.1 
THE SPACECSAFT. 
DOU3LE P R E C X I D N  W e  9 0 ( 2 1 * 3 1 C 2 )  
D IMENSION C O S J f 9 ) r  S I N J ( 4 ) r  T A N J I 4 )  
COMMON 9LGK11  I N  COHTAH~EFXELDI MAIN1 RNOPOS*SPHIT rTRAJECrVNORML-  
COHMGN / E L O X I T /  POSVEC(31  
COMMON /BLOK14 /  I P A N E L  r ISHAC E 
COMMON / @ L O K 1 5 /  ISECTR 
COHMON BLCK19 I N  D A T A I N r E F I E L D * E S U R F r  UAINrRNOPOSrSCPLOTr  SHADE- 
CCHMOF! / B L G K l  S /  S P 1  rSP 2 r S P 3 r  SP 9 
CCUMON BLOY19 CONNECTS D A T A I N r  E F I E L O r  ESURFr H A I N S  RNbPOS AND SCPLOT. 
COMMON /BLOK19 /  S P O I r S P C 2 r Z P C 3  
COUMCN /SLOKZO/ T A N T H l  r T A N T H i r ~ A ~ T H 3 r T A N T H 4  
COMMON B L O K 2 l  I N  C M H I T r C O N T ~ M r E F I E L O r  MAXNr RNDPOSrSHADEr SPHXTr SCPL 
COPMCN / B L O K Z l /  Z l r Z f r Z 3 r Z Q r 2 5  
COMMON BLOK23 CONNECTS E F I E L 3 r  MAIN AN9 SHADE. 
COMMON /BLOK23/ XYYAKErZYAKf  r JPCT 
COMMON BLOKZO CONNECTS E F I E L 3 r  ESURC M A f N  AND OATAXNO 
COUMON /BLOKZP/ALAHB ( 2 )  r ANPH CT (2 ) r  AKPHOT (2  )r E F E L t Z  1 r EFED I2 ) r D € B v  
CCNMON B L C K l Y  CONNECTS CONTAHr € F I E L D *  M A I N *  SHADE AND TRAJEC. 
CCHMON B L O K l 5  I N  CWHETI CONTAM* E F I E L C  9 M A I N *  RNDPOS*SHADE*VNORHLo 
COMMON BLOK2O I N  C M H I T r  E F I Z L D e  f l 9 I N r  RNOPOSr SHADE AND VNORML. 
I A H A T I  9 ) r E L ( t l r P H X R I 2 ) r P H X ' E D t 2 )  r 4 L A M A V t P H I A V E  
COUMON B L O K Z E  CONNECTS CONTAHr EFIELCI  U A I N  A N D  TRAJEC. 
5r 
COUMON /BLOK25 /  E V E C ( 3 )  
COMMON /BLOK29/  AKTEr  AXTPrANE 
COMMON BLOK31 CONNECTS CgEiThMr E F I E L C  AND M A I N -  
COflMON / 8 L O K 3 1 /  N R Y I S S  
EQUIVALENCE 
E J U I V U E N C E  ( E X r E V E C C l J I r  CEY r E V E C C 2 t l r  CEZrEVECCS))  
EQUIVALENCE (KSECTRr ISECTR)  
EOUXVALENCE ( J r J P O T )  
T ANJ 11 =TANTI43 
TANJC t ) = f A Y T H Z  
T A N J  I 3 1  =?ANTHl  
1 4  N J I  4 )  ZTANTH4 
c o  5 c  r=:r(c 
C C S J l  I1 = l . /S3RT I 1.+TAN J I  I) * T 4  NJ (1) 1 
S I N J I  I ) = A B S  f T A N J t I 1  ) * C O S J I  1) 
R=SQRTI X * X + Y * Y )  
J = l  
EXZt2.C 
E Y = O * @  
C?=C.C 
COHMON BLOK29 CONNECTS D A T A 1  hVEFIELC rESURF rMAXN AND PARPO To 
I X  rPOSVEC(1)  r I Y r P  OSVEC ( 2 1  ) r (ZePGSVEC ( 3 )  1 
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SU BROUTl N E EFI ELD 
P i = 3 . l q 1 5 0  
IF( I S E C T O - 2 )  130*23G*39C 
C S T C T C R  1 I N  CLCZE 
1 C C  T F f I P A N E L . Y E o 1 )  G C  '0 113 
X F ( A H A T t 3 )  , E 3 . E L ( 2 )  1 JZ: 2 B E C V E  SCLA? PANEL. 
3TS:=A35(2-?4 I 
I F f C I S T . C . E . A L A M ~ ( J ~ 1  G O  7C l l t  
E ~ = ( E F Z L t J l + € F ~ 3 ( 1 ) * S E 3 / A L A r ~ ~  I J ) I * E X P I - ~ I S 7 / A L A Y S (  J 1 )  
RETURN 
11C TF(Z.LE.751 G 3  T @  115 
IF fR.GE.SDCI)  GO TO 1 2 0  
C A 3 3 V E  TOP C I R C L E  
f F f A H A T ( 1 )  .EC.EL(Pl  1 J = 2  
OI STZA3 5 l Z- 2 5  1 
I Ft GIST .GE .ALAR3 ( J )  ) GO TO I Z C  
EZZEFELI  J ) * E X P f  - O I S T / A L A H 3 f  J) I 
RETURN 
12C 1f fZ.GE1Z51 G9 TO 400 
C ALONGCIDE CONICAL S E C T I C N  
I F ( A N A T (  2 I o E Q . E L I Z l )  J=2 
C I S T = I ( R - S P Z I *  A 2 S f T A ~ J ( 1 ) l + Z - Z 9 l * C C ~ J f ~ l  4 
EHAGZEFELf J ) * E ) r P  f - D I S T / A L A M B f J ) I  
EX=EMAG*SX#J f 11 * X / ?  
EY=EHAQ*SINJ (1 ) * Y / R  
EZ-EHAG COS J f 1) 
RETURN 
IF(OXST.GE.ALA*BIJ))  G J  TO O S 0  
29C C3NTINUE 
IFfR.GT.SF3)  G O  TO 4C@ 
IF I IPANEL.NE.1)  GO TO 210 
DISTZABS f 2-241 
I F I D I S T . G E . ( Z 4 - Z 3 ) )  GO TO 213 
IF(AWATI3) .EQ.EL(Z)  1 J Z Z  
C SECTOR I1 IN CLOSE 
E Z = - ( E F E C ( l )  * F E L f  J ) * A L ~ ~ B 1 J ) / O E B I * E X P ( - D I S T / D E B )  0 BELOY SOLAR PANEL- 
RETURN 
21C IF(Z.LE.Z3) GC T C  220 
C NOT UNDER SOLAR PANEL BUT Z.3To23.AND.LE.SP3r C W O E  FIX U I T H  E=Om 
RETURN 
ztn CONTINUE a NOT NECESSARILY UNDER PANEL. ZmlE.23 
X F ( A M A T ( 7 1  m E G o E L f Z )  1 J = 2  
D I S T = f f  R-SPQI A B S f T A N J f Z ) ) + Z - Z Z ) + C O S J ( Z )  
IF (D IST .GE.AL /WBtJ ) )  GO TO 9 C U  
C A L  ONOSIDE CON I C A L  SECTION 
EYAGZEFELf J l * E X P ( - D I S T / A L A H B  ( J ) )  
EX=EHAG*SINJ(  21 * X / R  




C S E C T C R  111 IN CLOSE T O  WAKE EUT NOT INSIDE. 
TT(Z.LE.O.I G O  T O  C(OP a BELCW UAKE. 
I F (  I S H A D E . E O . - 1 )  GO T C  32!! 
R E  Z S Q R T I  X*X+Y * Y  + (  2-24 1 1 2 - 2 4 ]  ) 
1F tRE.GE-A tAYAV)  G O  T O  4 C 1  
D I S T = ( (  ='-XYWAKE I *ABS(TAN J f 4 )  1 + Z 9 - 2 ) *  COSJf  4) 
IF(DIST.GE.ALAVAV) GO T O  4 r c  
EYAG=EFE!JI l )  *EXP I -DTZT/DES)  a LFAOING COEF. THOULO BE UAKE SURF. 
E X = E K A G * S I N J f 4  l * X / R  
EY = E M A G * S I N J (  Io * Y / Q  
EZ=-EHAG* COS J ( 4 1  
9ETURN 
TFfZ.LE.21) G O  TO 330 
32C CONTINUE a SNSIDE WAKE, 
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SUBROUTINE EFIELD 
C NEAR B O T T O M  CONE* C O I T I C A L  AREA 
91 S T = ( (  P-SP4 ) A85 (TAN J t  3 )  1 *Z 2- 2 )  COS J( 31 
EHAGZEFEG ( l ! * E X P  ( -DXST/DEB) 
EX=EMAG*STNJ( 3)  * X / ?  
E Y = E M A G * S I N J ( 3  ) * Y / R  
EZ=-EUAG*COSJ (SI 
RETURN 
I F ( D  I S T  .LT 00 .C1) N R M I S S z l  
3 3 t  CONTINUE a BELOY s / c  IN YAKE.  
C F I E L D  PER Ja8 9/10/71( FOR CYLINDER. 
C VALXD CLOSE TO S I C  BOTTCM ONLY. 
* A C Y L = (  Z l - Z l + Z U A K E )  *XYWAKE/ZUAKE 
D I S T  =ABS If l-Z F 
Y=Z.Q*R/ACYL 
I f ( Q I S T . G E . 4 C Y L )  GO TO 33@ 
CALL % J Y O l ( U .  1 9  1.80. B 1 )  
E ~ A G R O = 2 . Y * E F E D ( l ) * ( O E B / A C Y ~ ) ~ E X p ( - Y )  
EZ=-EUAGRO*BO (1 1 
IF(R.tE.0.) RETURN 
EX =EM A G I? 0 X /F! *B 1 ( 1 1 
E Y = E M A G ! ? O * Y / R * B l ( l )  
N R U I S S z 1  
RETURN 
EUAGROZ-AKTEIDEB 
EX =EM AGRO * X / R  
390 CONTINUE a I N  WAKE BUT FAR F R O M  BOTTOM. 
EY=EMAGRO*Y/R 
E t = (  AKTE/ACYL I * A L O G ( D E B / A C Y L I  *EXP(-W) 
RETURN 
40@ CONTINUE 
C EQUIVALENT SFHESE: 
RE=S~RTIX*X+~*Y+tZ-Z4)*(Z-ZQ) 1 
EN AG=PHIAVE* ( 1. /RE) t 1 /R E * l .  / A L A  M 
1FtRE.LE.XYYAKEl GO TO 470 
EM AG=EMAG*EXP I- (RE-XYYAKEI /ALA?l) 
4El ALAH=ALAHAV 
1 * X Y Y  AKE 
e 7 0  CONTINUE 
EX=EMAG*X/RE 
E Y=EMAG*Y/R 
E Z = E H A G * t Z - Z @ ) / R E  
RETURN 
END 























CALCULATEC, S U N L I T  SURFACE P O T E N T I A L  F H I E L  FOR AL AND S I 0 2  AND THE 
C04RESPON3ING SURFACE F I E L D  E F E L  AN5 THE DISTANCE PARAMETER ALAN9 
PER JPL QTP.  V?L. 3 N C  l r  A P f i I L  1 9 7 3 r  AND SETS SHADED PIRFACE 
P P T E N T i b L  ( P H I E D I  TO -3eELECTRON TEMPERATURE f I N  VOLTS) AND 
4 2 E B - I  T H i 5  ROUTINE ALSPJ CALCULATES. AREA-AVERAGED 33 RFACE POTENT- 
I A L  (PHTAVE) AND AN E F F E C T I V E  DEBYE LENCTH ( A L A Y A V . )  
S U R F A C L  F T E L C  (EFEDI T C  THE FOTENTXAL CIVIOEO e y  THE D E B Y E  LENGTH 
DYHENSION A? : ICN(2 )  r A A ( S )  
COMf l  OK /BL GK C3/ ASP 
COHHCN / B L O K l S /  S P l r S P Z r S F 3 m S P 9  
COMMON BLOKJ.9 CONNECTS C A T A I N ?  E F I E L 3 r  ESURFIMAINI RNOPOS AND SCPLOT. 
CCHHCN / 9 L O K 1 9 /  S P C l r S P C 2 r S P C 3  
COflHON / S L C K ? 9 / A L A f l B ( 2 1  r PNPH CT ( 2 1 9  AKPHOT f 2  l r  E F E L l Z  1 r E F E D t 2  1 rD'EB* 
COUMON BLOKPS CONNECTS C A T A I ~ V E F X E L C ~ E S U R F I ~ A ~ N  ND PARPOT. 
COMFlON /BLOKP9/  AKTEr AKTPrANE 
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9  
3 0  1oc I = 1 * 2  
Rl=AKTE/AKPHOT (11 
R,? =ANPHOT( 1) / ANE 
I F I R l . L E . 1 ~ 0 . O P ~ R Z . L E . R l ~  G O  T O  900 
P H I E L (  I 1  =AKPH3T (I 1 ( ALOG (921-  0.5. A L 3 G  I R l )  1 
CQHMON 3LOK03 CONNECTS ESURFr M A I N  &NO RNDPOS. 
ATP r ATS r F R  I r  I T  01 A BFr A B S  * A  TI 
CCMHON aLOK13  I N  DATAIN r E F I E L 3 e E S U R F r  M A ~ N I R N D P O S I S C P L O T ~ S H A D E .  
COMMON 3LOK34 CONNErTS E F I E L 3 r  ESURF MAKN ANG OATAIN-  
l A M A T f 9 1 r E L ( Z l r P H I E L ( Z )  r F H I E D ( 2 1  rALAMAVePHIAVE 
AN TON ( 11 = ( AN E/ 2 1 ( SQR T ( R l  I + 1 C ) *l E-6 
CO =( ANP HO T ( I) /SQ R T ( A KP HO T I I1 1 - A NE/ S 3 RT ( A KT E 1 1 *1 E-6 
C3=-1.5+SQRT ( P I  I *ANICN ( I )/CP 
C00=8 . /3 . *S3RT lP I1  C C * 1  o44E-7  
CZ=SQRTICCC/Z. 112. 
C l  AN[; C 2  AND FORMS OF PHI Ah0 E TAKEN F R O f l  BARENGOLTZ AND BAUERLEr  
JPL Q T R * L Y *  VOL. 3 *  NO 1 ( 1 9 7 3 )  EXCEPT E x i a a  FOR V I M .  
20C 
30C 
1 0 c  
C ~ = S Q ~ T ( P H I E L  (111 
C 5=SQRT f C4+C1J 
XHAX=CS/C2 
X3ELT=XMAX/ l fC .  
X=XDELT 
E F E L t  11=QCO.*C~*C'4*CS 
DO 200 J=lr100 
RTEST=EEX/EFELf  I 1  
X=X+XDEL T 
CONTINUE 
Y R I T E 1 6 r 9 C 2 )  
STOP 
A L  AM81 I) = X / l O O .  a CONVERT 73 METERS. 
E EX = 4C C r* C 2 (- C 1 +  f C 5 -C2  X 1 Z 1 1 C 5-  C Z  X 1 
IFtRTEST.LE.C.Z679) G O  TO 3 C C  
P H I E D  I I) =-3o*AKTE a SHALE SURFACE. 
E F E ~ ~  I)=PHIEDII)/DEB a S H A ~ E  SURFACE. 
CORTINUE 
A A (  1 ) Z A T P  
A A I Z I Z A T S  
AAf 4 I = A A f  ?, I 
A A  5 1 - 2 1  * S P t *  Sp 2 
A A1 6 1 =F I* Y P C 2 r  SP C2 
A A ( 7  ) r A I I  
AA f81=A2C '  
A41  31=ASP/2 .  
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SUB ROUT1 NE ESU R F 
t 
A A f q ) = A S P  
C FAR F I E L C  CAC,E* A L L  5ECTORS (bFPROX.1 
A L  AMAVZO o C  
P+IAVE=f 'oT 
ASC=C.C 
c o  q 4 t  T = l * 3  
J =  1 
I F f A M A T f I I o E 6 . E L t Z ) )  J=2 
PHXAVE=PHIAVE+AAf  I ) * P H I E L I J )  
ASC=ASC*AA (1 1 
4 9 r  AL AHAV= A L  AM 4V+ALA!43 ( J I *A A f I) 
30 4 5 0  I = 4 r 6  
PHIAVE=PHIAYE+AAf  I I * P H I E D f l )  
ASC=AsC+AA (I) 
J =1 
P F I A V E  = P H I  AVE +AA ( 7 )  * F H I E L (  J l  
AL AU AV=ALAYaV +A A ( 7 ) *ACAwE f J) 
ASC=ACC+AA ( 7 )  
CIC 460  I = 3 * 9  
P ~ ~ A V E = P H X A V E + A A ( I ) * P H I E D I 1 )  
A:C=ASC+AAt I) 
PHIAVE=PWXAVE/ASC 
ALA).( AVZAL AFAV/ASC 
U R T T E t  6 r  lC001 
4 5 C  A L A ~ ~ A V = A L A M P V * D € B * A A ~ I I  
If ( AVATf  7 ) .EEoEL(2 ) l  J=2 
96r ALAUAV=ALAMAV* IA( I ) *DEE 
A L A M S r E F E L * E F E J * 3 E B r P ~ I ~ L *  PHIEOeALAMAVe PHXAVE. 
XAWAT *EL 
X 0 X r  * C E E * ~ / ~ X X I ~ ~ ~ P G ~ , ~ ~ Z X ) ~ / / ~ $ X I ' .  P I - I f L  * * r 9 X r ' *  PHfED 
2' 
f * E X * * *  ALAHAV P H I A V E  * * * / * l X * 6 f l P G 9 r 3 r Z X ) * / / r r ) X r * *  MMAT l R R A  
Q Y  **.19X*'* AHAT ARRAY * * ~ / ~ t X ~ 9 ~ A t ~ 2 X l ~ / / * l X ~ ~ *  E L  ARRAY 
5 * * t / r l X * Z f A 6 * 2 X )  I 
100C F!lQflAT(4X*** ALANB * ' r l O X * * *  EFEL ***lOX*'* * EFED * ' v  
RETURN 
57 OP 
9 C C  Y S I T E f 6 * 9 t l )  E L t I )  
9 C 1  F O R M A T f l X ~ * ~ H O T O E L E C T R I C  OAT; INCONSISTENT YXTh PLASMA DATA. SEE M 
1 A I N  FOR * r A 6 )  
902 FOR~IAT~SX~*EFFECTIVE S U N L I T  C E B Y E  LENGTK COULD NOT BE FOUND ay  Esu 
1RF 1 
E NO 

















































* * * a  k A S A  JFL * * * *  D O  EDGAKS ( B I O K E T I C S ) *  J. B A R E I E O L T I  ( J P L )  * * * *  
* * * * *  * * * * *  * * * * *  
REAL NU*  NEL iPCr r  NEUVCL, I V E S C  





31PENSXON VAF (351 * PKACCt JE)  
P,?MENSION A Y G D X S I ~ S I I  F L U X V l ( 3 r l O )  
* * e * +  * * * * *  * * * * *  
YNET ( 5 )  r Y h E T t (  5 J r V  BP 2 ( 3 E  J * I S F U N  t 36 )*URNGO5 (18) 
T H I S  IS THE DRIVER PPCGRAY: F C R  THE eYPAss  HOCE OF THE SPACECRAFT 
RECONTAVINATION MODEL T H I S  M3DEL HAS BEEN B R I E F L Y  DISCUSSED I N  
THE JET PROPULSION LLBOFATORY DOCUHENT 9 O C - 6 7 5 1  SECTION 1x11 
SE PTEMaERI 1974.  
THE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  OF THE MAS; AND VELCCITY FOR THE HETEOROIDS I N  
THE S P A T I A L  REGION BETUEEN T k E  EARTP ANC M A R S  HAVE BEEN CATAGORIZED 
THE SURFACE EFFECT HOCEL ( Y A h G l / T H I N P L  1 HAS PRODUCED DATA ENSEMBLES 
M 3 D E L  (RELEASJ CONTAINED H E R E I N  COMPUTES THE S T A T I S T I C A L  Q U A N T I T I E S  
I N T O  TEN MASS AN3 THREE VELOCITY GRCUPS. 6SEPERATE EXECUTION OF 
UHICH T H I S  PRESENT VERSION R E A D S  AS INPUT.  THE P A R T I C L E  RELEASE 
F 3 Q  P A R T I C L E  RELEASE P R O B A B I L I T I E S ~  
T H E  UETEOQOID Y L S S  AND V E L o C I T Y  GROUP UNDER CONSIDERATION THEN HAS 
PANDOH P O S I T I O N S  FOQ IMPACT CETEQHINED. AT EAC)! OF Y H I C H  RELEASED 
GRAINS ARE K INEMATICALLY FoLLOYED ON T H E I R  TRAJECTORIES. THESE 
TRIAL GPAIN H I S T O R I E S  LEAD T c  ONE OF SEVERAL S ITUATIONS.  THE GRAIN 
CAN RECONTACT THE SPACECRAFT ON A REGION UHERE THE S T E R I L I T Y  I S  OF 
NO CONCERN. T H I S  IS REFERREC T o  AS A SAFE-HIT,  THE GRAIN HAY 
ALSO ESCAPE THE V I C I N I T Y  gF THE SPACECRAFT UHEREUPON THE NUMBER OF 
AND DIRECTION OF THE ESCAPE IS NcTEC F O R  LATER TABULATION. THE 
IMPORTANT D A T A  GENERATED U I T H I N  I N D I C A T I N G  THE NJHBER OF GRAINS 
REACHING THE PRESCRlEED S T E R I L E  A R E A S  ARE C A L L E D  RECOMT- H I T S -  
a * * * *  *.*** +***. 
THE COMMON BLOCKS L I Z T C O  fRTERCOMMUNICATE E S S E N T I A L  DATA R M O N G  THE 
SUBROUTINES 
COMMON BLOKOl  CONNECTS D A T A I N *  M A I N  AND RELEAS. 
COMMON / B L O K C l /  A K M I D R H O I K ~ ~ F R B V E L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ @ ~ ~ C R ( ~ @ ) I S I ~ ~ D D I A C ~ C )  
BLOKOZ CONNECTS C H K H I T *  MAfNr  RNDPCS AND SHADE. 





















/BLOKC2/ A L  ( 4 )  
BLOKE3 CONNECTS €SURF* M A I N  LND RNDPOS. 
/ BLOKO 31 ASP * A T P  ~ATSIPRXIATOT ABPI ABCS A I 1  
BLOKOb CONNECTS C O N f A h  M l T N ,  PARPOTI SPHIJ AN@ TRRilEC- 
/ BLOK 0 4 f  CO EFRP vCONSTA I PRT CH3 r P H I 0  
ELOKO5 CONNECTS D A T A I N 1  M A I N *  RELEAS RND Y A N 6 1  
/ BLOKOS/ K 0 *Pq ASSIPR HO r R  S t 35) F V A P t  35 J IFPKACCC~S 1 I RHO 
BLOK06 CONNECTS D I T R I N I  H R I N  LiNO YANGlm 
/ BLOKG 61  E *  HI NUIP 0 I 1SKT.P 
BLOKCe CONNECTS CONTAHr CATAXNr M A I N  AND PARPOT 
/ B L O K C B /  DIMIPATHMXISR rVELMAS 
E L O K C  9 I N  CHI! H I T  CO KT P M r  M A I N  r: HACL r SF W I T  r T  R A  JEC A NC TRANSL 
/ BLOK C 9 /  N EUPO S ( 3 )  
/ & O K l O /  N E U V E L O )  DELTA1 
B L O K l l  I N  CONTAM* E F I E  L D * M A I N *  RNCPOS *SPHIT,TRAJECIVNOR~L. 
/9LOK:1/ POSVEC(3)  
B L C K l t  CONNECTS CONTLYr M A I N  AN0 TRAJEC. 
/ 3 1 O K 1 2 /  GHASS rVELVEC 1 3 )  r I L 5 S T  
B L O K l C  CONNECTS C O N T A U r f l A I N * S F H I T * T R A J E C  AND TQANSL. 
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B L C K X I  CCNNECTS CHKHXI r  CONTLMr F A I N  AND SPHIT .  
/ 0 L O K 1 3 /  I H I T 1 2 1  
BLEK14  CONNECTS CONTACr E F I E L C r  MAIN9  SFACE AND TRAJEC. 
/BLOK:4/ IPAN'LIISHACE 
BL 0 K 1 5  
/BLOK15 /  XSECTR 
/ B L O K l C /  NPNL 
BLOK17 CONNECTS C A T A I h r  M A I N  4ND YANGl.  
/ BLOK 1 71  ?VEL 9 A CCMIN 
/ B L O K l B /  S P l r S P t r S P 3 r S P 4  
/BLOK19 /  S P O l r S P C 2 r S P 0 3  
/BLOK2O/ TANTH1 rTANTH2 rTANTH5 TANTH4 
P L O K 2 l  I N  C H K H I T r C O N T L H r E F I E L D * M I I N * R N D P O S r S H A D E r  S P H I T r  SCPL 
/ BL OK 2 1/ Z 1 7 2 r 23 r Z4 r Z 5 
/ 3 L O K 2 Z /  VELNRMl3 )  
/BLOK23 /  XYYAKErZWAKE r JPOT 
r y  C HK H I T * CO NT P M *E F I  E LC 9 P P X N I PNC POS r 5 HAD E r V N 0 RM L . 
B L C K l 6  CONNECTS NI IN*RNCPGSrSHACE AND, VNORUL. 
B L O K l e  I N  DATAINIEFIELC*ESURF *MAIN*RNDPCS*SCPLO SHADE. 
B L C K I S  CONNECTS DATAIK, EFIELC. ESURF*MAINI RNDFOS AND SCPLCT. 
BLOK2C I N  CHKHITI EFIELDI  MAIN* RNOPOSI SHADE AN0 VN0RMt.o 
BLOK22  CONNECTS M A I N  bNO VNORUL. 
E L C K 2 2  CONNECTS EFIELCI  U I I N  P N D  SHADE. 
BLOK24 CONNECTS E F I E L f .  ESURF ANC MAIN. 
1 
7 C C  
COMMON / 8LOK 2 r)/ A 1  AM B t 2 )  ANP HOT( 2) e AKPHOT ( 2 ) E F E L I t  1 r EFEO ( 2  I. DEB. 
l A Y A T  ( 9 )  r E L  ( 2  ) r  P H I E L  12) r P H I E D  t Z l r  A L l H A V r  P H I A V E  
COUMON BLOKZS CONNECTS CONTAUr E F I E L D e  U A I N  AND TRAJEC. 
CCUMON /BLOK25 /  E V E C ( 3 )  
COUNGN /BLOK26f  UATeAVP 
COMMON 0LOK29  CONNECTS D A T A I N  t E F I E L D *  ESURFI M A I N  AND PARPOT- 
COUMON /BLOK29 /  AKTE r AKTP r ANE 
COMMON BLOKJO CONNECTS D A T A I N  AND NAIN. 
CCflMCN IBLOK3G/ADRHO ( 3 )  r D 1  r D  E *  03 r 04 r N l  r N 2  r S R M A X  r S  R M I N  
COMMON B L O K 3 1  CONNECTS C C N T R H *  E F I E L D  AND MAIN. 
COMMON f BLOY31/  NRMISS 
E l U I V A L E N C E  t F V I P ( 1 ) r V A P C l ) )  r ( F P K A C C ( l ) r P K A C C I 1 ) )  a M h I N e  RELEAS 
EOUIVALENCE ( K l Q r J S I Z E J  t IKODI JVEL) 
COMMON 9LOK26 CONNECTS D A T A I N 9  H A I N  AN9 PARPOT. 
1 * E P S I L N  e E L  E CT e AP VEL ( 3 1 r T M IS Sr K P L  01 
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9  
THE NEXT APPROXIMATELY F I F T Y  L I N f S  CF CODE CALCULATE THE NECESSRRY 
YDDEL YORKING PARAHETERS FROM THE USER S P E C I F I E D  SPACECRAFT 
INFORMATION ENTERED I N  THE BLOCK DATA ELEMENT DATAIN.  
DRHO=ADRHO tM I T  ) 
ALPHA=AT~N2.+1.6EE*SQRT(AKT?I /  (AVPrSQRT ( P I 1 8 1  a YAKE HALF A M 6 .  
W R I T E ( 6 r l )  
F G R M A T l l H l r  'THE FOLLOYING ARE GENERIL SPACECRAFT MODEL D A T A * )  
T A Y T H l Z  311 t SP 4- SPC3)  
.ZNTH2=-1)2/ (C?  Q-SPCZ) 
T4NTH3=-D4/  1 5 P 2 - S P O l )  
Y ?  I T € (  0 7 C C  1 
FCRt!A?t1Hf ' r*THE TANGENTS FOG CONE AFiELES A R E * r 4 t G 9 . 4 * Z X ) )  
DRP I C  6=DR H O * P I  16 
ANTH4ZTAFi tp?/ Z--ALPHA 1 
TANT H 1  TANT H2 r TA NT H3 (TANTHI) 
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MAIN DRIVER (VERSION - FULBPS) 
ABP =P I* SP c 3 *  * 2  
ABCS=PX*I  SPO3+SPQ 1 * f G Q T  f D l * C :  + ( S P Q - S P 3 3 )  *(SP1-S P03) 1 
UR TTEf E 702  I A5Pr ATP ATS A I *  A X X r  ATCT ~ P R I I A B P I  ABCS 
7C2 FORtl A T [  l H 0 1  *ASP = *  * G7.39 3X * * A T P =  * * 67.3 3 X  ' A T S = *  G7.39 3X * ' A I = ' r  
~ G ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X I * A I X = * , G ~ . ~ ~ ~ X I C A ~ O T - . ~ G ~ ~ ~ * ~ X * * P R I = * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X ~ * A B P = * ~ G ~ ~ ~  
2 3 X  ABCS=* t 67.3  1 
7 - 
1 0  
7 2 0  
5:r 
1 5 9 9  
1 6 C 1  
2 7  
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MAIN DRIVER (VERSION - FULBPS) 
C O  8 G G :  X = l r X S  
DO 0 C C C  I Z 1 . 5  
3CCl V A N O D S ( I ) ' =  C o C  
3tDf U V E T Z ( I ) =  CoC! 
C ALGORZTHY T O  PACK VAF A R R A Y  
VAPZf  1 1 = ABS f V A  
I J=2 
TSFUNI  l t = l  
D O  8 1 t 0  I = Z * K C  
DO 8 2 0 0  I I = I J * K O  
I S F U N ( I ) = I I  
T F f A B S ( V A P f 1 I ) ) o L E .  C . S * A B S f V A P f Z J - l ) ) )  G O  T O  8300  
( 1 1 b 
820C CONTINUE 
330C T f I X = I S F U Y t  I) 
I P ? I I T = I  
I J = I S F U N  f I) 4 1  
V A P Z f I ) =  C -5. f ABStVAPt IJ-1 1 )  + r e s  t V A P ( I F I X 1  I 1  
I F f I S F U N f I ) . E O o  KO) GO TO 84CC 
810C CONTINUE 
OPOC CONTIYUE 
I QU I T  = I Q U I T +  1 
VAP2t  I O U I T  1 =ABS t VAP t KO 1 1 
C E X I T  Y I T H  GRCUP P O I N T I N G  ARRlY I N  1 S F U N f I ) ~ I Q U I T  I S  NO. OF G R O U P S *  
C AND V A P S f I )  IS GROUP VEL. A R l A Y  
DO 955 I T = l r I H I C U P  
I 
955 D U M ~ Y = R A N D N O f l * * O . )  d INCREMENT THE SYSTEM RANDOM NUMBER SEN. 
DO PC J z l r N 2  a INNER MONTE CARLO INDEX 
W R I T E ( 6 r 2 )  I M M r I H V r J  
2 FORM AT f 1 H 1  / / I  r l X  P 'H ASS 
DO 4 C O 0  I = l r L  
DO 4001 I = l r l 8  
C A L L  RNDPOS 
2 7  2 9  Y Z ' r 3  
r C c H I C  Or 1 =PCrV f C ( K  I 
CALL Z d A S E  
T 5 H H I 3 =  I S H A 3 r  
I D H X  = ir AVEt  
TSEHID=xSECTn 
C A L L  VNORKL 2 FiORPlAL U N I T  VECTOR aPOSVEC 
U Q I T E f 6 * 7 n ? )  
GROU F ' 1 3 *  5 X V EL0 C G RW P' P 13 SX v 
l * P O S I T I O N  NO. * e  I S  ) 
I 
5000  UNET( I)=O.O 
9 0 0 1  UANGDSt I)=OoC 
29 LJ=UPOS(U)=P3=V= ' : I ' ~ )  
PDSVECr I S H A J E r  I P A X Z  L *  NPNLI X S E C T R  
7 r 9  F S R Y A T f l H P r * T H E  P A N B C Y  F i S I T I C h  V E C T C R  15 * e  
1 3 f  G 3 . 4 ~  2 x 1  e / /  r l X c  * i S H A 3 E -  * e  I 2  r 2 x 9  
Z * I P A N E L = *  r I 2 r 2 Y r  * N P N L = *  r L ?  r 7 X r  ' I S E C T R = *  .T2 I 
U 9 T T E I  € 9  71C 1 VELNQY 
a DETERMINE IMPACT LOCATIOH 
CALL E F I E L S  
P H I S = P H I E L ( J P O T )  
T C  32 
3 1  P H I O = P H I E C f l )  
32 CDNTINUE 
PHICE=PHICI 
35 5 C C C  J S I Z E = I G R L * I G M U  a JSIZE.EQ.KlD GRAIN LOOP 
D T Y = D C I A f K l D )  *l .GE-6 
C O E F R P = - 7 0 E - 6 * P I * . Z 5 * ( D I ~ / S ~ ) * * 2  a RADIATION PRESSURE FORCE IN SUN 
C 2 N S T A =  2 *P I* E? 5 I L N  D 19 
G M A S S = D R P I O G * f D I M * * ~ )  
DC 6G00 J V E L = l r I Q U I T  SJVEL EaUIV.  KOD .GRAIN VEL LOOP 
a CONVERT A P H I  T O  A Q  
C C4 tCUL ATE R E L A T I V E  P R O B A B I L I T Y  OF JSXZEr  J V E L  P A I R  
T F t J V E L  oEQ.1) 60 TO 9001 
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2 t O C  
MAIN DRIVER (VERSION - FULBPS) 
X F ~ J V E L  .Ea. 1 4 U I T )  GO T O  9CC3 
f F I X = I S f U N ( J V f L )  
X F I X l Z I S F U N  ( J V E L - 1 )  
P 3V  EL C=P QBD IA (J S I ZE 1 (PR BVEL(  I F  I X  r JS I Z E I  - PRBV E L  ( I F I X  1 r J S I Z  E 1 1 
G C  TC 9ccz 
PBVELCZPR3CIA ( J S I Z E ) * P R B V E L ( l  r J S I Z E )  
GO TC 9CCZ 
CCNTINUE 
YEIGHTZPBVEL C*ANNORP dTOTAL SRAINS T H I S  S I Z E  AND V E L  REMOVED 
VELH4G: V A P 2 t J V E L )  
POSVECINN )=PO5 HXDtNN)  
PHIOZPHIDE 
PRTCHG=CONSTA*PHIO 
I S H A D E = I S H H I D  
IF ANEL Z I P H I D  
1SECTR:ISEHID 
AT ESTZYE I G H T * F L  TOT 
SHT EST =SF! TEST +AT EST 
PBVELCZ P R B D I A ( J S 1 Z E )  ( l r - 3 R B V E L ( K C * J S I Z E ) )  
DO 35 N N = l r S  a VELOC. VECTOR (INITIALLY) 
VELVECl NN )=VELY AG*VELNRM (NN) a SUILO XNITIAL VELOCITY VECTOR. 
I F (  WEIGHT .LE. .00l.OR.ATEST.LE.O.OS) G O  TO 5 9 9 9  
TFfGHASSoLE-C.1 GO T O  8OC a DEBUGGTNG 
VNAX=SORTI - i o  . *COEFRP~PATHHX/GMASS)  a 5 TIMES THE MINIMUH ESCAPE VEL. 
CALL C O N T A M  a TEST C A S E  TPAJECTORY ANALYSIS 
I F t V H A X o L T  .VELNAG.ANG.NPNL.NE.-I) G O  T O  36 
XF(VELVEC(  3).LE.O..ANO.NPNL.NEo-l) S O  TO 31C a DEBUGGING 
I F  1 NRHISS. E30 1 1  UNE' ( 3 )  =UNET ( 3 1  +WEIGHT 
i F ( I L C ' T . E C . I I  GO T C  39 
IF( :HI:( 11 .'3 -1) 
I F ( i H I T ( 2 ) . ' 3 - ~ )  GO T O  30Cf 
C C  T G  6 C O r  
C?NT I Y U E  
UNET ( 1 )  = W N E T  I:! + U E i S P T  
I F I I h  IT I 2  ) .C3. I1 UNET ( 2 1 =U hL 1 f 1 +U E l CHT 
T F I S  PRINTC 'HE TRA J E C T O S Y  C F  THE PRECEEDINC RECONTAF!INATION EVENT. 
b d  :SO0 " = l e 3  
f C = V E C ( N N I = P C ~ H I D I N N J  
P H I @ = P H I D E  
P ?  TCHG: C ON S 7 A *Q H I  0 
T5HADEZISHHIC 
7PANEL:IPHID 
W S I T E ( 6 * 2 r C O ) J r J S = Z E r  J V E L  
FCRH AT ( l H 1 r  * P O I  IT I O N  V I E  4 X  * * C R A I I F ;  S I Z E  GROUP' I 6  r 4 X  r 
- -  
VELVECt YN )=VELY AG*VELNi?PL ( N N )  a 3 U I L D  I N 7 7  I A L  VELOCITY VECTOR, 
TYEC T Q = I S E H I C  
1*GRAXN VELOC. G R O U P ' r I 6 )  
I r P R a 3 I A t  J S I Z E )  
1 * CONSTAZ * 6 3  49 2X 
24 I 
WRITE ( 6 r 7 1 1 )  D I H r  COEFRP *CONST A r PRTCHG r GUASS 
7 1 1  FCRH A T  (1HC r / / /  r l X  r *DIM=* . G 9 , Q r 2 X *  *COEFRP= * t63.Q SZX:  
*P RT CHG= 3 9. I 
VELMAGrPBVELC r WEISHTrVELVEC 
2x1 ' GHASS = G 9  -4 2 X  P R B 3 I A = *  09 
W Q I T E t  6 r  712 I 
712 FSRHAT(1Xr  *VELf'!A G =  ' e  G ?  -4 r 2X r *PBV ELC=*  r G9 .4*2X 
1 * Y  EIGHT= G9- I r  2X * *VELVEC= r 3  ( G  9.4 9 2x8 1 
CALL CONTF2 3 REDO THE CCNTAU C A L C .  W/PRINTING. 
G O  TO 600C 
DO 3 7  I = l r 3  
3E CONTINUE 
37 N E W V E L ( I ) =  V E L V E C t I )  
33 WNET(41-WNET(BJ+UEIGHT 
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MAIN DRIVER (VERSION - FULBPS) 
Y ANGDS ( I A R G )  =Y LlNGDS I I A R G ? +  WEIGHT 
G O  TO 6000 
5999 tONT XNUE 
6000 CCNTINUE aGRAIN VEL LOOP END 
5COC CONTINUE BGPAIN S I Z E  LCOP EtiD 
I F 1  YNETI  9 )  eGT.O.1 
Y R f T E 1 6 t 6 6 6 6 )  
6666 FORMAT( 1 x 1  1st 1 9  1x1  B 
Y R I T E ( 6 r 9 1 0 C ) P O S H I D  
91OC FORMAT( lHO**BOX SCORE FOR R A N D O M  POSIT ION ' rZX  r l P 3 E 9 . 2 )  
Y R I T E l G r 9 l C l )  ( Y N E T t I )  r I Z l r 9  1 
YNET I 5 )  =YNET ( 5 1  / Y N E T I 4 )  
9101 FORMAT( l H O * * N O *  S A F E H I T S * r t X *  0 9 * 5 * / * l X * ' N O .  RECOHTAW HIfS*r2X~G9.5 
1.1' I X  'NO NEAR MISSES * * Z X  G 5  -5  1 9 1 X  * ' NO- ESCAPES w 2X v 69 -5  ) 
I F I Y N E T t  1).GT.O.) W P I T E 1 6 r 9 1 0 2 )  UNET(5) 
91P2 FORWAT4lXr*AVE.  ESCLlPE VEL. * rG9.51  
00 92bO I = 1 * 9  
Y N E T 2 I  5 )=YNET2(  S)+UNET(S l  *YNET( I t )  
DO 9201 I z 1 . 1 8  
9231 VANGDSt I )=  VANODSI I )  W A N G D S ( X ) I N Z  
92CC YNETZt  I ) = Y N E T Z  1 I ) W N E T  (11 
I F 1 S M T E S T o L E  o C 0 5 )  GO TO 947C 
4T) C Z N T I N U f  3 P 3 5 T T I O N  L3SP EN3 
G3 T C  9 9 7 5  
94-C U 7 I T E 1 6 r 9 4 7 4 )  : ' t P l * i Y V r 2 Y T T S ?  
9979 F ~ ? M A T ( I H C ~ ' ' H E  H E T E C F i C I C  CLPSS CF %ASS G R O U P * r I 6 r 2 X r * A N O  UELOC. 
l C ? 3 U P  * r I 6 r /  *:XI ' Y  X E L  C E 3  CNLY*  G12 e 4 1  ? Y e  * RELEAS E D  GRAINS * 
? r / r l X r * C C  CN T O  THE KEXT K E T E C R O I P  C A S E ' )  
997c TF ( UNETZ 4 1 . S T o C  1 WKETZ ( 5 )  =U NE72 ('5) / WNET:! I 4  1 
W R I T E (  6 r 3 3 C C )  I P M r T K V r N Z  
W 3 I T E I  6 r  6665) 
93Pr F C R N A T ( 1 H l r  * B O X  SCORE FOR ONE. PETECfiOIC OF Y A S S  G R O U F ' r I 3 r t X r * A N D  
1 V  fl OC. GRC UP ' r 1 3 r  / r 1 X  r SU H H E D  0VC;R.r 16. ?X r * P3S I T  I O N S *  ) 
U ! ? ~ T E ( E r S l C l )  (UNETZ(1) r I = l r 4 )  
I F (  UNET2(4).GT.O.1 Y Q T T E ( 6 r 9 i 0 2 )  WNETZ15)  
A C C U M i = A C C U H l r U N E T Z ( l ) * F L T ~ T  
A C C U H Z = A C C U U Z + Y N E T Z 1 2 ) . F L T C T  
A C C U H 3 = A C C U Y ~ * W N E ? Z ( ? ) * F L - Q T  
I V E S C = I V E S C ~ U ~ E T Z ( 9 ) * ~ ~ T ~ ?  
SUMFL=SUUFL+FLTO? 
SYVESC=SHVESC*VNLT2( 5 )  *FLTOT*  UNETZ(4 1 
3C 94CC J = l r 1 2  
9900 A N 3 D I S t  J ) =ANG 31s ( J  1 +VANGOS (J 1 * FLTOT 
UP T T E  6 v 9 E C t  1 
9 5 C C  FORHAT( 1 H 1 )  
GO TO 5 
240 U ! ? I T E I  6 2 9 1  1 
2 9 1  FORMAT(1HCr 'FLUENCE T O O  SHALL9 SKIF T H I S  HETEOROIC * 1  
G O  TO 5 
5r CONTINUE 
C * *  
S l lVE S C  =CAVES C/Y2 
SAFENO=ACCUHl /NZ 
H I T N C  =ACCUUi /N2 
AY9MIS=ACCUU3/Nt  
I V E S C =  I V E S C / N 2  
S I G T O T = S Q R T ~ H T T N O )  
URITE(6.1CCi)  
1CC F O R H A T ( l H l r * B O X  SCOQE FOR OVERALL ENSEMBLE OF HETEOROIO MASS AN0 V 
1 E L O C I T Y  GROUPS * I  
W R I T E ( 6 r 9 4 6 9 )  SUMFL 
94;s FORHAT(~XI *TCTAL NO. CF METE c R o I D S  XN ENSEMBLE DURING M I S S I O N * *  
1G10.4) 
U R I T E  ( 6 r 9 1 C 1 )  
Y R I T E I  6 ~ 6 6 6 6 )  
SAFENO *H ITNO r AhRMISr  I V E S C  
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MAIN DRIVER (VERSION - FULBPS) 
Y R x T E ( 6 r 9 1 C 3 )  SIGTOf 
9103 FORHATI 1HUr*STANDARD D E V I A T I 3 N  FOQ NO. OF RECOWAHINATION H I T S  IS" 
1 9  ZX 969 0 5 )  
RPROB=l--EXP(-HITNO) 
V bV ES C =SU V ES C/ I V  E S C 
U R I T E t 6 r 7 6 0 )  VAVESC 
76C FORH AT ( 1HC 9 1 x 1  'THE AVER AGE ESC II PE V ELOC I T  Y IS' r2X e 1 PG9 e4 e 
1 2 X  9 'H/SEC* 1 
DO 320 K = l r l e  
Y R  I T  E ( 6 v 7 0  5 1 
3 2 0  ANGDEG(K)=lOo *Y 
( AN GDEG ( I I r AN GO IS (I 1 r I = 1 r 1 8  1 
765  FORMAT( l H 0 1  *THE ANGULAQ D I S T 3 I B U T I O N  FOR THE ESCAPED VELOCITY VECT * 
TOR R E L A T I V E  T O  THE +Z D I R E C T i O N ' r f / r l X ~ * D E G ~ ~ ~ ~ X r * N O .  ESCAPES*,//. 
?18t  1 X  GPFU 001 QX l P G l 0  03' / I  1 
U Q X T E (  6 9 3 3 5 )  R P R O B  
3 3 5  FDRMAT( 1 H 9 1 r Q (  1 X * / )  1 r 1 X  e * ?  CCC NT AHINATION PROGAaILITY IS** Gl2 - 5  1 
C * *  
S T 3 2  
a c t  W?:TE(E9eci) 
901 F O R M A T (  1 X 9 * T H E  M A S S  VALUE G M S S  IS INCDQRECT' )  
8C2 Z T C P  
8 1 C  U R I T E ( 6 r B : l )  
811 F C i R V A T ( l X 9  *THE VELOCITY VECT CR IC, IKCORRECT')  
81? S T Q Q  
E NC 
































* * * *  :;A=& J P -  * * * *  D. E Z G A ? f  ( 3 I O h E T I C S I e  J .  3A9ENGOLTZ ( J P L I  * * * e  
? T A L  N U *  P : E K F C q r  KEk'VELs I V T S C  
2: 'l E N S I 3 h  U'J E T  ( 5 I r Ws ET2 ( 5 )  * V a n  2 ( 3  E1 r 1' 'U N I  35 I rW ANSOS ( 1 9  1 r 
I VAF;GCSI1"1 
S I  H 11N S 19% 
S I U E N S I C N  P C T H I C ( 3 )  
0 - u r  - N S I 3 N  V A " ( 3 5 ) r  - K A C C ( ? F l  
CTYENSiCN A N C 3 I T :  t i e l  r F i U X E l  (? r :C)  
~ 3 Y U C ! ~ '  ? L ? K 7 1  29OSK:E"TS Z A T A I N r  M A I N  A V 3  RZLEAS. 
CCUMCN 
CCUKON I L C K C ?  X N N E C T S  C C i K N I T r  M R T H r  R K D F C Z  ANC ZHADE. 
C9XM3N /1LGi(C2/ A L  ( 4 1  
COflYCK f L C K c ?  CONNECTS ' S U R F *  M A I N  L N C  RNCFCS. 
ZZMYCN / 3 L O K t  3/ 
CCVHCh' PLCKC4 C3kNEC7S CCNTbf'r K A T N t  FARPOTr S P H I T  AND TRAJEC. 
C2?lYON /SLOKPQ/  C3EFX?r fCNSTA r P 9 T C H j r F H i O  
CCPMCF; BLCKC5 COtiNECTS CATAXhr  U P I N r  9ELEAS h N C  Y A H C l  
C3MXON / SLCX C S /  K C r 0 v  A S S  rPR H3 r?  5 ( 3 51 r FV AP ( 3 5  I r F PKACC f 35 1 9  RHO 
CCMMCR BLCKCf CCNNECTS DArAXhr H I X N  AtJE YANGl.  
C 9 H'! ON / 3L 3 K C 5 /  E r H r PI U r P  C r IS K I? 
C2P'YCP: F L G K 3 e  CONNECTS CCNTAHr CPTA:Nr U A I N  ANC PARPC?. 
COMMON /9LOKC8/  CI!4rPATH?lXtS? rVELY4;  
C3HYGN /BLCKC'3/ N E U P O S ( 3 1  
C3MMON / 3 L O K 1 0 /  NEYVEL ( 3 1  r D E L T A 1  
C33MON / 3 1 3 K l l /  POSVEC131 
C3HMON / 3 L O K 1 2 /  GYASS rVELVEI: ( 3 )  r I L C S T  
CCYECN 9 L O K 1 3  CCNNECTS CHKHIT CONTPKr M A I N  ANC S P H I T .  
C3MYON /3LOK:3/ iHIT(Z1 
C3WMQN / S L D K 1 4 /  I P A N E L r  I S H A S I  
CCMMCN QLCK15 I?! CHKHIT~ CC KT LMIEFIELCI M A I N I R N D P C S ~ S H A D E I V N O R R L .  
C3HMON /BLOK:S/ ISECTI? 
C3YM3N /BLOK16/  %PNL 
COUMON e L D K 1 7  CONNECTS DATAIF,* M A I N  A N C  YANG1, 
C3HMON /BLOKL7/  P V E L r  A C C Y I N  
CWMON E L O K l e  IN DATAINIECIELDIESU U F ~ M A ~ N ~ R N D P O S ~ S C P L O T ~  SHADE. 
COMHQN /BLOK 1 8 /  
CSM!dON B L 3 K l C  CONNECTS D A T A I h r  E F I E L C I  ESURFIMAINI RNDPOS AND SCPLCT. 
C3HMON / SLOK I9/ 
C3MWCN SLCK2C IN C H K H I T r  E F X E L C r  MAIN* RNDPOSi SHADE AND VNORWL.; 
COYMON / % O K  2 C /  T A N T H l r T A N T H Z  r T A N T H 3 r T A N T H I  
CCWMON E L C K 2 1  I N  C H K H I T r C G  N T F H ~ E F I E L C I  M A I N r R N C P O S r S H A D f *  SPHXTvSCPL 
C J M Y O N  I S L O K  21/ 
C$?lP!CN 9 L C K 7 2  CCNNECTS U A X N  P N D  VNOfiML- 
C3YMON / 9 L 3 % 2 2 /  V E L N Q X ( Z 1  
C3Y?lON / 8 L O K Z 3 /  XYUAKErZWAKE * JPOT 
COVEON SL'CK24 CCNNECTS EFIELCI  ESURF ANC M A I N -  
C?MHDN / a L O K t S / A L A Y 3  ( 2 1  r A N P H O T ( 2 1  r AKPHOT ( 2 1  rEFEL(2 I *  E F E D ( 2  l e  DEB* 
A NS ZE C I 1 S 1 
/ E L L X F l /  AKHr f "  HC * K l r F ?  !VEL ( ! E r l t l r  C R I l C  I r S  X C t  D C I A  (IC 1 
? r  4NFARTr  AN?J3?Hrp33')IA (IC) 
ASP *ATP r A T S r ? S  I r  AT3T r ASP 9 ASCS 9 A f I  
C O M M O N  ELGKC? IY C H K H ~ T * C C N ? C W r ~ A l N , S H A C E * S F ~ I T * T R A J E C  ANC TRAtiSLo 
C2MMCN SLCKXC CONNECTS C O N T P Y * M A l ~ r S F H X T * T R A J E ~  AND TRANSLO 
CCP'MCN S L D K 1 1  I N  CON? A Y  9 E F I E  LO MI1 N, RNC P3S * S  P H I T  e TRA JEC * V  NCRKL. 
CCYKON PLOK12 CCF!NECTS P'YNTAKr P A I N  P N C  TqAJEC. 
COCHCR E L C K l Q  CCNNECTS CCP!TAP* EF?ELC* KAIN I  SFACE AND TRIIJEC. 
CCMMON g L C K 1 6  CCNNECTC, PAIN, RNCFDS *SHADE AND VNORWL. 
SPl r SP 2 r SP 3 rSP 4 
S P O 1  r SP l?2 r SP2 3 
Z l r  2 2 9  2 3 r  24  r 2 5 
COP'YON B L S K 2 3  CONNECTS EFIELCI  M A I N  ANC SHADE. 
I A P A T  t 9 I r E L  (2 1 r P H i E L  ( 2 1  F H I G D  ( 2 1  I ALARAV PHXAVE 
C2*:49t" S L C X L ;  C",XNCITT : 3 N T 4 ' 1 ~  f l F I E L 2 r  ? ? A i &  A32 ??AJEC. 
C f Y M C N  / D L C ' k 2 5 /  EVECf 7) 
i 3 N Y C N  3LOi(?5 23'4NEC'Z ? A - A I Y r  Y I T Y  AS: F$??CT.  
C3VNCU / 3 L ( ; % 2 5 /  K C T  r A V "  
C 3 V Y C F :  / S L C % 2 ? /  A K T E r A K T F * P N E  
G S Y K C N  3L3X3C C 3 N N E C T S  3 A T A I N  AN2 YAIN. 
CCUMGK 
C C Y X 3 N  3L,2i(7? C C N N Z C T S  CATAINrEC:EL:,ESCF7't M A T N  AN@ PAZP3T. 
/?LCK3C/AGRHO f ? I  r 31 r 3 2 r  t3 r D 4 r 1 ! 1  t N 2 r C  ? ? A X I S  R K I K  
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l E f C  
3 5 5  
70c 
c 
7 C 2  
3 
1 0  
72c 
R r A  I 5 16f C 1 K PL t X ! Y u  *1J V L MVU t : CPLI I fp tU 9 K2 i c I  SCUP 
W ? I T  E I 6 r 1 G C 3 1 Y Y L !4 
FORMAT( 6 I 1 3 r  3 Y  1 )  
3'3 355 I T = ~ T I H I C U ?  
P r z 3 . 1 4 1 5 9  
CRHOZACRH3 (KAT 1 
A i P H A = A ? A N f Z . * 1 . 6 E 4 * S O R T o /  ( A V P * S Q R T ( P I ) ) I  a WAKE HALF ANG. 
U 9 M V L r Y V  U r I 3  ML r 12 Y U 9 N 2 9 I H I CU P 
CUHHY=QANCNC (1 . * C . l  2 I t iCREPEhT T H E  SYZTEI", RANCCM NUHEER G E N .  
D Q P I C E  ZCRHC *rI 1 6 .  
TANTH12 01/ ( 5 "  4- S P 0 3  1 
T ANTHZZ-C 2 /  ZP 4-SPOZ 1 
TANTH3=-C4/ ( S P 2 - 5 P C l )  
TANTHQ=TAN (P I /Z . -ALPPA)  
F35HAT( l X * * T H E  TANGENTS FOR CONE ANZLES A R E r r 4 ( G 9 . Y ~ 2 X I )  
U R  I T  E f 6 9 7 C  C 1 T ANT H 1  r T  ANT HZ T T  I N T  H 3  r T  ANT H 4  
XYWAKE=( SP4*SQf iT (SPS*SP4+8o*SP 1* ( 5  P Z - S P 4 1 / P I  t 1/21 
ASP=16o * S P l * (  S 2 3 - S P t )  
ATF = P X * S P C l *  * 2  
AT S=PI+( SPCl+SP 2 1 +SQRT ( O S *  04+ ( S P 2 - S P O l l  ( 5  P2-S P O 1  1 )  
A I =  ASP + ATS+ ATP 
A I  I = P I * (  SP02+SP~1*S3RT~O2+D2+lSP4-SPOZ~*~SP1-SPUZl~ 
ATCTZA I + A I I  
PR I = A I I / A T O l  
ABP=PI*SPC3* * 2  
AB CSZP I*( SPO3*SP 4) *SORT (D1* Cl +(SPY-S PO31 ( 5  P1-S PO3 I ) 
WR I T  E f  6 r 7C2 1 ASP r ATP ATS r A I T  A X I  r AT OT r p R X r  ABPT ABCS 
FORMAT( 1 x 1  ASP = * *  07 039 3 X  'ATP =' T G703r 3 x T  'AT'S=' G7.3T 3 x T  * A I = ' *  
167-  3 t 3 X  v * A I I = * c  07 03 * 3X 
2 * 3 X * ' A B C S = *  67-31  
RTOT t 67 03 9 3X T *PRI='.G7 -3r 3x1 'AB PZT*67,3 
SETARG=EPSILN* AKTE/ fANE+ ELECT) 
SUMFL = 0 - 0  




ACCUW3=O0 a FOR NRMISS~ S E E  EFIELD 
DO 3 L M = l r l 8  
A N G D I S f L M l  =C.  a I N I T I A L I Z E  T H I S  ARRAY E X P L I C I T L Y  
SR =lo. +t  C 0 5* f ALC G1C (SRM I N 1  +A LOG10 (5 RMAX) 1 1 
z 2 =z1+ 0 1 
Z3=2Z*D2 
Z Y  =Z 3 + 0 3  
Z 5=Z4+DY 
o E B = z l  
CALL ESURF 
Z l=SORTfSQTARO)*SR a CEBYE LENGTH IT RADIUS SR 
W R  I T E f  6 r  720) 2 l r  Z Z r  Z 3 r  Z Y r  2 5  
F O R M A T l l X r  * Z 1 = T * 6 9 0 q v Z X T  * 2 2 = * r G 9 . 4 r 2 X r  * Z 3 = T r G 9 . 4 ~ 2 X r ' Z q = * ~ G 9 . r ( r  
ZU AK E =Z 4-X Y W AK E* T ANT H4 
W R I T E l 6 r 7 0 1 )  XYWAKErZUAKE 
l Z X * * Z S = *  rG9.1 I 
7 0 1  FCRHAT ( 1 x 1  T X Y W A K E = * e F 9 r 4 r 4 X r  ' Z Y A K E = * r F 9 . 4  1 
C T H E  AL'S ARE THE Z - A X I S  INTERCEPT FOR T Y E  APPROPRIATE CONE. 
A L f  1 1ZZZ-SP4.TANTHl 
A L  f 2 I =Z 2-SP4* TANT H2 
A t (  ~ ) z Z ~ - S P ~ * T A N T H ~  
A L  1 4  1 Z Z W  AKE 










7:s FC@MAT( l X * * Y A S i  GROUP=' r13r  Z X r * V E L O C .  G R O U P = * r I 3 e / * l X *  'THE YETEOR 
i t 1 9  M A S S  I S * I ~ P G ~ C ' . ~ V ~ X I  *THE VETECRCIC VELCC. T S * * l F F l t . 4 *  
Z / , l X v * W ? T H  A SROUP FLUX O F ' I : ~ S ~ G * ~ *  3 x 1  *ANC 
?.Tkr T O T A L  F r ; E ? E C B G I D  I M P A C T S  CF T H I S  T Y F E  EXPECTED ARE ' rG9 .4 )  
-7 
BCCI 
8 C C C  
C 
8202 
B J C C  
B l o c  
840C 
DO 8OC1 I = l r 1 8  
VANGDS ( XI = 
W N E T 2 1 I ) =  0.C 
@ 00 
D O  8 0 0 0  I=I*S 
ALGORITHM TO PACK V A D  A R R A Y  
V AP2.f 1 1  = ABS (V AP (1) ) 
I J = 2  
f S F U N f l ) = l  
DO 8 1 0 0  I = t r K O  
I S F U N (  I)=II 
I F t A B S t V A P  (11) ).LE. r . 5 * A B S f L A p ( T J - l ) I )  63 T O  e3CD 
CONTINUE 
I F I X  = ISFUN (I I 
DC azcc  II=IJ~XC 
V A P t (  I)= f l . 5 * ( A B S f V A P f I J - l ) ) t A B S ( V A P ( I F I X ) ) )  
I F f I S F U N ( I ) o E Q .  K O )  GO TO 8430 
XPUIT=I 
X J=ISFUN( I ) +1 
CONTINUE 
CON1 I N U E  
I a U  I T  =IQ U I T +  1 
V A P 2 t  I Q U I T  1 =ABS ( V I P  f KO) ) 
Y R I T E ( 6 r S S O l )  I O U I T  
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FULDET DRIVER 
3 5 6 c  
3501 





2 9  









Y R I T E f  E 1 7 1 0 )  VELNRR 
FORMAT( 1 X * * T H E  NORMAL VECTOR FOR T H I S  CASE K * * 3 1 G 9 r Q * M  1 )  
IF(ISHADE.NE.O) GO T O  31  
C A L L  E F I E L D  
P H I C Z P H I E  L 1 JPOT)  
GO TO 32 
P l i I C = P H I E D  (1 1 
CONTINUE 
PHIDEZPHIC 
DO 5000 J S I Z E = I G M L * I G M U  a JS1ZE.EQ.KlD G R A I N  LOOP 
D I M = D D I A f K l D ) * I . O E - 6  
CO EFRP=-7.€-6*P I* -25. I D I M / S R l * *  2 a RAQIATION PRESSURE FORCE IN SUN 
CONSTAZZ . * P I * E P S I L N * D I R  a C O N V E ~  -PHI T C  'o 
GYASS=DRPf06* ( D I M * * 3 1  
CALCULATE R E L A T I V E  P R O B A B I L I T Y  OF J S I Z E .  J V E L  P A I R  
DO 6000 J V E L = l * f Q U I T  a J V E L  E C U N .  KCC * € R A I N  V E L  LOCP 
I F t J Y E L  oEQ.1) GO TO 9 O C I  
I F t J V E L  .EO. I D U I T )  GO TO 9303 
I F I X Z I S F U N  ( J V E L )  
I F I X l = I S F U N ( J V E L - l )  
P BV ELCZPR E D l l  (JS I Z E )  (PR EVE L ( I F I X t  JS XZEP-PRBVE L (  I F I X  l e  d S I Z E  
G O  TO 9 0 0 2  
P BV ELCZPR BD I A  (dS I Z E  ) *FR EVE L t 1. Js I Z  E 1 
0 0  TO 3 0 0 2  
FBVELCZ PRBOIA  I J S I Z E )  ( l . -FPEVEL(KC*  J S I Z E  ) I  
C 3  NT I N U E  
UEIGHT=PBVELC+ANNORP ~ T C T A L  E R A I N S  TbIS S I Z E  AN0 V E L  REMOVED BY KT 
VELMAG= VAPZ( JVEL 1 
DO 3 5  N N = l r 3  3 VE L O C O  VECTOR ( I N I T I A L L Y  
POSVEC( NN)=?0  S H I D t N N  1 
V ELVEC(NN) =V ELHAG+V ELNRU (N N) a EUILC I N I T I A L  VELOCITY VECTOR- 
PHIO=PHIOE 
PFTCHG=CONSTA*PHIO 
ISHADE= I S H H I D  
I F A N E L = I P H I O  
T S E C T R = I S E H I 3  
? rPROOIA(  J S I Z E  1 
1 
U q  I T E  6 r 7 1 1 )  LS I Z E t  D I M  I CCEFRP ~CONSTAI  FRTCHGt CHASS 
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G O  3 5 t 0  I T E H P = l r i Q U I T  
URITE(  6.35023 I S F U N ( 1 T E M P )  r V A ? 2  ( I T E M P I  
CCNTIN UE 
FORMAT( l H C *  I 3 U  I T =  * t 12 e / /  3X. * I S F U  N*  t 1CX e *V AP2 t / /  3 
FORKAT ( E X * I Z r l C X *  1PG9.4 )  
E X I T  U I T H  GROUP P O m T M G  ARRAY I N  1 S F L " I I ) ~ X J U I T  I S  NO. OF GROUPS. 
AND V A P Z ( I 1  IS GROUF VEL. ARfiAY 
DO $0 J = l r N Z  
o c  $ C O G  1=1.E. 
UNET( XI = O m 0  
c o  4CCl 1 = 1 * 1 8  
a I N N E R  MONTE CARLO INDEX 
a DETERMINE IMPACT LOCATION 
WANGDS( I ) = D - C  
URITE C 6 r 2 )  
CALL RNDPOS 
DC 23 K = l r 3  
POSHID( K )=POSVEC(K 1 
NEYPOStK)  =POSVECCK 
C A L L  SHADE 
TSHHID =IS H A C  E 
I P  HID= I P  ANEL 
I S E H I D  =TSE CTP 
UR I T E t  6.709) 
TMPr I K V  J 
POSVE C t  ISHADEI I P A  NE L t  NPNLI XS ECT R 
F O R R A T ( l X * * T H E  RANDOE P O S I T I C N  VECTOR I S * *  
2 * I P A N E L = * r  I 2  r 2 X s  * N P N L = * t I Z r Z X v  ' I S E C T R = * * I 2  I 
1 3 (09 04 r2X)  .I v I S  HADE=' 12*2K 
C A L L  VNORYL a NORMAL UNIT VECTOR aposvEc 
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FULDET DRIVER 
9 2  
7 5 1  FCRMAT( lHCv*ZERO I N  A C C E L E P A I I O K  ARAAYr THEREFORE S K I P  TO THE NEXT 
2 OUTEP LOOP' 1 
G O  TO ?5r 
240 U ? I T E (  6 r  241 1 
241 FCRHAT( lHCv*FLUENCE TOO SMALL*  ? K I P  T H I S  L O O P *  I 
251: CONTINUE SUETE?ROI3 V A S 5  LOO' EN3 
2rC CCNTINUE 2t lETECQCID V E L  LCCf  E N C  
SC CONTINUE 
c * *  
S A  FENC)= A C P l l Y l  /Y 2 
F T T N C  =ACCUYZ/F;P 
IVESC: I V E S t / N ?  
U 9 I T E ( & r l G O )  
A Y w ~ ~ = a c c u Y z / r ~  2 
1 C C  F P , R Y A T ( ~ H ~ * * B C X  5 C C I F E  FC7 OVEOPLL CrZFMPLE OF HETECRCIC M b S S  AND V 
1 E L  9 C I T Y  GOOUP 5' 1 
k Z I T E (  6 r 9 1 t i  1 
VAVE' i t  2 SYVCSC/ 5U"FL 
U ? I T E (  E 1 7 E C  1 VAVECC 
'AFENC v H ; T h ' C  v PhF!I75rIV€SC 
76C FOQp!AT( 1 H T ,  1 X e * l H E  AVTQACE E i C A P E  V;LOC'TY,=i*r3X*l?G9.4) 
32C ANOOEOt K )=loo *K 
DO 320 K=lrle 
YR I T E I  6 ~ 7 6 5  I I ANGDE G t  I) ANGD IS I I )  9 I=Irl81 
765 FORMAT( l H D r * T H E  ANGULAR D I S T 3  I B U T I O N  FOR T H E  ESCAPED V E L O C I T Y  VECT 
SOR R EL AT N E  TO T HE +7! D I R E  CT I ON' e / /  v I X  'DE G ' '4X v ' N 0 E SCAPE S' 9 I / *  
2 1 8 ( 1 X t F P o 0 ~ 9 X ~ l P G 1 0 . 3 r / )  1 
ANGTOT=@ o 
DO 333 J=lrl8 
Y R I T E 1 6 r 3 3 5 1  ANGTOTr IVESC a D I A G N O S T I C  PULL L A T E R  
333 ANGTOT=AN6DIS t r ' 1  *ANGTOT 
335 FCRH A l l  1HC' 'AN GTOT = *. G1C 0 2 ~ 4 X r  'XVES C=' v El0 *2  B 
C * *  
s TOP 
800 Y R I T E 1 6 r 8 0 1 )  
8C1 FORMAT(1Xv'THE Y A S S  VALUE G H I S S  15 INCORRECT.) 
802 S T O P  
8lC U R I T E t 6 r 8 1 1 1  
8 1 1  FORMATI 1 X v ' T H E  V n O C I T Y  VECT3R I S  INCORRECT* I 
812 STOP 
E N D  

























CALCULATICN CF THE T I M E  DEPEhDENT CFANGE I N  POTENTIAL  I P H I C N G )  
AT A GIVEN POTENTIAL  LPHIC)  
C3MH3N BLCKOQ CONNECTS CONTAM* MAIN* PARPOT* S P H I T  AND TRAJEC. 
COMMON /BLOKCS/ COEFRPrCONST L e  FRTCHCrPHIO 
COMMON BLOKOS C9NNECTS CONTAMr D A T A I N *  M A I N  AND PARPOT, 
CCMMON /BLGK t 8 / D I M  r P  ATH MX rS C e V C L M  A E 
COXMON BLCK14 CONNECTS CONTAN* EFIELDI  M A I N *  SHADE AND TRAJEC. 
COMMON /ELOK19 /  I P A N E L v I S H A D E  
COMMON 3LOK26 CONNECTS O A T A I N r  M A I N  AND PARPOT, 
COMMON /BLOK26 /  M A f r A V P  
COMMON BLOK27 CCNNECTS PARPOT AND T I A J E C  
COMMON / B t G K 2 7 /  PHICNG 
COMMON /BLGK28 /  A ( 3 J r B ( 3 ) r ~ A T F O S ( 3 ) r S O L S P C ( l e S r Z ) r r I E L O ( l 5 ~ 3 ~ e Y I ~ L  
COMMON 3 L 3 K 2 8  CONNECTS C A T A I N  AND PARPOT 
l D P t 1 6 r Z )  
COFMON E L O K Z ?  CONNECTS D A T A I K * E F I E L L ~ E S U R F ~ M A I N  AND FARPOT- 
COMMON / 9 L O K t 9 /  AKTE~AKTPIANE 
EQUIVALENCE ( D I A M r D I M l r ( R D I S T * S R )  
FORMAT( 1HCr'ERROR I N  FARPOTr  P H I 0  EXCEEDS RANGE AND E W A L S ' e 3 X t  E l 0  
1.9) 
FORMATI l H O 9  'EQROR I N  PARPOT* Y IELDP ARRAY. CHECK Y I E L D  DATA* 1 
T tiE H C D l F I C A T I O N  NECESSARY T C INCLUCE THE SECONDARY ELECTRON CONTRIBUTION 
TO THE P A R T I C L E  TRANSPORT ANALYSIS. REF.*?$ SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT (JBB)  
HIMIN IN=-3 .*AKT E 
P H I C  NG =O . 
RETURN 
OWEALP=l.G 
1FfPHIO.GT.OoO) GO TO 20  
ALPHA= (A(MAT ) -E (HAT ) * P H I O ) /  C CKTE-PHIOI  
ONEALP=l - -ALPHA 
CONTINUE 
C2=( ANE/S. ) *AVP 
IF( I S H A D E ?  1 5 C D e l D t l l C C  
CONTINUE 
IFRONT = t 
MATP = MATPOStMAT)  
I F (  I S H A O E ~ G E ~ O ~ O R ~ P H I O ~ G T ~ P H I M I N ~  G O  TO 1 5  
C1=( A N E / ~ o ) * S B R T ( A K T E ) * ~ . ~ E ~  
C3 =( ANE/ 160 1 SPRT t AKTP 1 1 -6 E l  
TOTYLD = 0.0 
P H I U S E  = 0.0 
I F  ( P H I P  OGT. 0 . 0 )  P H I U S E  = PHIC 
C P H I B A S  I S  THE WORK FUNCTION 
C 
P H I B A S  = Y I E L D P t H A T P * l )  
ENGBAS = P H I B A S  4 P H I U S E  
C 
C P H I B A S  IS THE PHOTON ENERGY AT THE BOTTOM OF THE F I R S T  NON-ZERO 
C Y I E L D  RANGE* 1.E- WORK FUNCTICN (APPROXI 1 
C ENG3AS I S  THE P N I H U M  PHilTON ENEXGY THAT M A Y  CAUSE 
C PHOTOEMI?SION (APPROX. 1 
C 
I F  tENB6AS oLT. 0001241) CC TO 3CC 
IF (ENGBAS .LT. 23.6) GC T O  1'50 
G O  TO Z C O C  
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SUBROUTINE PARPOT 
C 
c THE ENERGY I N  SOLSPC CLCSEST 10 ENGBAS IS FCUND AND THE RELATED 
C INTEGRAL OF IRRADIANCE STORE3 I N  SPEC10 I F  A 3XGHER RANGE OF 
C YIELDP WAS NEEDEDr THE Y I E L D  FROM T h E  PREVIOUS P A R T I l L  RANGE I S  
C STORED I N  TOTYLD. 
C 
150 DO 200 J= l r  1 9 5 r  1 
JS = J 
I F  ISOLSPC(J .1)  O L I O  ENCBASI  GO TO 2OC 
I F  t ( S O L S P C ( J * l t  - ENGEPS) .GT. tENG6AS - S O L S P C ( J - ~ V ~ ) I  I 
2 JS = J-1 
SPEC1 = SDLSPCt  J S r 2 t  
J T  = J S  + 1 
MATP = MATP + 1 
TOTYLC = TOTYLD + ( ( S O L S F C C l r 2 1  - S P E C 1 1  Y I E L D f N A l P - Z r  
GO TO 5 0 0  
IF I I F S D N T  .EQ. 01 GO TO 500 
2 M A T I )  / ( Y X E L C P ( N A T P - Z r 2 )  1 0 6 E - 1 6 )  
200 CON T I N  UE 
C NEW VALUES OF ENGBAS AQE CALCULATED BY STEPPING UP THE Y I E L D P  RANGES 
C U N T I L  A LARGE ENOUGH ENERGY IS FOUNC T C  F I T  I N  THE SOLAR SPECTRUM 
C RANGE. 
C 
300 11 = HATP + 1 
CO 900 I= 111 1 5 r  I 
ENGBAS = Y I E L D P ( I r l ) +  P H I U S E  
HATP = I 
XFRONT = 1 
GO TO 1SC 
I F  (ENGBAS oLT. . 0 0 1 2 4 1 )  G O  T O  900 
4 c o  CONTINUE 
C 
C IRRADIANCE VALUES OF THE SOLCR SPECTRUM U N T I L  THOSE ENERBIES 
C EXCEED THE S3LAR SPECTRUM RANGE. 
C 
500 DO 8OC I= !!ATP* 16 ,  1 
G O  TO 2 1 0 0  
c THE Y I a o s  FOR E A C H  ENERGY RANGE OF YIELD A R E  ADDED u s m a  THE 
ENGBAS = P H I U S E + Y I E L D P  (I r l  I
DO 600 J= JTr  185r  1 
I F  t S O L S P C t J * l )  .LTm ENGBIIS) GO TO 600 
J S  = 3 
I F  ( l S O L S P C f J * l )  - ENGBASI  o G f o  (ENGBAS - 
2 S O L S P C t J - l r l ) ) )  J S  = 3-1 
SPEC2 = SOLSPC ( JS r 2  ) 
J T  = JS + 1 
GO TO 700 
600 CON1 I N U E  
700 TOTYLD = TOTYLD + ( S P E C 1  - SPECZ! Y I E L D ( I - 1 r  HAT) / 
80 T C  e5c 
2 11.6E-16 Y I E L D P I I - l r  2 1 1  
SPEC1 = SPECZ 
aoc CONTINUE 
C 
C HEQE A F I N A L  Y I E L D  IS ADDED FOR ?HE HI;HFYT ENERGIES OF THE SOLAR 
C SPECTRUM 
C 
ENGTOP = 24.8 - P H I U S E  
TOTYLD = TOTYLD + ( ( S P E C 1  - S O L S P C ( 1 8 S v 2 1 )  2.@ Y I E L D t l S r  H A T 1 1  
2 / f ( 2 7 . 5  + ENGTOP! 1 o 6 E - 1 6 )  
G O  TO 900 
850 TOTYLD = TOTYLD + ( ( S P E C 1  - S O L S P C t 1 8 5 r Z ! )  Y I E L 3 ( I - l r N A T l )  1 
2 I Y I E L D P  ( I - l r t )  * 1.6E-161 
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9 @ C  TOTYLD = TOTYLD 1COOC.O / io0 
C 
C THE VALUE OF PHICNG I S  CACULATEC USING THE VALUE FOR THE 10TAL PHOTO- 
C E L E C T R I C  Y I E L D  OBTAINED -- TOTYLD. 
C 
P H I C N  G= 2 8 8  E- 9 * 3  1 4 1  5 9* D X AM* t - C1 EX P t PH I O /  A KT E 1 ONE ALP +C2 + 
l T O T Y L D ) / ( R D I S T * R D I S T )  
~ 
RETURN 
p HI0 G T -0 C 
925 PHICNG = 2.88E-9 3 .14159 * D I A N  ( - C l  * S B R T ( 1 . 0  + ( 2 . 0  8 
2 PHIO/AKTE ) ) *ONEALP+CZ + I O T Y L D I /  ( R D I S T * R D I S T )  
RETURN 
C 
C PHICNG I S  CALCULATED NITHOUT A N Y  PHOTOELECTRXC OR PROTON EFFECT 
C BECAUSE THE PLIRTICLE I S  I N  THE SHADE ANC I N  THE UAKE. 
C 
1 5 C O  I F  ( P H I C  .GT. 0.0) 00 TC 1600  
C PH IO. L E  Do 
P HICN6=2 .88E-9*3  - 1 4  1 5 9 * D I A H *  I - C l  ) *EXPf  F P I O / A K T E  ) *ONEALP/  
21 9 0 I S T * R D I S T I  
RETURN 
C PH IO. GT 0- 
1 6 O C  P H I C N G = 2 . 8 8 E - ? * 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 * D ~ A ~ *  ( - C l t * S Q R T  f l . + t 2 . ~ p H I C ~ A K T E i )  
r 2 0 N EALP / t R DIS T q D I S 1  I
RETURN 
C 
C P b I C N G  CALCULATED FOR SHADE EUT OUTSIDE THE WAKE. 
C REF. ' 7 4  SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT ( J B B I  
C 
1 1 3 r  ZF(PHIO.GT.CII GO TO 1200 
P PICNG=Z .88E-9*3 .19159*DIAH*  (-C1 * E X F t  P h I O I A K T E  )*ONEALF+CJ*SQRT( 
l l . - ( t . * P H I O / A K T P ) ) ) / t R D I S T * R ~ X S T ~  a PHIO-LE.(!. 
I F t P H I C N G  .LT .C .O-ANC..PHIC. LE J ' H I H I N )  
RETURN 
PHICNGZO. 
1 2 t C  P H I C N G = 2 . e 8 E - 9 * 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 * D I A H *  t - C l  * S O R T f l . ~ f 2 . * P H I C / A K T E l ) * O N E A L P +  
l C 3 * E X P (  -PHXO/AKTP 1 I / ( R D I S T * R 3 I S T )  a PHIO.GT.0. 
RETURN 
2OCC W Q I T E f 6 r 4 )  D H X I  
21cc U R X T E f  6 r  5 1  
STOP 
END 
eo T O  9 c c  

































WRO EVENT DRIVER 
* * e *  N A S A  dPL * * * a  D m  EDGAFS CBIONETICS), J. BARENGOLR C J P L )  **** 
VERSION OF Y A I N  FOR PYRO CALCULATION I N  RECONTAMINATION 
REAL NU. NEYPOSr NEUVELr I V E S C  
DIMENSION YNETf 5 )  r Y N E T Z f 5 )  r V A P Z ( 3 6 )  r I S F U N C 3 6 ~ r U A N ~ O S ~ l E l r  
1 VANGDSt lE)  
OIYENSION ANOOEGf18) r ANAME (3) 
DIMENS I O N  POSHID C 3 ? 
DIMEHSION' V A P f 3 S ) r  PKACC(35) 
DTMENSION A N C D I S l 1 8 )  
COMVON 3LOK01 CONNECTS DATAINI MAIN AND RELEAS. 
COMMON / BLCK C 1 /  A n M  r DR HC r K 1  r FR BV EL f 25 r 10 ) t C R f l C  1 O S  I E *  O D I A  t 1 C  1 
1rANPARTr ANNORNr PRBOIA (10) 
COMMON BLOKOZ CONNECTS C H K H I l r  MAIN9 RNDPOS AND SHADE. 
COMMON /BLOKUZ/ A L f @ )  
COMMON BLCK03 CONNECTS ESURFI M A I N  bND RNDPOS. 
COMMON / BLOK C 3/ 
COMMON BLOK04 CONNECTS CONTlMr MAIN9 PARPOT. S P H I T  I N D  TRbJEC. 
COMMON /BLOKCQ/ COEFRP rCONST4 rPPTCH5 r p H I O  
COMMON BLOKC5 CONNECTS CATAIhr  M I I N 9  RELEAS ANG YANGl  
COMMON / R O K C W  KOrPR ASSrPR H3 r R  S f 35) r FVAPf  35 B r FPKACC t 35 ) r  RHO 
COMMON BLOK06 CONNECTS DATAIN*  M l I N  ANC YANG1. 
COMMON /BLOK06/ Eo HINUIPO r I S K I P  
COMMON BLOKOe CONNECTS CONTAW D A T A l N t  M A I N  AND PARPUT. 
COMMON /BLOKOW DIM rPATH!4XrS? rVELMAG 
CCMMON BLOK09 I N  C H K H I T ~ C O ~ T P M ~ M I X N ~ S H A D E ~ S P M I T ~ T R A J E C  AND TRANSLm 
COMMON /BLOKO9/ NEYPOS(3) 
COMMON BLOKlC CONNECTS C O N T A ~ ~ H A I N ~ S P H I T ~ T R A J E C  A N D  TRANSLm 
COMMON /BLOKlO/  NEYVEL(3)  r OELTAT 
COMMON W O K 1  1 
COMMON /BLOK11/ POSVECf3)  
c-OMMON B L O K l Z  CONNECTS CONTARr M A I N  AND TRAJEC. 
COMMON / & O K l Z /  GRASS rVELVEC (31 r I L O S T  
COMMON B L O K l 3  CONNECTS C H K H I l r  CONTIMr M A I N  AND SPHIT. 
COMMON /BLOK13/ I H I T ( P 1  
COMMON B L O K l S  CONNECTS CONTAEr E F f E L D t  MAIN* SHADE A N D  TRlJECo 
COMMON / B L O K l @ /  IPANELr fSHAOE 
COMMON W O K 1 5  fl C#HITrCO NTLMrEFIELDr  M I I N I R N D P ~ S ~ S H A D E I V N O R M L .  
COMUON /BLOKlS/  ISECTR 
COMMON B L O K l 6  CONNECTS H I I N r  RNDPOSrSHADE AND VNORMLo 
COMMON /BLOK16/ NPNL 
COMUON W O K 1 7  CONNECTS DATAINI M l I N  ANG Y A N B I r  
COMMON /BLOK17/ PVEL tACCl4IN 
COMUON WOK18 fl D A T A I N r E F I E L O r E S U  RF~MAINIRNDP~JSV~CPLOI~ SHADE. 
COMUON l a O K  1 8 /  SP 1 r S P  2 r S P  3 r S P I  
COMRON BLOK19 C<)NNECTS DATAIIJ ,  E F I E L C r  ESURF rUAINm RNOPOS AND SCPLOT. 
COMUON / B L O K l ¶ /  S P O l r S P 0 2 r S P O 3  
COUMON W O K 2 0  M CHKHITr  EFXELDr MAIN* RNDPOSr SHADE AND VNORML. 
COMMON / E O K  201 T ANT H l  rTANtW2 r t  A N T  H3 r T  AWT H I  
COMUON BLOK21 C W H I T r C O  NTLMrEFIELCt  M l I N r R N D P O S r S H I ~ E ~  S P H l f v s P L  
COMMON / ELOK 21f Z l r  22 r 23. ZI r Z  5 
COMMON /BLOKZ2/  VELNRUt31 
COMMON W O K 2 3  CONNECTS EFIELE,  M A I N  AND SHADE. 
COMMON /BLOK23/  XYYAKEvZWAKE e JPOT 
c O M M O N ~ / ~ & O K 2 @ f Y  M B ( t 1 r  ANPHOt(2)_rAKPHOT ( 2 )  r E F ' E L t 2  l r  E F E D t 2  l r  0- 
ASP r ATP r A TS r?  R I r AT Or r ABP e ABCS r A I   
IN CONT AM r E F I E  LD M I 1  N r  RNC POS r S  P H I 1  P T R I  JE C r V  NORML 
COMMON BLOKZZ CONNECTS M A I N  LND VNORML. 
COMUON BLOKZ4 CONNECTS E F I E L C r  ESUAC ANC MAIN. 
l A Y A T I S l * E L  I Z ) r P H I E L l ? I r f H I E C f Z ) * A L A ~ ~ V * ~ h X A V f  
C9YMON 3LOK?5 C 3 N N E C T S  C C Y T A 3 e  E F I E L D I  P A I N  AND TRAJFC. 
COHMON / 3 L O K 2 5 /  EVECI3) 
C3YMON 3L3K26 CONNEZTS 3 A T A I N r  U A I U  A N C  P49?3T. 
CCMMON /SLOK?6/ t!AT*AVP 
COYMON 9LOK2S CONNECTS CATAIYvEFIEL? .ZSU RFe M A I N  AND P A R P S T .  
CCMMON / B L O Y ? S /  AKTEIAKTPIANE 
COMMON 910K13r 2ONNECTS OATAXN ANS M A I S .  
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CCVMCN /SLOY?C/ACR HC ( ? )  * 31 t c i *  C3 * C4*? ;1 *  tu2 r S  RKAXv5 R M I K  
IrEPSILNDELECT rA" 'JLL 1 5 )  * T Y I S f r  XFL3T 
C C C M Y C N  DLCK31  co  N rd E c T 5 c c r 4 T w r  E F I E L C  A N C  YAIFI. 
CnMHOh / 3 L Z X Z l /  NRiUI'SS 
COMY3N/SLCK32/ D R M P 4  r P 2 3 A X  
C?U :VAL El; f E  
EPUIVALENCE (<13pJSIIE) r ( K C D *  JVrLI 
32H@=A3 '?HS(YAT)  
ALPHAzATAh ( 2  .* :.EE4*CSR7 ( A K T F  E V  F * S Q ' T  ( P I  ) ) )  7 YAKE HALF ANC. 
C CCYYON 9 L j K 3 2  CL7hNEt'S FYFC n A N C  Q t d f P C T .  
t rVAP (1 1 * V  AF (1 1 f r ( F  PKA C C  (1 I PKAC C ( 1 ) ) 2 P 1 I N  DELEA S 
F:=3.1415': 
D Q P I 0 6 = 3 R H C * "  1/50 
W F I T E f E s I )  
7 ANT H 1  =C 1/ { ?  F 4 -5F C 3 I 
TANTHZZ- DZ/  ( S P 9 - S P O 2  1 
TANTH3=-S4/  (ZP2-SPC11  
W R  I T  E ( E 3C C 1 
1 F3QHATt L H l r  'THE FOLL3WiEJS ARL SENERAL ZPACECQAFT MODEL 3 A T A ' )  
T A NT H I  = T k?! ( P 1 / 2  AL E HA ) 
1 A Y T  H 1  B T ANT HZ T CNTH3 r 1 AFrT I-4 
700 F3R!4AT(1HCvDTHE 'ANGENTS FOR CONE ANGLES A R E r r 4 ( G 9 ~ 4 r 2 X ) I  
C 
X Y  WAKE=( S P S + S Q S T  ( S P  48 SP 4 + 9 * * Z v 1 *  (SP3-5P41  / P I )  I /  2. 
A S P = 1 6 . * S P l * ( S P 3 - S P Z )  
A T P = P I * S P C l * *  2 
A 7 S = P I * (  S F D l r S P 2 )  * S O F T  (C4*DQ+(SPZ-S  PC11* f SP2-SPC1 ) )  
A I  =ASP+ ATS+ AT? 
A T  I = P I * ( S P t 2  *SP4 )*S3FT (C2*32+(5 P4-S PC21* (SPY-SP02  ) 1 
A T O T = A I + A I I  
PR X = A I I / A T  0 1  
ABP=P?* SPC3**  2 
ABCS =P I* ( SP 0 3 +SP 4 1 * SGR T t D l *  D I+ t 5 p4-5 PC 3 1 *( 5 Pa-S p03 1 1 
WRITE( G I ~ C Z ) A S P I A T P ~ A T S I A I D A I I *  ATOT~PRIIABPIABCS 
702 FCRU AT 1 1HO D ASP = ' D 67 03 9 3 X  ' ATP = *  9 6 7 . 3 ~  3X t ' AT'S=' P 67 03 * 3Xr AI=** 
167. 39 3 x 9  A I I =  * e  G7.3r 3X r * ATOT= * *  67 03r 3X 
2r  ZX * 'ABCS = ** I27 03 1 
P R I = * *  67 039 3X I ABP=** 07 03 
SOTARG=E?SILN *AK TE/ ( ANE*ELECT) 
SUMFL = C.C 




ACCUM3=O. a FOR NRHISS. SEE EFIELD 
D C  3 L n = i r i e  
3 ANGDIS{LM)=O. a I N I T I A L I Z E  T H I S  A R Q A Y  E X P L I C I T L Y .  
1 C  SR =1C * ( (3 - 5 1  ( A L O  G I C  ( SRH I N  1 + PL 06 1 0  f 5 RH A X  ) I 1 
Zl=SQRT(  %TAR G) *SR a OEBYE LENQTH AT RADIUS SR 
Z 2 = 2 1 + D 1  
23=22+32 
2 9 = Z 3 + 0 3  
25 =Z4+D4 
DEB =Zl 
U R I X E t  69 7 2 O l Z  l r  Z Z r  Z 3 t 2 4 r Z 5  
72C FORH ATC l H O ~ ' 2 1  = * e  G9.4rZX * 2 2  r * * G 9 * 4 * 2 X  I * Z 3 =  * G S  -9 r 2 X 1  '24= * t  69 04s 
1 2 X  t ' 252  * * G9.4 I 
Z Y  AK EZZS-XY Y AK E* T ANTP4 
Y S I T E ( 6 r 7 C l l  XYWAKErZWAKE 
7 0 1  FORMAT (1HCm *XYUAKE=**F9 .4*4X*  *ZYAKE=**F9.4  B 
C THE A L * S  ARE THE Z-AXIS  INTEqCEPT FOR THE APPROPRIATE CONE. 
A L ( l I = Z Z - S P S * T A N T H l  
A L l Z ) = Z 2 - S P 4 * T A N T H Z  
ALt 3 )=24-5PZ*TANTH3 
AL(4 )=ZWAKE 
WR I T E  t E r 7 2 1  1 AL 
7 2 1  F O R M A T t l H O r  'THE AL A R R A Y  C O N T A I N S D ~ 4 ( G 9 . 4 r 2 X ) i  
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CALL ESURF 
4 R E A D ( 5 ~ 1 1 1 1 )  NZrKPLOT 
5 READ( 5 r  1 6 C O r  ERR =50 * EN 0=50 1 
SMTEST=C 
1111 F O R M A T ( 2 I l O )  
Ii I C U P r  KO, TG MLr 101111 IPI RD. NPY RO* 
I P RH I N  v P R N A X r AN AH E 
W R I T E ( 6 r l E C S )  I P Y R D  
1609 F O R M A T ( l H l r * T H E  I N P U T  PYRO CliSE D A T A  CARD FOR PYRO N U M B E R * r I Q l  
W R ~ E I 6 ~ l 6 1 0 l I H I C U P r  K O * I G M L *  I G M I r f P Y  ROINPYROIPRMINIPRHLX*~NAHC 
160@ FORHATI 61 13r2X) *2E12 .S*3A6)  
1 6 1 C  FORH AT ( 1HC B 6 (I 3 s 2X 1 ? E 1 2  - 5  93 46 1 
IF (KPLOToEQ.1 )  CALL SCPLOT(IGOON1 a SPACECRAFT PLOT. 
I F (  IGOCN.E3.-1) STOP 
F L  ToTZNP-Y Q3 
Y R I T E (  E v 7 C 5 )  I P Y R G t  ANAMErNPYEC 
705 FORMAT( 1 H l r  *PYRO N O o ' r l X r  1 3 r Z X 1  *LOCATED I N  F I R S T  X-Y WADRANT AT*. 
l l / r 2 7 X r 3 A € r / / r 5 X s  *TOTAL NO . f T  E WTVALENT POSIT IONS ON S/C f S r 1 4  1 
Y R I T E ( 6 r 1 5 9 3 )  
5 c C  CC 5 1 0  I = l r K C  
4 C A D ( S r 1 6 C 1 1 1 W J ~ Y i v Q S  (I) r P K A 2 C ( I )  t V A P ( 1 )  
WR I T  E ( 6 r 1 6 @  1 1 I CUM Y 1 9 RS ( 1) * F K P C  C t I) r V AF ( I) 
FORHAT( l H C r / j / / r Z X r  * I * * l l X  * *k (I) * r 9 X *  PKACCt I ) * r 9 X r  * V A P ( I  )' 1 
5 1 0  CONTINUE 
3599 
16C1 F O R M A T (  I 3 * 3 X 1 l P 3 E 1 5 0 5 )  
27 C A L L  RELEAS E DET .PART ORELEASE P A R l M o  
00 8 0 0 1  I - l r l ?  
8 0 0 1  V A N G D S ( X ) = -  O.C 
D O  aocc x=irs  
8 C @ C  W N E T Z ( I ) =  C.C 
C ALGORITHM 13  PACK VA'  A R R A Y  
V A P Z ( l ) =  Pas (YAP (1) ) 
I J = 2  
I S F U N l 1 ) = 1  
30 8 1 0 0  Z = Z * K C  
DO 8200 I I = I J * K C  
T S F ? N ( I ) = I I  
I F ( A 6 S I V A F  ( I 1 1  ) .LE.  C . 5 + A B S ( b P F ( I J - l J ) )  G O  T G  e300  
8 2 C C  CONTIYUE 
8 3 C r  I F X X = I S F U E  ( 1 1  
V*AP2( I) Z 
? W I T = :  
TF(ZSfY'<t : ) .C: .  K 3 )  G O  TS 8 4 3 r  
I JZISFUP: t I) + 1 
5 *  ( A  3 5  ( J A ! '  I I J - 1 )  1 + A 3 5  ( V A P (  I F f X  1 )  1 
81OU CONTINUE 
84CO CONTINUE 
I Q U I T = I Q U I T + l  
V A P 2 ( I Q U I T ) = A B S I V A P  ( K O ) )  
C E X I T  Y I T H  GROUP P O I N T M G  A R R A Y  I N  1 S F U N f I ) ~ I Q U I T  I S  NO. OF GROUPS* 
C AND V A P 2 t I )  I S  OROUP VEL. ARfiAY 
00 555 i f = l ~ I H I C U P  
DO 40 J Z l r N 2  a INNER MONTE c a m 0  INDEX 
955 DUNNY=RANDNO (1.rO.) a I N C R E E M  THE SYSTEH RANDOM NUMeER 6EN. 
WR I T E  ( 6 92 1 I P Y  R D  * J 
DO 4000 I = l r S  
00 4CCl I = l r 1 8  
CALL RNDPCS a D f 3 E R H I N E  I H P A C T  L O C A T I C h  
DO 29 K = l r 3  
PCSHID(K)=POSVEC ( K )  
CALL SHADE 
IS HHIDZ IS HADE 
2 FORMAT( l H l * / / / *  1 X  9 *?YSO NO * e  I 3  r 5 x 1  P 05 I 7  I O N  NO. 15 1 
4000 YNET( I )=O.O 
4001  WANGDSt I)=O-O 
29 NEUPOStK )=POSVEC(K)  
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I P H I D = I P A N E L  
IS EHID= I S E C T P  
W R I T E ( S r 7 0 3 )  
CALL VhORHL a NORMAL UNIT VECTOR a P o s v E c  
PO SV ECr I S H A 3  E* I P A  NC L e  NPNLI If ECT R 
7C9 FCRMAT(1HCe *THE RANDC'Y P O S I T I O N  VECTOR IS** 
2 * I P A N E i = *  * I 2  r 2 X 1  *NFNL = * v I 2 * 2 X *  * ISECTR= v 1 2  ) 
1 3 1  G9. U V  Z X  1 9  / /  * l X *  * IS HADE= I 2  * 2 X *  
W R I T E l 6 r 7 1 t l  VELkRV 
71C F O R H A T l l H C *  *THE KOHKAL VECTCfi FOR T P I S  CASE IS * * 3 f C l C . Q r 2 X ) )  
I F I I S H A D E o R E o O )  GC T 3  3 1  
CALL E F I E L G  
P H I C = P H I E L l  J P O T  1 
G O  T O  32 
35 VELVECt NN )rVEL!l AG*VELNRY ("1 a 3U XLD I N X T  I A L  VELCCITY VECTOR. 
F PI0 =F H I D t  
PRTCHG=CONSTA *?HXC 
I S H A D E = I S H H I C  
I P A N E L Z  I P H I 3  
I S E C T R = I S E  H I D  
AT EST=W E I G H T *  FL TOT 
SMTEST=C,!4T E S T  +A7 EST 
'JF(OMASS.LE.C.1 GC TC 8 C C  a DEPUGGXNG 
V'IAX=S3QT(- lO .*COEFRP*PATHMX/GHASS) a 5 TIHES THE H I N I H U M  ESCAPE VEL. 
I C I V E L V E C (  31 .LE.O..AND.NPNL.~E.-l) C C  TO 810 a OEBUGGING 
CALL CCNTAH 3 T E S T  CASE TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS  
I F 1  NRMISSoE3 1 1  WNET I 31 =WNEf t 3 1 + W E X G H T  
I F t I L C S T o E Q . 1 )  GO T C  3 8  
I F (  I H I T I  1) .E3 01 1 UNET (1) = Y N E T l L  1 +YEIGHT 
I F ( I H I T ( 2 )  .EC.1) W N E T ( Z I = Y N E 7 1 2 )  + Y E I C H T  
I F ~ I H I T ( Z I . E Q I L I  63 TG 3CCC 
G O  TO € C O S  
T F I W E I G H T  O L E O  .301.3R.ATEST.LEoO.O5) G O  TO 5999 
I F I V F A X  *LT oVELPAGoAhC*NFNL.NE.- l l  G C  T O  3 6  
3 0 0 0  CONTINUC 
C T P S  P R I N T S  THE TRAJECTORY G F  THE F R C G E E D I N E  RECONTARINATION E K N T .  
DO 3500 "=le3 
FOSVECtNN)=POSHIC(NN)  
3500 V E L V f C t  NN )=VELY AQ*VELNRM I N N )  a 3u ILO INIT IAL VELOCXTY VECTOR. 
P)IO=FHIDC 
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PFtTCHG=CONSTA *F HIC 
f S H A D E = I S H H I C  
X P A N E L - I P H I 3  
TSECTRZISEHZ3 
WRITE( 6 r 2 C C 3 ) J r J S I Z E r  JVEL 
FCRt! A T  ( 1 H 1  r 'GO S I T  I O N  * r 16  r 4X r *CR A I N  5 It E 
Y R I T E I  € r 7 1 1 )  
2 C C C  GROU P' r 16 r 4 X  r 
2 ' 3 R A I N  VELOC. G R O U P ' r I 6 1  
D I E  r COEFRP rCONST A r FRTCWGIGUASS 
l r P Q 3 D I A t  JSIZE I 
7 1  1 FCRM AT l U C  r / / /  r 1 X  r 
36 CONTINUE 
DO 31 I = l t 3  
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9QCC ANGOIS( J I=AXG3:S(J) +VANGDS(J)+FLTOT 
U R I T E t E r 9 5 C C l  
9920 FORPIAT( I H 1 1  
5 C  C3NTINUE 
C I *  
G O  TO E 
S A  FENO= A CCUUl /Y 2 
FXTNO =ACCLIUZ/NZ 
ANRU IS= ACCUN3/N 2 
?VESC= I V E S C I N Z  
STGTOT=S3QT(HITNO 1 
U R I T E  t 6rlCO) 
WRITE(EI~~€P) SUHFL 
U R  I T E l  E r 9 l C 1 1  SAFENO r HITNO e A hR HXSI IVES C 
W ? I T E ( 6 r  66663 
U R I T E ( E r 9 1 0 3 )  SIGTOT 
100 F ~ R I Y A T ~  i n i r  * B O X  SCORE FOR OVERALL ENSEMBLE OF PYR@* I 
9 4 6 9  FORMAT( l X * ' T O T A L  NO. OF PYROS I N  ENSEMBLE DURINQ ~ I S S I O N * ~ O l O ~ 4 ~  
3 1 0 3  FORMAT( l H O r * S T A N D A R 3  3 E V I A T I 3 N  FOR NO. OF RECONTAMINATION H I T S  I S *  
1 1 2 x 1  G 9  .E) 
Q P R O 3 = i . - E X ~ ( - H I T N O )  
VAVESC = SHVESC/ SUUFL 
W?TTE( 6 r 7 S C  I VAVEZC 
7ET FCRH AT ( 1 H t  r l k v  * T H E  AVE'I r CE E I C A P E  VELCCITY I S  r ZX r l  Pt9 049 
1 2 X  9 *M/SEC'  1 
CC 32C Y=lr:E 
W9 I T  E (  E 1 7 6 5  1 
32? AVG3EG( K 1-13. * I (  
( ANCCESI I J  r ANGO IS (I 1 9  X - l r l B )  
765 FOQUAT( 1 H C r ' T H E  ANGULAQ 3 I S T I  X3UTION F O R  THE ESCAPED VELOCITY VECT 
1 0 9  R E L A T I V E  TC T h E  +Z D I R E C T ~ C N * r / / ( : X r ' D E G . . . 4 X . . N C .  ESCAPES** / / *  
213( l X r C P F 4 . ~ r ~ X i i P G 1 0 . 3 r / )  1 
W Q I T E  ( E * 3 Z 5  I "PR3B 
3 3 5  FOR?IAT( i i l C r 4  I l X r / )  r l Y  r *R E20 NT AMINATION PR'JBAaILXTY IS** 0 1 2  - 5  
C + *  
ST 9P 
8 C C  W R I T E ( E r P r l 1  
801 FIJRHATf I X e ' T t i E  M A S S  VALUE G M S S  IS INCGRRZCT' 1 
E t 1 2  STOP 
8 l c  U9 I T E (  6 r 8 1 1  ) 




OE: POOR Q U m  
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FUNCTION RANDND 
FL'NCT ICN I! AN ON o t BTUL re r~~~ LI Y J  
C e + + +  NASA JPL * * * +  9 / 1 2 / 7 4  * * * e  0.EOGARSe B I O N E T I C S  ,*e** 
C .*+* 
C RETURNS A !?Aq30!4 NUN3ER UNIFORMLY SELECTED FROU THE INTERVAL 
C I BTMLIH rUPRLIM 1 DUPOY IS A SUFERFLCOUS VARIABLE 
C +.*+ 
F! =UNIFRFt SUMPY 1 
RANONO=BTYLXu * f  l ~ - R ) * U P R L I M * S  
RETURN 
END 




























I C  
I 
';USROUTINE RELEPS 
T H 1 5  SUBP3UTINE IS THE A 3 A P T I O N  OF THE P A S T I C L E  RELEASE STUDY SOFTWARE 
GEvELoPED AT JPL  BY C. BAUEfiLE AND J. e o  BARENGGLTZ ( 1 9 1 3 ) .  
THE OUTPUT I S  f N  T H E  F O R M  O F  TWO THRFF-DIHENSiONAL ARRAYS OF DATA 
COQ2ESPONDING TO THE l C T C # 9 1 @ m b  I N P U T  PARLME TERS. 
I N P U T  PU4MEIERS2 -tFCR SURFLCE BEHAVIOR AFTER METE R C I D  I M P A C T )  
* * a *  NASA d P L  * * * *  9/12/74 * * * e  C ~ E D G A R S D  e I O N E T I C S  * * * e  
* * * *  
1)RS - AN ARRAY OF R A D I A L  DISTANCES F O R  T H E  VELOC. AND ACCEL. ARRAYS 
2 )PKACC - THE PEAK ACCEL. a A D I C T A M E  RS FROM I M P A C T  
S I V A P  - THE SURFACE VELOC. a ACCEL- PEAK. 
4 ) K O  - THE RS, PKACCI A P C  VAP A R R A Y  D I R E N S I O N .  
O'JTPUT Q A9AUETERS: 
1 ) D D I A  - THE A R h A Y  C F  EJECTA D I A V E T E R S  t X C - 1 C C  MICRONS). 
21K1 - THE A R Q A Y  D I V E N S I O Y  CF 3 0 I A o  
31  CFdKX)  ARE THE CLEAPING R A D I I .  
4 )PRSVEL STHE ARRAY OF E J E C T I O N  P R O S A 3 I L I T I E S ~ V S ~ ~ V A P ~ D O I A ~  VALUES- 
* * * * * *  * a * *  ** *.**** 
D I H E N S I O N  R (35  ) * A t 3 5  1 r R F ( 3 5 r  10 l r  AK t l C r  3 5 1  r P V E L t 3 5 r l C l  
CCHMON / B L O K O l /  A K M r D R H C r K l r  FRBVEL t 3 5 r X C J  r CR ( l C  1 m S I 6 r O O I A  f l C )  
CWMON BLOKOS CONNECTS C A T A I N r  M k I N c  RELEAS ANC Y A N G l  
COMMON /SLOKDS/ K O r P K  A S S  rPRHO r R S (  35) r F V A P t  35) rFQKACCt  35 r RHO 
EOUIVALENCE t PR BVEL t 1 r l )  r PVEL (1 r l l  1 r tkS f 1) r R  t 1 J J 
E P U I V  AL EN CE t FV AP ( 1 I r VAP ( 1 )  # r ( FPK ACC ( 1) r A ( 1 1 8 r t I N A X  I r  KO J 
D I H E N S I O K  VAP ( 3 5 )  
COMMON BLOXD1 CONNECTS DATAIN,  M A I N  AND RELEAS- 
1 r A NPART r ANNORR r OR BO1 A t lC 1 
NUMBER OF CLSES t ~ )  RUST ex .LE. NH 
DEFZNE D I S ( O ) = l o / t D * D )  
ANNORM= 0.0 
f H A X I I = I H A X I - 1  
P I = 3 0 1 4 1 5 9  
C l = r  PI*DRHO *9800.*01mE-12 1/60 
S3RTZ=SORT (2.1 
CALCULATION OF PERCENT R E W / E O  
D O  1 I I = l r l O  
D D I A t  I I ) = I I * l O  
DD=DOIA f  I f  I * O O l A  (I1 ) * C 1  
DO 2 I J = l r I M A X I  
Y = D D * A t I J )  
A K l I I r I J I =  A L O G l O I Y )  
X=ABSt  AKH-AK ( I I t I J I  l/(SORTt*SIt3I 
I F ( A K ( I 1 r X J )  .LTo AKMJ 00 TO 3 
R F (  fJ.11) =O rb*  f l o + E R f  I X J l * l t O m  
00  TO 2 
3 R Ft I J  v If) = 
2 COWTXNUE 
1 CONTINUE 
0 oS*ERFC t X  ) 100 
CALCULATION OF CLEARING R A D f U f r C R t N o J  I N D  RELEASE V r t  O C I T Y  
P R O B A B I L I T Y *  P I V  . O f -  VOJ 
DO 5 I X = 1 * 1 0  
CRI 11) = P I  X )**t 
PV El t l r  I1 I =CR (11) 
DO 6 I J = l r I M A X I T  
CR(  I I ) = C R I  I 1 1  +RF t I Jr 11) *R t I J I  ( R t  I J + l  ) - R (  I J )  ) / S O o  
E P V E L t I J + l r I I ) ~ C R ~ I I )  
C R ( I I ) = S P R T t C R ( f I ) )  
DO 8 K = l r I M A X I  
8 P V E L I K r I I ~ ~ P V E L ~ K r I I ~ / ~ C R t I f ~ * C R ~ I I ~ ~  
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SU BR 0 UTI N E RE LEAS 
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SUBROUTINE RNDPOS 
SU BI?OUTINE RN DP O S  
* * * e  NASA J P L  * * * *  9 /12 /74  * * * *  D.ECGARS* B I O N E T I C S  e * * *  
T H I S  ROUTINE PRO3UCES A RAND3M P O S I T I O N  ON THE SPACECRAFT AS DEFINED. 
I S  I S  I N D E X  I 3 E N T I F I N G  SEC'SR OF INPACT (1 OR 21 
N P  I S  1 FOR TOP PANELS ANC - I  FOR T h E  UKDERSIDE OF THE SOLAR PANEL 















1 C l  
1c  
z c  
t P  
rcc 
4 5  
















c o n n o N  
* * *  
B L O K C Z  CONNECTS C H K H I T r  K A I N I  RNCPOS AND SHADE- 
/ B L O K C Z /  A L 1 9 )  
BLOKD3 CONNECTS E S U R F r  M I I N  AND RNCPOS. 
/ BLOK 0 31 ASP r ATP e A T S  rp  R I r AT ST r ABP r ABCS r A T 1  
BLC K 11 I N  CON1 A M  r E F  I C  LO r U LI  N r RN C POS r S PH I T  r T R A J E  C V NO RML . 
/ EL OK 1 I/ PO SV E C ( 3 I 
/ 9 L O K 1 6 /  NPNL 
/ 9 L O K 1 8 /  S P l r  SP 2 r SP 3 e S P 4  
/ B L O K l 9 /  SPO1 r S P C Z r S P 3  3 
/ 3LOK 2C/ TAN THX r TANTH? TANTNS r TANTHQ 
E L O K 2 1  I N  C H K H I T r C C  t I T P M r E F I E L C r M A I N * R N C P C S r S H A D E *  SPHITeSCPL 
/ B L O K  2 11 
BLOK16 CONNECTS CONTl?!*KlINtRNCPOS rSHACE AND VNORYL. 
B L C K l e  I N  D A T A I N I E F ~ E L C * E S U R F I ~ A I N * R N ~ P C S I S C P L O  1rSHADEo 
B L O K l ?  CONNECTS Z A T A I  h* EFIELCI  ESURFIHAINI RNDPOS AND SCPLOT. 
B L O K 2 t  I N  CHKHITI  E F I E L D ,  MAIN* QNOPOS. SHADE AND VNORUL. 
Z1 e 2 2 9  2 3  Z Q  r Z  5 
EQUIVALENCE (NPHL r N P )  r ( I S E C T R  *IS) 
E 3 U I V A L E N C E ( P O S V E C ( l )  r X )  r (PCSVEC( 21 r Y  1 r ( POSVECt 3 ) r Z )  
WRITE(  6e l n l  I F 9  
FDPKAT ( l H r r  *Pf? = * r  G9.4 1 
NP=O 
IF(PR.GE.PRI1 GO 7 3  1 C  ;(DETERMINE S E C I O R  F O R  EVENT)  
GO TO 6 2  
CON1 IKLE 3 I N  SUN C R  U N i E R  PANEL (WEIGHTED EY THE EXPOSED SURFACE) 
I F (  PR.LE.(P?I+ATP/ATOTI I s o  T O  20 
I F f P R . L E o ( P R I +  (ATP+ATS l / A T C T  1 )  EC TO 3c  
I F (  PRoLE. (PR=4(ATP+ATS+ASP/so  )LATOTI  I G O  T O  40 
I F ( P R . L E . ( P S I + ( A T P + A T ~ + A ~ F / Z  . l / A T C T ) l  GO T O  4 5  
I F (  PR.LE.IPRI+( ATP+ATS+3. +AS? /b . )  / A T 0 1 1  SO TO 50  
I F I F R . L E o ( F R I +  (ATP+ATS+ASP)/  CT 01  1 1  G O  T O  5 5  
GO TO 7C 
X =RANCNC(C.r SPC11  i TCP F L A T  S E C T I O N  
AY =SORT( S P O l * S P O l - X * X  I 
Y=I?ANDNOI C! .I PY 1 
2 2 2 5  
N P = I  
G O  TO 7 C  
ETAZRANCNO (C .* 1.571 a SECTOR 1 CONF AREA 
RADZRANDNO ( S ?  0 1  r S P 2 )  
X=RAC*CCS(E?A) 
Y = R A C * S I N ( E T A )  
Z =  S3RT ( X *  X* Y *  Y I  * T  ANTP3 + A L ( Z 1  
G3 TO 7 3  




F C  10 lt 
X=QANDN3(C.*2Dl )  
Y:QANCNC(?P? r Z F ?  I 
2 -  2s 
NF= 1 
G3 T O  ?I7 
PSZRANDNO O.CI 1.) 
a A S W E  S O L A R  PANEL ( 2 )  
5 C X =P ANON0 t 5 P 2  r S P 3  I 
YZRANDNO I C. t S P 1 1  
z=74 
Z UNDER SOLAR PANEL (1) 
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SU BROUTl NE RNDPOS 
N P = - l  
GO T O  7C 
Y ZFANDNOf 5PZ r S P 3 )  
2 -  Z4 
N F = - l  
G O  T C  7 C  
Q A  DZRANDNO ( SP 0 2  9 SP4) 
X=RAD*COStETA) 
Y=RAD+SIN(ETA 1 
5 S  X=QAN3NOIB.rSQ11 
6 P  ETAZRANDNO ( C - 9  1-57] 
Z= S Q R T ( X * X * Y * Y l * T A N T H Z  + a L ( z )  
7C RETURN % POSITXON E S T 4 B L I S H E 3  
END 
a UNOER SOLAR PANEL ( 2 )  
2 SECTOR 2 CONE SURFACE 
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SU BROUTl NE SCPLOT 
SUBRCUTINI: 7CPLOT ( I G C C h  1 
3 I M C N 5 I C N  X ( 1 6 ) r  Y ( 1 6 )  
C C Y M O K  / 2 L G K l B /  S P l  * S P Z * S P  3 -  Sp 4 
CCWYON / B L O K l 9 /  S P G l r S P C 2 r S D L Z  
COMYON / e L O K ? l /  Z l r i Z r Z ? r Z 4 * 2 5  
C * * e *  NASA J P L  * * *  9 / 1 2 / 7 4  * * * *  D.E3GAQSr B I O N E T I C 5  * * e *  
c " C3MMON 3LGK19 I N  DATAIN*EFIE-G*ESUR' r  Y A : N * Q N S P 3 S r S C P L C T r ~ H A D E I  AND CONTAM 
" C3YMON B L O K 1 3  CONNECTS ? A T A S  EF IELC r S ; I R F *  V A I N *  RNDPOS AN0 SCPLOT. c 
C C3MHON B L O K 2 l  TN C W H I T * C O N T A  M * E F I C ? C  * M A i N *  QYCPOS *SHADE S P H I T ' r  SCPL 
C * *  
C T k I S  SUBRCUTZNE PLO'S ( C N  8 0 E X 1 1  FArEFl  T H E  V O C E L  A S  PER THE I h O U T  
C DATA TO I N D I C A T E  THE GEOMETRIC CJMPATABILTTY. THF ARGUMENT I O O O N  
C T E L L S  ?HE REYAlNXNG FRCCRAY T O  E I T H E F  CCNTINL'E ( 1 )  O R  ABORT(-1)  
C SCCAUSE OF UYUSAaLE TATA. 
C * *  
C AQRAV CSNZT2UCTTON: 
C * *  
A=AXNT( 2 1 )  -1. 
X t l l =  sc4 
x ( 2 1 =  c. 
x 1 3 1 =  0. 
x ( 4 ) =  SP02 
X I S ) =  SP4 
x f s ) =  s3c3  
x ( 7 ) =  c ,  
x ( 8 ) =  c. 
x 1 9 ) =  5 0 1  
x 1 1 0 ) =  SP3 
x ( l l ) =  c;P2 
x r121= SPC1 
x 1 1 3 1 =  c. 
x ( l c c ) =  t. 
X ( 1 5 ) = C .  
X I  i6)=1. 
Y f l ) =  2 2  
Y ( 2 1 =  2 2  
Y ( 3 ) =  2 3  
Y ( O ) =  2 3  
Y ( 5 ) =  22 
Y ( 6 ) =  2 1  
Y ( 7 ) Z  21 
Y ( B ) =  2 4  
Y 1 9 ) =  2 4  
Y f l o ) =  24 
Y f l l ) =  2 0  
Y ( 1 2 ) =  I S  
Y f 1 3 1 =  Z 5  
Y I 1 9 1 =  74 
Y ( l S ) = A  
Y (  16)=1. 
DETERMINE PAFAPETER U S A B I L X T I  
I F I S P 4  .LE DSPP3 1 GO TO 1CC@ a PARAMETERS INCONSISTENT 
1 F i S P 3 . L E e S ? 2 )  GO 1 3  1000 a PAQAMETERS INCONSXSTENT 
IF tSPP.LE.SPC11 GO T C  l t C C  a PARAMETERS INCONSISTENT 
IF(SD2.LE.SP1 GO TO 1 0 0 0  a PARAMETERS INCONSISTENT 
Z F (  Z S . L E  m Z 4 )  GO :c i a c c  a F P F A K E ~ E R S  IKCONSISTENT 
r r I  Z ~ . L Z . Z ~ )  G O  T C  12OC B PAQAMETERS I N C 3 N S I S T E N T  
1 ' 1  2 3. LE ,721 C C  'i 1 C C O  3 PARAPETERS INCONSISTENT 
I F (  Zt .LE .21 )  G O  7 :  i c c c  a P A O A Y E T E X  :YCONSISTENT 
c c  :c TF 
1 G C C  WTXTE 1 6 r 1 0 0 1 1  
IF( SPI.LE.SPOZ) GO T O  1000 a PARAMETERS INCONSISTENT 
lCCl FORYATI1Xv * I N P U T  SPACECRAFT FARAMETE9S INCCNSISTENT ; * r  / / rSX* 'RUN- -  
l A B 3 R T E 3 . )  
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SUBROUTINE SCPLOT 
I C O C N = - l  
t $  T O  119 
1 E t CN 1 I N  UE 
C * *  
C PROSUCE F L C T  OF SPACECRAFT 
C * *  
Z C  CALL PLOT? 
5 C  CALL A X I S f C - r O . r l 5 H Z  A X I S  (FIETERSI r 1 5 9 7 . r 9 0 . 9  A 1 1 . l  a 2 A X I S  DRAYIRG. 
40 CALL A X I S (  O.rO.w17HX*Y AXES (METERS) r -1796.rO19O.r l . )  a X r Y  AXES DRAUING. 
30 C A L L  P L O T ( l . 2 r 2 . G r - 3 )  3 E S T A 3 L I S H  O R I G I N .  
CALL L I N E ~ X r Y r l 9 r l r l r l l  S FLOTS TPE CRAFT OUTLINE.  
0C C A L L  SYMBOL (2.9 5.69 .21r21HCOME SPACECRAFT M 0 3 E L r O . r Z l )  a TITL 
9 C  C A L L  SYHBOL(Z . r5 .2 r . l 4 *25H**  1 I N I f I A L  G E O H .  CYECK)* * *C .#25)  a T I T L E  
CALL P L O T I  lt.C1C.0*9991 
ICt IGOON=*l 
1 1 C  RETURN 
E NO 
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SUBROUTINE SHADE 
5 i f32OUT T N f  SHA 0' 
C * * * e  K A S A  L f L  * * * *  9/1?/74 * * * e  D.EDGPR5i E I O K E T I C S  e * *  
c *..* 
C T H I Z  P C U T I N C  DC?ERtl;HES WHETCEI(! THE F A R T I C L E  15 C X P O F C  TC THE SUN 
C 0 7  Z S  S H A Z E J  BY A ? O P T I C Y  C F  THC SPACECRAFT. UE USE ( V I A  COMMON 
C E L 3 C K )  THE F I X E ! ?  COh'cTAFtT? AEOUT THE SPICECRAFT GEOMETRY CBTAINEC 
C E ' J R I N C  1 N F U T o  
C 3 C F I N I T T C h S :  
Ir ( L I I X i Y i Z )  1- 'HE N E V  ? A 2 T I C L E  P O S I T I C N  VECTOR. 
C ( Z )  I Y C  IT IYPUT T C  I N C Z C A T E  S C C T O f i  CF SFACECRAFT K C D E L I  
c ( A )  l= PAPTXCLE I?! UP'fR SECTOR. 
C ( B )  2= F A Q T I C L E  I h '  Y I C C L E  SECTCR. 
C (C) 3= D A P T I C t C  I N  LOWER 5ECTDR. 
C (3) I P  I N C I C A T E S :  ( OUTFUT 1 
C ( A )  1: FARTTCLC IS UNCCR A f O L A R  PANEL. 
C ( 4 1  I S H  I U D I C A T E S :  ( OUT PUT 1 
c ( A )  1 =  F A R T f C L E  IC SHlrCEC CUTSIDE UAKE. 
C ( 3 )  C =  PA2TICL.L ' 5  NOT SHADED. 
C I C ) - l =  F A Q T I C L E  15 SHCDEC I N S I D E  YAKE. 
C * e * *  
C COMMON 9LOK02 CQNNECTS C;YKHITr MAIN1 RNOPOS AND SHADE. 
,. 
C ( B I  C'Z FA'T ICLE IS N O T  UNCER A SCLAR PANEL. 
R f A L  HEY'CS 
C3MMCN / B t O K C Z /  A L ( 4 )  
c 
i. COMMON 3LOKC3 I N  C H K H I T i C O N T A M r M A I N i S W A 3 E I S P H I T r T R A J E C  AND TRANSL. 
t CC)R!F(CK /9LGKC3/ NEWPCC(3) 
C COMKON SLOK 1 4  CONNECTS CONTA," i E F I E L 2  v WAIN*  SHADE AND TRA JEC. 
C CO?4F!ON BLCK15 I N  C H K P I T r  CONTA H I  E F  I E L D  i M A I N *  RNOPOS rSHADErVNORML. 
C COMMON 3LOK16 CCNNECTS C O N T A f l i U A I N ~ R N D P O S r S H A D E  AND VNORHL, 
CPRflOK / B L C K l 4 /  I F A N E L r I S H A C E  
COWYON / B L C K 1 5 /  I S E C T Q  
C3PMOF; / B L O K 1 6 /  NPNL 
C'rHMCK / B L C K l @ /  S P 1  r S P 2  rSP?  r SP4 
COUM9N /BLOK 2Il/ T A N T H l  v T  ANTI41 r T ANT H? r T  ANT HP 
COYMON BLOK 2 1  I N  
C O M M O N  / B L O K Z l /  Z l r Z Z r 2 3 r Z 9 r Z S  
CCHMON / B L O K 2 3 /  XYYAKErZYAKE r JPCT 
COUIV AL ENCE t NEUPOSt 1) r X I  r ( NE YPOS 12) r Y)  f N E Y P M  131 r Z  1 
EQU I V A L  EN CE l I S E C T R  I S E  t r t I C  FADE r XSP 1 r ( I P A N E L r  I P  I 
T S E = l  
C C3HMON a L O K l 8  I N  OATAIN ~ E F I E L O I  ESURFI H A I N *  RN3POS rSCPLOTe SHADE, 
C COMMON SLOKZC' I N  C H K H I T r  EFIELOI  MAIN*  RNDPOSr SHADE AND VNORML, 
C 
C COMMON BLCK23 CONNECTS E F T E L D r  H A f N  AN0 SHADE. 
CHK H I T  r CO NTA Uv E F  I E L D  r MA I N *  RNDPOS *SHADE S P H I T e  SCPL 
C 3 E T E R M i N E  I S E C T R  
IF(Z.GT.ZP) GO TO 50 
I F ( Z . E Q o 2 4 . A N D o N P N L o G E I C )  G C  TO 50 
IF(Z.GE.22) GO TO 10 
IF(ZoGE.Co)  GO TO 11 
I S E Z P  
GO TO 50 
1c 1SE=2 
G C  T O  5 C  
11 I S E = 3  
5 C  GO T O (  l C C i  2 O C r  ZOOr3Cl j )  V I S E  
C * *  * *  
C DETCRHXNE YHETHER P I R T I C L E  I S  ABOVE A S O L A R  PANEL 
C . * * *  
1 G C  I F( t Y o  G C  o S P 2  .AND .Y o i  E .SC 3 1 0 A !\D ( X  .G E e@ . f .  A 
1ND.X.LE.SPlII  G9 TO 1 1 5  
I F t ( Y SE C C AND . Y L E. 5 P 1 1 A h C  ( X G E .C F 2 A 
lND.X.LE.SP3)) G O  T 3  11:: 
C * * * *  
C ! l9T  ABOVT/BZLCW A SCLAR PANEL. 
C * * * *  
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SU BROUTl NE SHADE 
115 I P = O  
1C6 ISH=C i? P d P T I C L i  IS UN5hACED. 
RETURN 
C * * * *  
C IS ABOVE/3EL3U 4 SOLA9 PAYEL. 
C * * + *  
11C f P = l  
X F I I S E - 2 1  1 0 6 9  25C126C 
C + *  * *  
C P A R T I C L E  IS IN THE V I D D L E  SECTOF. 
C + *  * *  
C * * * +  
C GETERFINE iF P A R T I C L E  IS SHACEC I N  E I T H E R  SECTOR 2 OR 3 0  
C + + * *  
20C S?T=SP2 
2 C C  I F (  I X o  GE .SPT OAFID O X  .LE o S F 3 )  AhC m I Y  .GE m r !  .C *AN0 
lY.LE.SP11) GO TO 112 
I F (  IX.GE.C .C .AND.X.LE.SFl? oAhCmIYoGEoSPToA 
lYD.Y.LE.SP3)) G C  TO 110 
IF=O 
G O  TO 260 
C * * * *  
C P A R T I C L E  N 3 T  SHADED 
C * * * *  
25C ISH=l  
255 QETURN 
C * * *  
C CHECK CIRCULAQ CONSTANT 
C * * *  
26C C = X * X + Y + Y  
S=SPT*SPT 
IFIC.GToS.AND.IP.NEo1) GO T C  106 P NOT SHACED 
l F ( ISE .EQ.21  G O  TO 250  
Z U S Q R T  I C  1 * T  ANTH9 
1 F I Z . L T . Z U )  GO TO 2 5 0  
G O  TO 255  
+ A t (  Q) 
1SHz-l a S H A C E O  I N S I C E  OF THE YAKE. 
C *.++ 
C PARTXCLE I N  SECTOR THREE. 
C * * * *  
3ce SPT=SPI( 
G O  TO 2 0 5  
END 























SUBROUTINE S P H  I T  
T H I S  R O U T I N E  D E T E m I N E S  Y H E ' I E ?  THE P A R T I C L E  HAS H I T  A SOLAR PANEL. 
3EF IR IT ICtiS : 
t i l  Z IS THE NEU P A R T I C L E  P O S I T 1 3 N  L CDMPONENT. 
( 2 )  V I  Z5 T H E  hEY F A G T I C L E  VELCCZTI  2 CCUPONENT. 
( 5 )  24 IS A SPACECRAFT DI! lENSION FROM T N W T  PREPROCESSOR. 
X Hl Z5 THE fNDEX OENOTIPtG: 
* * * *  
E IONET ICs  * *  CEE * * Z  /13 / 7 4  * 
( A )  C - 913 NOT H I T  PANEL. 
I f )  1 - CIC C3NTACT PANEL. * * * *  
REAL NEWPCSrNEWVEL 
COHMCN BLOi<OQ CONNECTS C3NTAUr HAIN* PARPOTr SPHXT AND TRAJEC. 
COMMOK /BLOKC4/  COEFPF r CQNST 4 1  FRTCHCr P h I G  
C G  MUON BL9K 39 I N  
CCMUON /BLCKC9/  NEWPCS(3) 
C3UUON 8 L O K l C  CONNECTS CONTA!4rHAINrSPWTT rTRAJEC AN3 TRANSL. 
COVMON / B L O K l O /  N E Y V E L I 3 ) r  CELTAT 
COYHON 8 L O K l l  I N  CONTAM ~ E F I E L C I  M A I N *  RNDPOS r S P H I T  r T  RAJECeVNORML. 
C2WMON / B L O K l l /  POZVEC(2 )  
COPIHON 3LOK13  CCNNECTS C H K H I T r  C 3 M A U r  M A I N  ANC S P H I T .  
CCMMON / B L C K 1 1 /  I H I T ( 2 J  
COMMON 9LOK21 ZN CH'<HTTr CONTA Me EFIELO r MAINS RNDPOS ~ S H A D E I  SPHITI  SCPL 
CO?!HON / B L O K P l /  Z l r 1 2 r Z 3 r Z 4 r 2 5  
E3UIVALENCE I N E U P O S ( 3 ) r Z )  r (NCYVELIS)  r V Z I  rIIHITf1)rIHl) 
EQUIVALENCE fPOSVECf?)rZC!)  
S Z = Z - Z I  
ADZZABS to7 1 
AVZZABSI  VZ)  
CHK H I T  r CO UT4 Hr UA IFfr S HA3 E r S P H I 1  9 T RA J E  C AND T QANSL . 
U I T H I N  PANGE AND CLOSING. 
X F f D Z / V Z I L E . C . C , ~ N C . A O Z / A V Z ~ L f  .DELTAT) G O  T O  300 
SOLAR PANEL PENETRATICN. 
XF(Z.EQ.Z@) GO TO 300 
I F ~ ~ Z O - Z ~ ) / C Z ~ - Z ) . G T ~ C O ~  G  T O  30C 
Z S C  I H 1 = 0  





























' ,CB i7CUTINr  cI:LinL 
+ e * *  NASA J c L  * * * *  9/12/74 5.4, DoEDGARSI BIOYETICS * * * *  
T h r r  9 a U T I K ' E  is A M C C I F I E D  VERSIGK SF ? h E  METECQOlD I W P A C T  STUDY 
I N  C E ~ E I Y ~ ; E R I  1573 3Y C. OACEELE PhC v'. E ,  9ARL1JGOLTZ AFTER THE A N A L Y S I S  
3F THE " H Y Z I C A -  P R D 3 L Z y  3Y J. YANG. 
* *  
S3FTWA?E F2EPA?EC IN i T S  LATEST VE.35ION PSIOR T O  T H I S  H O D I F I C A T I O N I  
PAEAVITER KAXFYSZSCC 
? E A 1  I I N U  
? E A L  
C3YM9N 3L0437 CONNECT5 T H 1 N " L  AND Y A F I G 1 .  
E" G I  PO 1 r ( E r  r 5 
T (MAXPTS 1 r U  COT I M A X  FTS 1 r k l  I MAXPTS ) r W 2  f M A X P T S I  
C O M Y C N  / P L C Y C ' /  T O v V A P  r F K A C t r  E E t E H  r l N U t E P C t  R r E 5  I ERHC 
E3U IVAL E N C t  ( E€ I C )  r ( EHI H I  r r ( ERHOr R H O )  
E3UXVALENCE I A N U t N U )  
CORPUTKf F I X E D  EXPRETZICNS FCR LA'EB USE 
C 
h :E L 1- 5 C C  2 Y U S T  a c  CIV ISAELE E Y  IC. 
N324=NSELT-  24 
N 2 2 5 Z N D E L T -  2 5 
N 3 T  Z?:=ND EL T / 1 0  
AYD 2 0=hCE L T - 2  8 
AUDS=NDTLT-3 
ANC I C 1  =V'3 E N -1 
P I  = 3.14153 
ABAR FC * S 
D= Z * H * *  3 / t  121 0. (l.O-NU** 2 )  
8 t D / I  RHC'*H 1 I *O 5 
T = P I * S * A  9 A R  
F - S / ( 4 . @ * 8 )  *S 
Q=R/(4.0*81 * a  
C3MPUTE AND S T O R E  WDOT A 9 R A Y  
Z= A B A W S  *EXP (4  * * 2 / S * *  2 )  
Y I D T H  Z TO 140 
TEMP : Q / t Y I D T H  PI1 
I F  (TEMP .GT. 2,)  GO TO 2UC 
N= 2 
T H I N  = a / (  4 . * P I )  
GO TO 230 
I F  (TEMP .GT. 48.) GO TO 210 
N= 3 
GC TO 22C 
T H I N  z Q / I 2  * N PI) 
A T  i % I N  . f T .  S r i R T i P * O l )  GO T O  230 
N = SQRT ( ( T E Y P / l Z . ) *  12.1 
7r 
N = S Q R T t P * Q I  / [2.* P I )  + 1 
THXN z Q / ( 2 .  N * P I )  
T I T )  = c.c 
U D O T ( 1 )  = 0.c 
TA = Q/ftZ*N + 6 1  P I )  
I F  I N  O G T .  31 GO TO 240 
T"AXZ2.* !2 /FI  
C T  2 ( 2 . * 3 / P I  - TA) /A@10?3  
C C  T O  Z C C  
TUAX G / f ( ? + U  - 7) P I )  
3 7  = (TVAX - T P )  / AYC3 
T ( 2 )  TA - CT 
V L C T t Z )  = C-C 
9 3  2C J = 3 r  N D 2 5  
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SUBROUTINE THINPL 
T S A V E = T ~ Z )  a FOR V A P  CALCLLATION 6ELOU. 
T L O  = T f 2 )  
CALL ROFIBZ I T L O * T W I * T T I F O F T T  ~HSTARIHHINIHMAX rERf lAXv ANSrKrKEY t 
60 FC=O.O 
C A L L  R O M t  
I F  IKeE3.1) G O  TO GO 
U Z t J ) = A N S * Z . S ? E - €  a T O  C O W E R T  T O  K I L O G E E  FROM ENGLXAH. 
T H X = T H I +  DT 
3 t  C g N T I N U E  
C 
C C,O%PUTE: YZMAX 
C 
1 C C  UZHAXZC.C 
3C 1SC J - l r N 5 T T N  
U l M A X  = W'(J) 
J A C K Z J  
I F  I W ? ( J )  .LE. U 2 F A X )  C C  T C  :lI 
1 1 0  CORTINUC 
C 
C 1 4 1 s  CALCULATES 1 VALUE GF V 4 0  A T  T I M E  Y H E N  THE ACCELERATION I S  




T h I = T H Z N +  ( A J - 1  1 * C T  
C A L L  ROU BS 
F S  = 1. 1 ((1 + (THI-TT)/TC)**t) 
ITLO r T H I r  T l r  FO FTTI  HSTARr HWXEIr HHAX r f  ?MAX r ANSI K r  KEY 9 








E 2 5  
530 
5 4 0  




TU 3 1  
C A L L  SLUP C T Y I F S S ~ F P I T I Y D O T I ~ D ~ L T ~ ~ I  
FgFTT=FS*FSS 
C A L L  ROMt 
VAP=ANS* -C!259 a CONVEQT T O  MISEC 
CHECK SIGN OF YAP 
IF(VAPoGE.G.1 GO TO 5 2 5  
G O  TO 1 2 C  
CCUPUTE W 1  ARQAY WHEN T R I A L  IS P O S I T I V E .  
D T = I T r A X - T U I ~ ~ / A N O l C r  
T t O  = TSAVE 
THI = TMIN 
DC 55C J = l r N O T E N  
CALL ROUBS (TLC*THI*TTIFOFTT * H S T A R * Y R I N * H M A X * E R M A X V A N S I K * M E Y )  
FS =O. 0 
F S  = 1. / ((1 + I T H I - T T I / T C ) * * Z l  
TU=TT 
C A L L  SLUP ~TUIFSSIFPITIUDOT~ FtDELTs21 
FOFTT=FS*FSS 
CALL R O H 2  
I F  (K.EQ.1) GO TO 53@ 
W l f  J l=ANS*.C254 a CCNVFGT v E L o c r T r  TO W S E C  
T H I = T H I + D T  
CONTINUE 
VAP=O. 
Y 2U AX = O  
DO 60C J = l * N D T E N  
I F ( W l I J I ~ G E . f o 1  GO TO 600 
XF(UZIJ).LEoW2YAX) GO TO 600 
W 2H AX = Y  2 f J 1 
CCNTINUE 
PKACC = WZHAX 
RETURN 
EYD 
VAP=Yl(  J l  












































; u a a O u T x E  T ~ A J E C  
* * * e  NASA d P L  * * * *  9 /12 /74  * * * *  DOEDGARSI eIONETXCS **I* 
*.*** * * * * *  * * * * *  
S 3 a R O U T I N E  TRAJEC CALCULATES THE INCREMENT I N  THE PA9T:CLE TRAJ-  
ECTGRY T H I 5  RCOUIRES SNFORPATIOM AECUT THE CURRENT P A R T I C L E  
CHARGE AT THE LOCATION TO E5 HOVED FROMr THE SUN/SHA3E C3NI ) IT ION*  
THE CURRENT VELOCITY VECTCR I K D  THE ELECTR?C F I E L D  F 9 3 H  TPE CHARGED 
SPACECRAFT. C I L - S  T3 S U B 9 0 U T I k t S  = F I E L D  AND ?ARPZT PROVIDE THE 
F I E L D  AND CHARGE INFCRHATICN. T H I S  SUERGUTTNE CALCULA TES A S U I T A B L E  
TTHE I iJTEQVAL =OR THE STANDAX3 K INEMATICAL EQUATIONS 3F MOTION 3 Y  
PRECALCULATIKG A DELTA T FOR A VELCCITY 3EPEN3EF;Te F t 2 C E - F I E L D  
DEPENDENT AVD A Y 'PASTIZ E L E C T O I C  P 3 T C N T I k L  CHANGE DOMTNANT CASE AND 
USES ?HE 'HALLEST OF THE THREE. EY THIS ME'HCC U E  M A I N T A I N  A F A I R L Y  
UNXFORH FOUQ c m T m E T m  INCREMENT SIZE EXCEPT WHEN T H E  ELECTTIC 
F C T E ~ T X A L  DIFFERENCE W O U L ~  :E T O C  LIECE O V E R  TPE DISTANCE SPECIFIED 
1 4  ;MI AND T H X I  I N  E S S E N C E *  YE SH3CTH THE SUN/SHADE 3OUNDRY 
T?AVESSALo 
**.** * * * * *  * * * * *  
3 IWENSION RP2 S (  3) *?VEL t 3 )  *DELTAS ( 3) CPOS 3 )  * 3 V E L  ( 3 )  E( 3 I 
C C M H O h  BLSKCQ CONNE C'S CONTAM* P A I N ,  FAPPCT*  S P H I T  AN0 TRAJEC. 
C3HHOh /BLCKGS/ COEFRP rCONSTA*PRTCH;rPHTC 
CZPNON BLCK?? IN C H X H I T * C O N T b ~ * M A I N t S H A ~ E * S P ~ ~ T * ~ R A J ~ C  AND TRANSLO 
C3MMON /JLCKU?/ NEU?C!S(31 
C2VMON E L O K l C  CONNECT? CONTAP* MAINIZPHITITRAJEC AND TRANSL. 
COMHON /BLOYIO/  NEUVEL ( 3 )  OELTAT 
C3MMON E L O K l l  I N  C O N T A M * E F I E L D ~ M L I N ~ R N C P C S ~ S P H I T r T R P J E C ~ V N O R M L o  
COYMON / B L O K l l /  POSVEC(3)  
CClXMON B L C K l Z  COKNECTS CONTAPr H A I N  AND TRAJEC. 
COMHON / B L O K l Z /  $MASS tVELVEC (3) r I L C S T  
C3HHON / B L O X l S /  I P A N  EL ISHADE 
COMHON / B L O K 2 5 /  EVEC(31  
C3MMON W O K 2 7  CONNECTS PA9POT AND TRAJEC 
C3'lHON /BLOK27 /  PHXCNG 
EaUIVALENCE f I S H A G E * I S H )  * ( E V E C I 1 ) v E t l I  I 
EaUIVALENCE ( 9 P O S l l l  * P O S V E C ( l ) l  ( R V E L I 1 )  * V E L V E C t l ) )  
EQUIVALENCE f D P O 5 ( l ) r N E Y P O 5 t l ) ) r  ( D V E L ( l I r N E U V E L ( 1 1 )  
C A L L  E F I E L D  
C3YI'ION BLOK14 CONNECTS C O N T A M *  EFIELCI  H A I h ' r  SPADE AND TRAJEC. 
C3KKON BLCKPE CONNECTS CONTAR* EF IELCI  M A I N  PND TRAJEC. 
CALCULATION OF THE P O T E N T I A L  DEPENDENT T I M E  INTERVAL. 
C A L L  PASPOT 
DELT 3=10, 
IF (ABS(PHICNGI .LE .Oo1)  G O  TO 2 
C E L T 3 = 1  J A B S  (PHICNG? 
TFRP=Oo a I N  SHADE 
I F (  I S H  .EQ 00)  TFRPZCOEFRP a IN SUN 
VELOCITY DEPENOENT DELTA 1. 
C E L T 1  
1+1 E-6 1 
=C.C4 /  fSQRT(RVEL ( 1  ) * R V E L  f 1 )*RVEL 1 2 )  *RVEL(Z  I + R V E l l 3  ) *RVELf3  1 # 
FORCE DEPENDENT DELTA 1 
DELT2=SORT(O.OB*GMASS/ ( A 3 S  (TFRP)  +ABS (PRT CHG) *S QRT t E t 1  ) + E l l  I +  
I E t Z ) * E 1 2 ) * E ( 3 ) * E ( 3 1  ) + l . E - Z C I  1 
THE M I N l H U H  CELTA T OF THE TkREE CHOICES 
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SUBROUTINE TRAJEC 
DELT = N l l N l  (DELTlrOELTZl 
DELTAT=ANXNl( DELT * CELT31 
K3  =O 
5 CTSOTtl=DELTAT* DELTAT/(Z.*GMASS I 
IC D O  15 K Z l r 3  
1 5  C E L T A P I K l = D T S O T M * f T F P ~ * K 3 +  PC1CHG.E IKI l + R V E L l K  )*DELTA1 
XF(KoEQ.31 K 3 - 1  
C3 QC K=lrS 
I F I C E L T A R ( K J ~ G T . C . 0 4 1  0 0  TO 5 C  
4C CONTXNUE 
GO TO 3 1  
G O  TO 5 
31 DO 35 K = l r 3  
50  DELTAT=DELTAT 1 2 .  
3PCS(Kl=RPOS(Kl+DELTAR(K) 
DEL T A Q  =CO N ST h* P H I  C N G* DE LT AT 
PRTC HG =PRTCHG+CELT A Q  
RETURN 
END 
35 DVELI  KI=Z-*DELTAR (K I /DELTAT-2 VEL( K )  
a CH A NE E I N  PA RT I CLE C HA R GE . 
PH XO=PHIfl+P HI: CY G* DEL T A T  a NEY P A W X C L E  POTENTIAL. 
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SUBROUTINE TRANS1 
S'JBROUTZNE I P A Y 5 L  
C e b b *  & A S &  . P L  * * * *  9 / 1 2 / 7 9  * * * *  f . E C C A Q S r  P I O N E T I C S  * * * *  
C 74x5 RGUTINE T 9 A N S L I T E 5  T H E  0 AqTICL: P O ' I X T I C N  AN2 VELOCITY 'JACK INTO 
C THE: FIRST OCTANT aECAC2T C F  CYMKETRY TO EA5E Tb'E CALCULATICNS 
:: ( X r Y r Z )  I S  THE O O S I T I O N  Y C I I C d  7 Z G U I a E q  TRANSLAT?3?4 - (NEY C30RDINATES)  
C (VX,VY)=THE VELOCITY Y H l C H  PEG'JZRES 7RANSLAf:Oh: - INFU V E L O C I T Y )  
C b b  b e b b 
C C3W?lDN BLQX73 TN C H K Y I T r C ? K T A  Hv P l I N i 5 H A 3 E r S P H I T  r T  Q A J F C  AND TQANSL. 
C C3'4HON 3 L S A l C  CC'NNECTS C3NTAFr !4A INrSFHZf  rTWAJEC AND TQANSL. 
9 E A L  N E U P C S r  '!EUVEL 
C C X K C N  / D L C K t * /  hfUFC513) 
C?F!R'3Fi / f ? L G K l C /  t ! f Y V E L I Z ) r  CZLTAT 
CSUIVA,ENCt ( X r N C Y P O Z I l ) )  r ( Y r N E Y P 3 S l Z ) )  r 1 N E W V E L i l ) r V X  !e t N E Y V E L I 2 ) e  
:vY) 
I F t X . L T . C . C . A ~ 2 . Y o G ? . C . C )  53 '3 L C C  
1 F f X L T .P C AND. Y L T  9 .  I: 1 G C  f C ZOC 
1FIX.GT.C.C.AND.Y.LT.C.r )  SP 7 0  3CC 
RETURN 1 C C E C  NOT ALTCE FAfiAUETERS 
YPZ-x  
v x P = v Y  
VYP=-VX 
G O  T O  OCC 
2 2 c  x=-x  





v xD=- V Y  
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s g  awur T N E  Vb: O R Y L  
:PIS ROUTINE C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  ~ O R P P L  vr;:T V E C T C R  A T  THE N R F A C ~  IMPACT ZCNE 
* * * e  NASA J F L  * * * *  9/12/74 * * * *  C.ECGARSr E I O N E T I C S  ? * e *  
* * *  * * *  
THE VECTOri IS ALONG ( Z - A X I C I  FOQ SOLA? PANEL CONSIOERATION. 
( I T  ?HEN ASDS A IC PEPCENT E I A Z  TO Ch'E OF T Y E  VELOCITY COWPCNEKTS.) 
NP'=*l  e - .  A 3 C V E  PANEL: -1 - 0 .  9FLOW F A N E L -  
DIHLNSION VEL(?) 9 r A N T ( 4 )  
CCMHCh' B L C K l l  IN C O N T A M * E F I E L D I Y P I N ~ R % C P C S ~ S P H ? T * T R A J E C ~ V N C R M L .  
COMMON /SLOK11 /  POSVEC(3)  
C3MMON BLC X 1 5  3'4 CHK H I T  C O  NT 1 P E F I E LC v P P I  N * RND POS e S HAC E r V NO R M t  
C3HMON /BLOK15 /  ISECTR 
COMMON B t O K 1 6  CGNNECTS C C N T P H * ~ A I N r R N C P O f r S H A D E  AND VNORUL. 
COUHON / B L O r 1 6 /  NPNL 
C3MHON B t O K l e  I N  D A T A I N ~ E F I E L C * E S U R F ~ ~ A Z N I R N C P C S S S C P L O  Tr SbADE. 
CDPMON / aLOK 1 3 /  S P 1 r  SP 2 r SP 3 r S D Y  
C O  MMON / EL O X  2 O /  T AN T H 1 r T Atd T H2 r T ANT H3 r T ANT H4 
COMMON B L O K Z l  I N  CHKHITvCONT PMrEFIELC*MAINeRNDPOSrSHADE~ SPHI  TI SCPL 
COMHON / B L O K Z l /  Z l r Z Z r Z 3 r Z 9 r Z S  
C3YHON /BLOK22 /  VELNQUf3 )  
EOUIVALENCE ( N P N L r N P I  r ( V E L N f i U ( l ) r V E L ( I ) )  
E3UIVALENCE fPCSVEC(11.X) e (POSVEC(2 I  r Y 1  
E3U I V A L E N  CE (PO SVE C t Z 1 r 2 I 
T A Y T I l ) = T A N T H l  
TAN T I 2  =T ANTI42 
T A N T l 3 1 = T A N T H 3  
TAN1 ( 4 1  =TANTI44 
XY O IS f=SQRT(X*X*Y*Y  
* * *  
CCRMON BLCKZC I N  CHKHITI E F l E L D *  H A I N *  SNDFOSv SHADE AND VNORML. 
COUMON e L C K ? 2  CONNECTS H A I N  b N O  VNOFVLo 
IF(NPNL.NE.0) GO T C  1 O C  
I S = b - I S E C T R  
FX=-X * T AN T 1 IS I / X  Y D IST. 
FY =-Y * T  ANT ( IS I /  X Y  D I S T  
F Z = + l *  
DE NOM=SQRT(: F X  *FX+FY*FY *FZ*FZ)  
VEL ( 1 1  =FX/DENOI" 
V E L  ( 2 1 =F Y /DEN OY 
VEL (3)=FZ/DENOW 
GO TO 3 0 0  
1 C C  VEL ( 1) =@. 
VEL(  21=0. 
RN=NP 
3CC CONTINUE 
V E L C  3)=QN a + OR - z DIRECTION A S  PER NP 
NO=i?AN3NOfl . r3.99) a ADD TEN PERCENT T O  ONE OF THE COMPONENTS. 
GO TO( 31C r 3 2 0 r  3 3 0 )  *NO 
GO TO 900 
GO TO 400 
3 1  C VEL I 1 )=VEL ( 1 ) *. 1 
320 VEL(  2 ) = V E L ( 2 )  * e 1  
33C VEL4 3 ) = V E L (  31 * e 9  
4CC RETURN 
END 
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;UBROUTINE Y A N S l  d T H E  SURFACE IMPACT ANALYSIS  
THIS 9 0 t l T I N E  IS A 332IF:ED VERSION OF THE METEOROID IMPACT STUDY 
SBFTWARE PREPARED If! I T S  L A T L S T  V C  5 : C N r P S I O R  T O  T H I S  R O D I F I C A T I O N r  
TN L!tCEHSEiir 1 9 7 3  9Y C. BAUEqLE AND J. 3. SARENGOLTZ AFTER THE ANALYSIS  
C F  THE F H Y S I C A L  PRGeL€M EY J. YANGI 
* *  
* * * e  NASA JPL * * * *  9 / 1 2 / 7 4  **I* DoEOGAQSr E I O N E T I C S  * * * *  
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
CQb-EASIC DATA A R R A Y  F O R  R h C I I  
92- -RADIUS A 9 R A Y  FOQ I N I T I A L  P O I N T S  
FR- -F INAL  RACIUS A R R A Y  
R P K A C C - - I N I T I A L  ARRAY FOR P E L K  ACCELERATION AT VALUES I N  RR 
FPKACC--FXt iAL AQRAY FOR PEAK ACCELERATIONS FOR VALUES I N  FR 
RVAP--ARQAY FOR V E L 3 C I T I E S  AT PEAK LCCELERATIONS AT RR RADXX 
FVAP- -F INAL  ARRAY FOE VEL. A T  PEBK ICCELERATXONS AT FR R A O I I  
QEAL NU 
DIMENSION R R 1 1 4 l r  R P K A C C ( 1 4 ) r  R V A P ( 1 4 l r  D R f 1 4 )  
DTHENSION FR ( 3 5 )  r R N I D t  2 )  e A U I O t  21r 
COMUON 9LOK05  CONNECTS O I f A I N t  MAIN* RELEAS AND YANGl  
COMMON /BLOKCS/ KOrPRASSePRHCrRS ( 3 5 1 r F V A P 1 3 5  ) r F P K A C C t 3 5 l r R H O  
COMMON /BLOKOb/ E r  H r N U  ~POIXSKI  P 
2 V H I D t t )  
COMMON 8LOK06  CONNECTS D A T A I N 1  M A I N  AN3 Y A N G l r  
COUNON BLOKO? CONNECTS T H I N P L  AND YANGlo 
COMMON BLOK17 CONNECTS CATAIN. U A I N  AND YANGlm 
CUUUON /BLOKO7/ T O I V A P ~ F K A C C I E E ~ E H I A N U ~ E P O ~ R ~ E S ~ E R M O  
COMMON / B L O K l 7 /  P V E L r A C C H I N  
EOU I V  AL EN CE I FR t 1) e Q S  t 11 I 
EQUIVALENCE f K O r I M & X I !  
B YANGl 
DATA DR / r D l ~  002t 0039 o O P *  0 0 6 ,  0 0 8 ,  01. r21 r 4 e  .7* l o *  
z O. .O . ,O .  1 a T H E  OLD CODING HAD INTEGER Z E R O ~ S .  
1 0 0 0  FORNATt l H O e l X * * T H E  PLATE UAS PUNCTURED') 
ANUZNU 
N3 EL T= 5 0 0 
I S K I P = I ;  
U R I T E (  E r 4 7 C l  PHASS rPVELrPRHO r E r  HmNU r RHOrPO 
C 
9 7 0  FORMAT( l H O r  'THE FOLLOUING VALUES ARE R E S P E C T I V f L Y . r / e l X e * - P M S S - - P  
1 V  U - - P R  HO--E--H--NU--R HO--PO *e  / * I X  B 8 (1 PES. 4 2X 1 1 
DO 7 I ' l r  19, 1 . 
R R I I J  = D R f I 1  
7 CONTINUE 
C 
C CALCULATE PR-PARTICLE R A D I U S *  TO? AND S 
P I  = 3,14159 
c 
PR = C B R T ( t 3 .  P H A S S I  / (4 .  P I  P R H O )  1 
C 
C DETERU XNE YHETEHER CONOlT IONS E X I S T  F O R  P L A T E  PUNCTURE BY METEOROID. 
C 
P ~ C B R T ( 1 2 o * P ~ A S S + P V E L I P V E L / f P I * P C l ~ ~ o S  
7 F I P . L E . H )  6 2  TO B 
C PLATE PUNCTURED. 
TC=B. / 3 , * P 2 * ( P C / ( Z 0 * P R H 0  1 )  
W ?  I T E (  6 r  1COO) 
G C  TO 9 
( L . / 5 . ) *  f V E L * * ( - 4 . /  3.) * ( l o +  
13.*RHO*H/PR*CSRT ( ( P V E L / 2 . ) * * 4 /  ( P R H O * F C * F C )  1 1  
" P L A T E  NOT PUNCTUREDO 
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SUBROUTINE YANG 1 
VAPIAELE5 CHANGEG FqCU MC'F,:C 73 E N E L X S F  SYSTEH 
V A L C E S  FO? PEAK ACCELERATION AND VELOCITY AT PEAK ACCELERATION ARE 
CALZULATEC F3R I N I T I A L  VALUES OF R A D I I .  A T  LEAST 2 R A D I I  MUST 
B E  USEC. AFTER THAT I F  THE LARGEST VALUE FOR A PEAK ACCELERATION 
C HA5 aEEN PASSED AND THE PEAK ACCELEZATION $ 5  LESS THAN ACCHTNI 
C CALCVALTIONZ STOF. 
C 
C C  1 C  J = l r  11 
R = R 9 l J l  
P = R 33.37 
C A L L  T A I N P L  
P = R / 39.37 
R P K A C C t J I  = PKACC 
R V A P ( J 1  VAF 
TF ( J  -LT. 2 )  GO TO 10 
I F  ( R P K A C C ( J - 1 1  .Lf. PKACCI  G O  T O  1C 
I f  (PKACC oGT. ACCMINI  G O  TO 10 
JJJ = J 
S O  TO 15 
IC CONTINUE 
JJJ = J 
1 5  CCNTINUE 
11 CONTINUE 
ACCHAX = RPKACC(JJJ1  
KKK = JJJ 
C 
C SEARCH FOR THE 9 A X I V U V  VALUE OF PEAK ACCELERATION I F  AVAILABLE- 
C I F  I T  15 NOT. THREE PORE VALUES OF R A D I I  ARE CPOSEN T O  F I N D  If. 
C ONLY THE ONES NEEDED ARE USE99 WHEN M A X I F "  I S  FOUND NO HORE 
- C ARE CALCULATED- 
DO 2C J= 2 r  JJJ 
I = JJJ + 1 - J 
I F  fRPKACC(1)  .LT. ACCHAX) G O  T O  35 
ACCklAX = P P Y A C C t I I  
K K K  5 I 
K K K  : 2 
3?ST ( ? 7 ( 1 1  - S*lsL)/2. 
c o  3 c  : = 1 r  3 
7 = R 9 (  11 - S I Z T  
F = R 3c.37 
CALL T d I N P L  
Q = R / 30.37 
JJJ 1 JJJ + 1 
D O  2 5  J = JJJI 2r -1 
? Q t J )  = P o ( J - l l  
r P K A C C ( J 1  Z RPKACCI J-11 
R V A P ( J 1  = R V A P C J - 1 1  
3 C  C C N T I X ' J E  
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1 5  
C3NT i N U E  
R R ( 1 I  =, !? 
R P K A C C t 1 )  =PKkCC 
R V A P ( 1 1  = V A O  4, 
I F  f R P K A C C t l 1  .LT. A C C I I A X )  C G  T C  ? 5  
ACCCIAX PKACC 
C ONT I N  UE 
I F  THE CAXIYUM PEAK ACCELFRIT ION IS K C T  FOLKSC THE F I K A L  ARRAYS 
C 9 R H f C  AQE P R I N T E D  ANC CALCULATIONS CEASE F3R T H I S  CASE. 
I Y A X I = J J J  
3C 32 I r l r  JJJI 1 
F R ( X ) = R D t I )  
FPKACC ( X I  = R P V A C C ( I )  
F V A P l  I ) = R V A P (  1 1  
CCNT I N U E  
CON1 I N U E  
CONTINUE 
L L L  = c 
G O  TO 79 
A F I B C N A C C I  LEARCH IS CChE T C  F l N D  TPE Y A X I H U K  P E I K  ACCELERITION.  
T H E  TWO VALUES BRACKETING THE HAXIHLJU PREVIOUSLY FOUND A R E  USED AS 
THE ZTARTING END POI'F'TS. RUFPER--Lbr?CCST VALUE OF R e  AuPPER AND 
V'JPPER CONTAXY THE ZCRRESPON3ING PELK ACCELERATION RND VELOCITY. 
RLOYEP--LCUEP VALUE OF R. R P l D ( l ) - - L E S S E R  CENETER VALUE CF R. 
? M I 3 C 2 J - - T H E  GRE'ATCR CENTER VALUE OF R o  
U K N  A VALUE OF RUPPER I S  CITCARDEO FROH ThE SEARCH I T  I S  KEPT 
f Y  THE FQ A9RAY A5  PART O F  THE F I N A L  RESULTS. 
RUPPER = R R ( K K f * l )  
AUPPER =RPK A C C  ( K K K 4 1  I 
VUPPER = RVAP ( K K K 4 1 1  
QLOYER = QR(KKK-1)  
R 3 I F F  = RUPPER - RLOWER 
R = RLOWES + 0381967 R D I F F  
Q = R 39.37 
C A L L  T H I N F L  
R H I D t 1 1  = R 
A Y I 3 t l )  = PKACC 
V K 1 9 t 1 )  = VAF 
I T 1  = 1 
L L  = 2 
R = RUPpEp - o331957 7 3 I F F  
CCY I I N  UE 
IT1 = III 4 1 
I F  ( I I X  .ST. 11) GCI TO 6t 
R = R 39.37 
R = R 1 39.37 
C A L L  T H I N F L  
R P I D I L L )  = R 
AMI3 lLL)  = PKACC 
VMIDILL) = V A P  
R = R / 33.37 
IF I A M I D ( 1 )  . G T -  A Y 1 3 ( 2 ) )  3 C  TO  5 0  
RLOYES = RPlIDtI) 
R 3 I F F 1  RUPPER - R Y I D ( 2 )  
R D I F F Z  = R M I D ( 2 )  - QLCWER 
TF (RDIFF1 -GT.  Q D I F F Z )  SCI TO b5 
9 = QLGYER + R C I F F l  
LL = 1 
GO TO 4C 
R Y I 3 t 1 1  = R M I D ( 2 I  
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A M I D 1 1 1  Z A M I D ( ? )  
V M I 3 l l r  = V Y I D I P )  
R = RUFPER - R D I F F Z  
LL = 2 
G O  TO 40 
I F  (LLL .Ea. 1) G O  T O  5 4  
3c 5 2  I= L L L I  29 -1 
F R I I )  = F R ( 1 - 1 )  
FPKACCI I) = F P K A C C I I - 1 1  
F V A F I I )  = F V A P I I - 1 )  
50 LLL = LLL + 1 
5 2  CONTINUE 
54 FR(1) = RUPPER 
F P K A C C I 1 )  = AUPOER 
F V A P I 1 )  = VUFPEF 
SUPPER = 2 H I D ( 2 )  
AUPPER = A M I C I Z )  
VUPPER = V M I D ( 2 )  
R C I F F l  = S M I C ( 1 )  - RLOUER 
R D I F F Z  = RUPFER - R Y I D ( 1 1  
I F  ( R D I F F l  .GT. R O I F F Z )  C O  T O  5 5  
R = RUPDEQ - R D I F F 1  
LL = 2 
GO TO 4n 
5 5  R M I O I Z )  z R M I D I l i  
A Y I D I 2 1  = A Y I D ( 1 )  
V M I D I 2 )  = V M I D l l l  
R = RLOWED + R O I F F Z  
L t  = 1 
GO TO 40 
03 65 I= l e  LLLI 1 
J = I * l f l  
F R I J 1  = F R l I )  
F P K A C C t J )  = F P K A C C I I )  
F V A P I J )  = F V A P l X )  
'1 I F  (LLL .EO. 0 )  GO TO 67 
6 5  CONTINUE 
b 7  ? ! ) IFF  = ( S U P ? ? ?  - 51+.1 
C 
C THE F I h A L  A9RAY INCLUDES T E N  EQUALLY SPACES VALUES FOR RADIUS 
C EETUEEN THE PAXIHUM PEAK ACCELEFATICK PN;D THE CRATER YALL. 
P 
CC 7C I= l e  I C ?  1 
F R t I I  F P ( l l 1  - I11 - I) ? D I F '  
F P K A C C t I )  = F P K A C C l 1 1 )  F P t I l )  / F G ( X 1  
F V A P I I )  = F V A P ( 1 1 )  * F Q t 1 1 )  / F P ( Z )  
7 c  C CNT INUE 
C 
C VALUES FROM THE I N I T I A L  ARRAYS ARE A C C E C  T C  T P E  FINAL 4RRAYS. 
c 
LL K K K  + 1 
CO 75 I= L L v  J J J e  1 
F Q I J )  Z ?RlII  
FFKACCtJ )  = F P K A C C I I )  
F V A P I J I  = R V A P I I )  
H = 9 + LLL + JJJ - KKK 
I M A X I Z M  
J = 9 + LLL + r - K K K  
75 CONTINUE 
79 CDNTINUE 
8 1  U R I T E l 6 r 3 C O )  
31;r FOQMATI 1HC) 
DO 25G M l = l r K C  
I F I F P K A C C t M l )  .LE.C.) X S K Z P = l  
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25C WRITE( 6r2751 M Z t  F R  trill v M ~ ~ F P K A C C ~ H ~  I * H l r F V I P  t ~ l )  
275 FORMAT: 1 x 1  *FR (**13t*)=* ~ G ~ ~ O I ~ X I * F P K A C C I  * t 1 3 , *  I='*Qgml)* 2x1 
I * F V A P f  *r~3r0)=*rG9.4? 
IDUHMY = O  
DO 260 I Y = l r K O  
WRITE1 1,1601) I Y *  IDUWNY r FR (IY 1 t F P K A C C f  TY 1 tFVAP1 I Y  
, XI'! CONTINUE 
1 6 1 3 1  FORMAT( 213rlP3E15.5) 
RETURN a U A S  GO T O  5 
END 
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The general  model  processors  have three  basic  forms:  (1) the fully 
determinis t ic  complete dr iver  with intermediate data output (FULDET), 
(2 )  the dr iver  (FULBPS) that bypasses the meteoroid model /  surface response 
model  and operates  on the intermehiate data output generated in a type (1) 
execution, and ( 3 )  the dr iver  fo r  the pyrotechnic simulation (PYROM). 
sented below a r e  the computer control card runs t reams with the proper 
sequence for the execution of a case  study. 
a r e  preceded by a line indicating the format. 
that  the model exis ts  on a magnetic tape compatible with a Univac 1108 ma jo r  
computer system. 
FULBPS, and PYROM processo r s  respectively. 
P r e -  
In each example, the data ca rds  
The basic assumption here  is 
On the tape a r e  three fi les corresponding to FULDET, 
Example case  studies a r e  given below: 
(1) The fully deterministic model, FULDET, allows the sequential 
selection of meteoroid m a s s  and velocity groups with the option 
of setting the range of dust-grain d iameters  and the number of 
random impact positions. 
the form 
The data card  used for this  run is of 
MML MMU MVL MVU IGML IGMU N 2  IHICUP 
where MML and MMU a r e  the meteoroid-mass index l imits  (may 
use  integers  f rom 1 to 10, a s  in Table 3, MVL and MVU a r e  the 
meteoroid-velocity index limits (may use  integers  f rom 1 to 3, 
as  in Table 3),  IGML and IGMU a r e  the ejecta-diameter limits 
(may use  integers  f rom 1 to 10 corresponding to 10 to 100 pm), 
N2 is the number of positions to be randomly selected per  each 
meteoroid mass-velocity group, and IHICUP increments  the 11 08 
system random number generator (because the computer produces 
the same set of random numbers for each case,  unless  manually 
incremented on to new numbers). 
velocity vs.  range data cards  is output for  each mass-velocity 
group (for use with FULBPS). 
s t r eam where the contents of file one of the magnetic tape a r e  
copied, the element DATAIN i s  updated for a par t icular  mission 
when appropriate (cards  f rom the first @ DELETE t o  the @ P R E P  
card  may be omitted when DATAIN is acceptable), and execution 
commences. This particular run i s  for meteoroid-mass groups 
A set  of acceleration. and 
Table D-1 provides a sample run-  
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2 through 10, meteoroid-velocity group 3, grain-diameter of 
1 0  pm only, and 1 random position. 
run that is meant  to produce only the acceleration and velocity 
vs. range data cards .  
This  would be typical for  a 
Similarly, Table D-2 depicts a FULBPS runs t ream for a case  
study involving meteoroid-mass group 3, velocity group 1, and 
all 10 ejecta diameter  possibilities for  100 random positions. 
The three types of data ca rds  (format indicated in  Table D'-2) ar=: 
N2 KPLOT 
with N2 [integer) positions, KPLOT index indicating whether to 
plot (via Calcomp) the spacecraft  outline for  the integer 1 o r  to 
skip the plot when 0 is entered, 
IHICUP KO IGML IGMU P V E L  PMASS IMV IML SM1 
where KO is the dimension of the following data a r r ay ,  IGML and 
IGMU a r e  the grain diameter l imits  (1 to lo ) ,  PVEL is the m e t e -  
oroid velocity, PMASS is the meteoroid mass, IMV and JMM a r e  
the meteoroid velocity and mass indices (as per  Table 3 )  and 
SM1 is the corresponding value related to the flux and velocity of 
this particular M-V group by 
SM1 = FLUX (IMM, IMV):k12/PVEL, (D1) 
and finally the acceleration and velocity vs. range a r r a y  where 
the data is in the form of 
with K O  entr ies .  
Lastly, the pyrotechnic event runs t ream appears  in  Table D-3.  
The only essent ia l  difference between this  runs t ream and the 
one f o r  FULDET is the data ca rd  preceding the acceleration and 
velocity vs.  range a r r ay .  The f o r m  of this  ca rd  i s  
IHICUP KO IGML IGMU IPYRO NPYRO PRMIN PRMAX ANAME 
where IPYRO indicates the identifying number assigned to this  
type of device, NPYRO indicates how many pyrotechnic devices 
JPL Technical Memorandum 33- 737  
of this type a r e  on the spacecraft, PRMIN and PRMAX a r e  the 
localizing parameters  defined in Appendix B and ANAME is an  
18-space alphanumeric spacecraft zone name used for printout 
purposes ( see  Table 2b for example). 
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TABLE D1. SAMPLE FULDET EXECUTION RUNSTREAM 
aRUN F U t D E T t E T C o  
3 A S C  r T  T A P E .  t T t X X X X X  
aREWTND TAPE, 
8 C C P Y  t G  TI \PEm t T F F I o  
aFREE TAPE. 
aDELETE 9 A -FULACS 
a DELET E v 5 R 0 9 AT A I  'J 
a F O R t I S  o D A T A T N t o C & T A I Y  
(THE NEW D A T A I U  D E C K )  
aPREP 
a F I A P v I S  mFULMAPtoFULABS 
I N  oFULCET 
IN o D A r r \ I h :  
L I P  L I B * J P L B .  
L15 L I 5 * P L O T S o  
a X Q T  o 'ULAES 
F O R N A T ( 3 ( 1 3 t 3 X ) )  * 
2 IC 3 3 1 1 1 
aFIN 
1 
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TABLE 02. SAMPLE FULBPS EXECUTION RUNSTREAM 
8RUN FULBPS tETC 0 
8 A f Q r T  TAPE, t T  v X X X X X  
8RE:YfND TAPE. 
aNQVE T A P E a I l  
scow V G  TAPEmtTPFfo 
a D E L E f E t  SR .DATAIN 
~ D E L E T E I A  OFULBPA 
3F OR I 5 oDATAINI. DATAIN 
(THE NEY D d l A I N  D E C K )  
aPREP 
a M A P v I S  aFULBPHt oFUL6PA 
I N  oFlJ1BPS 
I N  oDAT4IN 
Lxe L x t m p L s .  





I 1 9  1 10 . i 4453+05  . m o o o - n  I 3 .iom-ua 
1 7056170-G5 l o 6 7 4  86+G1 -1 . 4 3 m 3 - 3 1  
F O ~ H A T ( I 3 r 3 X i l P 3 E l S . 5 ~  * * 
2 8.73974-CQ 1044SlC+GO - l 0 2 3 7 e 8 - f f 2  
3 1.67233-03 7.57313-01 -6,469tS-C3 
4 2.47C69-C3 So12601-Cl  -40378€3-C3  
s 3,269CB-E3 3087415-01 - 3  0 3c 99 5-03 
6 4.c?c74o-c3 3 11373-01  -20659E6-03 
7 40 86576-03 2,632 9 4 - 0 1  -2022394-C3 
5066411- [32  2.23597-Cl -1091ci5-03 0 
6046247-C3  1 359 7 b G 1  -1.6743 8-13.3 9 
10 7 0  2 6 O 8 3 - M  1 J4426-Cl - l o 4 9 c L I - c 3  
11 8 o O 5  9 1  9-0 3 1.57147-ni -1 o342'11-G3 
12 8 o 2 C G I I O - C 3  1 . 5 4 5 3 5 - f i  - 1.3 2 6 72-0 3 
9.@2959-C3 1 .SO m - C l  -1 .?12 74-C3 1 4  
15 l o ! - C C C C - f 2  1 o 2 4 2 6 Z - C I  -1 .C62i7-c.l 
13 8.4 2 98 9-0 3 1,527 37 - c 1 -1.31693-03 
16 2.0t.cc:c-02 6 S 9525-02 -6o16022-CV 
1 7  3 . r t c c c - c 2  4o44363-G2 -3083329-C4 
18 ~ ~ c o n c n - o ~  3.4 4277 -U 2 - 3  ooc45 8-ou 
19 €.CCCCC-C2 2 3 3 31 2- C 2 -Z0046C7-@4 
afIN 
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TABLE D3. SAMPLE PYROM EXECUTION RUNSTREAM 
aRUN PYROW vETCO 
a A S G r T  TAPE- * T  r X X X X X  
aREWIND TAPE- 
SCOPY r G  TAPE09 T P F S  
aFREE TAPE0 
aDELETE * A  oPYROHA 
3 F O R r I S  - D A T A I N *  .DATAIN 
aNOVE TAPE, r 2  
ODELETEISR .DATAIN 
( T H E  NEU DATAIN DECK) 
aPREP 
W A P t I S  o P Y 9 O M S * o P Y R O M A  
I N  oPYROH 
LIB LIB* J P t J  
LIB L I B * P L O T O -  
IN O D A T A I N  
F O R Y A T ( Z I I C 1  * 
100 n 
* F O R H A T ( 6 ( I 3 , 2 X ) t 2 E 1 Z O 5 , 3 4 O )  * 
FCRHAT(13r3XrlP3ET5-5) * * 
002  06 001 io o m  oc4 .22+00 051) +OOSECT OR ONE C O W  
1 5.2-04 1 00 +G2 -1 *G 5 +c1 
2 8 o O - C 2  2 - 8 C + C l  -4 0 E C + C C  
3 2 - 5 - C l  3 a O C + O C  -2.7C-Cl 
so 0-01 8 o U C - 0 1  - 6 a 9 C - C 2  9 
5 7.5-Cl 4 o C C - C l  -3 9c-c2 
6 1. oc+ 00 * i.oo-ni -2.70-c2 
BFXN 
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